SEMA TRUCK, SUV & OFF-ROAD NEW PRODUCTS
By Mike Imlay

TRUCK, SUV & OFF-ROAD NEW PRODUCTS
A Steady Supply of Workhorse
Items for Demanding Enthusiasts

T

ruck and off-road products are aftermarket staples, thanks in
particular to resurgent consumer interest in pickups, SUVs
and Jeeps, and now CUVs as well. Recent SEMA market
research indicates that pickup product sales alone account
for a 27% share of the specialty-equipment market. Add SUV
product sales, and total market share increases another 13%. Moreover,
47% of pickup consumers and 45% of their SUV counterparts selfidentify as true enthusiasts. Little wonder that this past November’s
SEMA Show in Las Vegas witnessed the introduction of nearly 500 new
truck, SUV and off-road products, not counting wheels and tires. The following pages offer another look at these products as seen in the New
Products Showcase.

Addictive Desert Designs/DV8
DV8 Offroad Bedside Rocksliders
951-680-9595
www.dv8offroad.com
PN: SRGL-01

DV8 Offroad Bedside Rocksliders provide
maximum protection to the bed of the Jeep
Gladiator. When coming off an obstacle, the
sliders prevent the bed from becoming damaged. Made from 3/16- and 1/4-in. steel and a
two-step sand powdercoating.
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Advanced Accessory Concepts
Slide Premium Bike Rack
951-339-1460
www.aacbrands.com

The Slide premium bike rack is designed for
mounting bicycles in the bed of trucks or the
back of SUVs. It adjusts to the width of the
cargo area and clamps in place with a locking device for security and strength, and then
anchors the bikes by clamping the front forks
into a patented mount after the front wheel
is removed.

Addictive Desert Designs/DV8
Stealth Fighter Front Half Doors

Advance Adapters
Atlas Transfer Case for Jeep JL
and JT

Addictive Desert Designs Stealth Fighter halfdoors fit both the Wrangler JL and Gladiator
JT. The modern design gives a unique look
while also increasing visibility and airflow. The
doors can be easily swapped with OEM doors
in just minutes. Modern plate steel design.
Uses OEM hinges. Fully bolt-on. Made
in America.

The all-gear-driven Atlas is designed as a direct
replacement of the OEM transfer case. Kit
includes a new adapter to mate to the 850RE
eight-speed transmission. Designed to retain
the original driveshafts, support mount and
shifter assembly while also offering a low 2WD
option. This DIY kit can be installed and back
on the road in just one day.

480-671-0820
www.addoffroad.com
PN: D961652NA0103

800-350-2223
www.advanceadapters.com
PN: ATLAS-JL
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Advanced Accessory Concepts
Trigger One Bluetooth Relay
951-339-1460
www.aacbrands.com
PN: 4001

The Trigger One Bluetooth relay is a plugand-play device that adds Bluetooth control
to 12-volt accessories on any vehicle. It’s a
30-amp conventional-style relay but is solid
state and features circuit protection built in. It
allows control with almost any phone or tablet.
Simply remove the standard relay and plug the
Trigger One in to add Bluetooth control.

Advanced Clutch Technology
Twin-Disc Clutch for Nissan Patrol
661-940-7555
www.advancedclutch.com
PN: T1S-N01

High-performance twin-disc clutch kit for
the ’01–’12 Nissan Patrol 4.8L (TB48) with
torque-holding capacity of 891 lb.-ft. These
kits offer two discs, which results in nearly
twice the disc surface area compared to a conventional clutch design, and that means better
wear characteristics, higher heat capacity and
longer life.

Aeroklas/TJM
DC/Solar Battery Charger
619-487-1004
www.tjmusa.com
PN: 032TJMDC25A

The DC25A DC-DC charger is purposely
designed for charging auxiliary batteries. It
includes all the features needed to maintain
the auxiliary battery in its optimum condition
and to prolong battery life. Able to charge
simultaneously from both solar and alternator
(9–32V) inputs, DC25A can also function as
an MPPT solar controller.

Aeroklas/TJM
HD Vehicle Mount Compressor
619-487-1004
www.tjmusa.com
PN: 013COMPVHD

The TJM HD vehicle mount compressor
delivers faster inflation and longer running
times thanks to its high flow rate and 100%
duty cycle. The powerful internal componentry and advanced cooling system are designed
to deliver peak performance. HD compressor
specs; flow rate of up to 3 cfm; large 48mm
cylinder bore; 100% duty cycle for
longer operation.

Air Lift Co.
Wireless Air EZ Mount
800-248-0892
www.airliftcompany.com
PN: 74000EZ

Offering easy and convenient air pressure
adjustment for any brand of aftermarket
air spring, the WirelessAir onboard air
compressor system from Air Lift is ideal
for the elite air spring user. With the new
EZ Mount system, the included handheld
controller and the new mobile app, installation and control have never been simpler.

Aeroklas/TJM
ProLocker Dana 60
619-487-1004
www.tjmusa.com
PN: 168PL33

TJM Pro Locker is an innovative air-operated
differential locker that allows the user to send
equal drive to both wheels at the flick of a
cabin switch, providing 100% traction. The
separate pneumatic system, which has no internal O-rings or oil seals, adds to the operational
simplicity and low maintenance.

aFe Power
’18–’20 Jeep Wrangler JL V6 3.6L
Down Pipes
800-826-3045
www.afepower.com
PN: 48-48025-HC

Twisted steel down pipes with high-flow catalytic converters. Performance gains up to
+14 hp and +24 lb.-ft. of torque. Mandrelbent 409 stainless-steel tubing; 400-cpsi catalytic converter. No tuning required. Does not
throw a check-engine light. Incorporates loop
relocation pipe to accommodate most longarm lift kits without interference.

On our radar is more later-model stuff, like the newer trucks for Chevy
and the OBS trucks. We’re offering more products for those OBS trucks,
and we’ll be branching out into Ford trucks as well.
For us, it’s about continuing to offer quality reproduction parts at a fair
price and also offering parts on the pro-touring or the performance side.
That’s a segment that a lot of people don’t really know we carry, and that
needs some attention because we want to be that one-stop shop. You want to have your
truck looking good while you’re hitting the dragstrip or the autocross.
—Edward Navarro
Marketing and Public Relations Coordinator
Classic Industries
www.semanews.com
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AJP Distributors
’14–’17 GMC Sierra LED White
Tube Red Housing Clear
Lens Taillights
626-678-1564
www.ajdmparts.com
PN: TL-GM1-514-W-RCL

The ’14–’17 GMC Sierra 1500/2500HD/
3500HD LED tube-style direct bolt-on
replacement taillights dramatically improve
both styling and appearance. These taillights
are OEM-standard quality and are designed
for direct replacement of stock lights. $299.99
MSRP.

AJP Distributors
’15–’19 Chevrolet
Colorado/GMC
Canyon Phantom
LED Tube Black
Housing Clear
Lens Taillights

AJP Distributors
’15–’19 Ford F-150 Tron LED
Tube Black Housing Smoke
Lens Taillights

Aldan American Suspension
’63–’87 Chevy C-10 Front Coil-Over
Conversion Kit

A ’15–’19 Ford F-150 LED tube-style direct
bolt-on replacement. Dramatically improve
both styling and appearance. These taillights
are OEM-standard quality and are designed
for direct replacement of stock lights.
$299.99 MSRP.

Made in the U.S.A., Aldan C-10 front coilover conversions include everything needed
to fully convert front factory suspension to
adjustable coil-over shocks, springs with upper
and lower tubular control arms. Aldan’s single
adjustable shocks allow 1.0 to 2 in. of lowering
plus spindle drop. Engineered as a full bolt-on
conversion for the C-10.

626-678-1564
www.ajdmparts.com
PN: TL-FD3-823-SMK

AJP Distributors
’16–’20 Toyota
Tacoma LED
White Tube
Black Housing
Clear Lens
Taillights

626-678-1564
www.ajdmparts.com
PN: TL-CHCO-415-CLBK

A ’15–’19 Chevrolet Colorado/’15–’19 GMC
Canyon LED tube-style direct bolt-on replacement. Dramatically improve both styling and
appearance. These taillights are OEM-standard
quality and are designed for direct replacement
of stock lights. $299.99 MSRP.

626-678-1564
www.ajdmparts.com
PN: TL-TY-TAC16-W-BKCL

A ’16–’20 Toyota Tacoma LED tube-style
direct bolt-on replacement. Dramatically
improve both styling and appearance. These
taillights are OEM-standard quality and are
designed for direct replacement of stock lights.
$299.99 MSRP.

I don’t want to say off-road racing is flat, but you’ve had the same classes of trucks running for 30 years now—pretty much trophy trucks. They’re a little more technologically
advanced, but still trophy trucks.
Obviously, many have moved into UTVs, and that’s gotten bigger and bigger in
off-road racing. Two years ago, I thought stadium racing also had a good shot at drawing
an audience that was bored with NASCAR, but it hasn’t grown to that point yet.
I think there’s a lot of opportunity with the off-road enthusiast. Truck and SUV has
been our bread-and-butter for many years, but mostly with the street guy. Eighty percent
of our sales are for the guy who did an exhaust, did an intake and now wants to put on
a throttle body and get rid of throttle lag for better performance.
—Dan Nicholas
Vice President, Sales/Marketing
JET Performance Products
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310-834-7478
www.aldanamerican.com
PN: 300136

Aldan American Suspension
’03–’11 Crown Vic, F-100 Front
Coil-Over Conversion Kit
310-834-7478
www.aldanamerican.com
PN: 300183

Aldan Crown Vic coil-over conversion kits
are designed to swap OEM front shocks and
springs with ride-height-adjustable coil-overs.
Designed for classic Ford F-100 trucks using
Crown Vic front ends. Aldan kits include
everything needed to add ride-height-adjustable coil-overs to a classic truck build running
a Crown Vic front end. Made in the U.S.A.

Alpha Rex
’07–’13 Toyota Tundra Nova-Series
LED Projector Headlights With
Activation Light and DRL
888-959-0683
www.alpharexusa.com
PN: 880790

AlphaRex introduces its revolutionary, patented, full-LED technology. The Nova-series
LED headlights mark the debut of the distinctive brand. The Ice Cube 3-D projector is the
core of the exclusive design. Each projector is
equipped with Osram Oslon black-flat LED
chips to provide maximum light output, both
in illumination and projection.

SEMA News
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Alpha Rex
’09–’18 Dodge Ram Nova-Series
LED Headlights
888-959-0683
www.alpharexusa.com
PN: 880771

AlphaRex introduces its revolutionary, patented, full-LED technology. The Nova-series
LED headlights mark the debut of its distinctive brand. Its Ice Cube 3-D projector is the
core of its exclusive design. Each projector is
equipped with Osram Oslon black-flat LED
chips to provide maximum light output, both
in illumination and projection.

Alpha Rex
’19–Up Dodge Ram 1500 NovaSeries LED Projector Headlights
888-959-0683
www.alpharexusa.com
PN: 880593

AlphaRex introduces its revolutionary, patented, full-LED technology. The Nova-series
LED headlights mark the debut of its distinctive brand. Its Ice Cube 3-D projector is the
core of its exclusive design. Each projector is
equipped with Osram Oslon black-flat LED
chips to provide maximum light output, both
in illumination and projection.

American Adventure Lab
M.A.S.S.—Modular Adaptable
Storage System
385-202-4188
www.americanadventurelab.com
PN: JL-1002-00

This system provides the ability to mix and
match drawer sizes, cooler sliders, shelves and
other accessories to fit the specific needs of
each vehicle setup. Easily remove the drawers
when not in use.
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Alpha Rex
’15–’19 Chevrolet Silverado HD
2500–3500 Nova-Series
LED Headlights
888-959-0683
www.alpharexusa.com
PN: 880218

AlphaRex introduces its revolutionary, patented, full-LED technology. The Nova-series
LED headlights mark the debut of its distinctive brand. Its Ice Cube 3-D projector is the
core of its exclusive design. Each projector is
equipped with Osram Oslon black-flat LED
chips to provide maximum light output, both
in illumination and projection.

Alpha Rex
’18–’19 Ford F-150 Nova-Series
LED Projector Headlights
888-959-0683
www.alpharexusa.com
PN: 880180

AlphaRex introduces its revolutionary, patented, full-LED technology. The Nova-series
LED headlights mark the debut of its distinctive brand. Its Ice Cube 3-D projector is the
core of its exclusive design. Each projector is
equipped with Osram Oslon black-flat LED
chips to provide maximum light output, both
in illumination and projection.

American Adventure Lab
Jeep JL High-Line Fender Lights

American Adventure Lab
Jeep JL Tailgate Table

Jeep JL High-Lines provide a quick, inexpensive and stylish way to add 3 in. of clearance to
’18+ Jeep Wranglers and Gladiators. The wraparound horizontal light provides a noticeable
upgrade to the existing styling cues created by
the Wrangler design team. High-Lines also feature a sequential turn signal. Plug and play.

American Adventure Lab says that this is the
most feature-packed tailgate table on the market. Constructed 100% of aluminum, 1/8-in. or
greater, the table features no cable supports, a
touch area light, a bottle opener with reservoir,
a trash bag holder, a magnetic strip for tools
or utensils, and a MOLLE panel. The latch is
an automotive quick latch, providing a very
secure feel.

385-202-4188
www.americanadventurelab.com
PN: JLR-HIGHLINE-SEQ

385-202-4188
www.americanadventurelab.com
PN: JL-1400

Any Level Lift
Any Level Lift for ’11–’16 Ford
Super Duty

Any Level Lift
Any Level Lift for ’13–’19 Ram 3500

The Any Level Lift hydraulic suspension system is now available for ’11–’16 Ford Super
Duty single-rear-wheel trucks. Now Ford owners can enjoy the benefits of this patented suspension system, capable of more than 12 in. of
ride-height adjustment without impact to ride
quality, steering alignment or axle positioning.

The Any Level Lift hydraulic suspension system is now available for ’13–’19 Ram 3500
single-rear-wheel trucks. Now Ram owners can
enjoy the benefits of this patented suspension
system, capable of more than 12 in. of rideheight adjustment without impact to ride quality, steering alignment or axle positioning.

518-357-3577
www.anylevellift.com
PN: 11FH

518-357-3577
www.anylevellift.com
PN: 13R3
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R E S E A R C H M AT T E R S .

SEMA JEEP WRANGLER REPORT
Did you know…
• In 2016, more than $24 billion was spent on upgrade and accessory
parts for the light-truck market.
• 60% of TJ/JK Wranglers are modified.
• 45% of modified TJ/JK Wranglers are regularly taken off-road.
Available now, the SEMA Jeep Wrangler Accessorizor Report provides
in-depth insight to the Jeep and off-road markets.

Reports available for download at SEMA.org/Research
041.indd 41
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ARB 4x4 Accessories
Tred HD Recovery Boards

AnzoUSA
’14–’17 Chevy
Silverado
LED Sequential
Taillight

AnzoUSA
’18 Jeep Wrangler LED Sequential
Turn Signal
909-590-8618
www.anzousa.com
PN: 511082

909-590-8618
www.anzousa.com
PN: 311289

Chevy Silverado ’14–’17 LED sequential turnsignal taillight black housing clear lens. Color
options available include red lens, smoked lens
and chrome housing.

A ’18–’19 Jeep Wrangler JL chrome clear
sequential LED turn signal.

425-264-1391
www.arbusa.com
PN: TREDHDBR

Tred HD is made from a high-quality custom
blend of engineered nylon, enabling high levels of flex while delivering superior strength
and durability. The mix of elasticity and rigid
design allows the Tred HD to maintain a level
of pressure on the tire, providing ultimate
traction while able to flex under the vehicle’s
weight on unstable ground.

Armordillo USA
Chase Rack

909-895-4522
www.armordillousa.com

Whether on the road or off the pavement,
the Armordillo CR-X Chase Rack will fill all
needs. Designed by and for enthusiasts, the
CR-X Chase Rack is constructed with premium steel with top cargo rack, which users can
switch from front to back. The extra storage
space will suit needs on and off roads.

ARP Inc.
12mm Screw-in Wheel Stud
800-826-3045
www.arp-bolts.com
PN: 100-7745

ARP 12mm screw-in wheel stud.

ARP Inc.
Ford 6.0L Power Stroke OE
Exhaust Manifold With Spacers
Bolt Kit
800-826-3045
www.arp-bolts.com
PN: 450-1203

ARP Inc.
Cummins OE Exhaust With
Spacers Bolt Kit
800-826-3045
www.arp-bolts.com
PN: 447-1202

ARP stainless exhaust bolt kit for Cummins
OE with spacers.

We’re excited about the Jeep Gladiator. We’re the first out with a kit,
which incorporates our new dual-rate, long-travel springs while keeping
the OE ride. The Jeep is one of those markets that you can’t really pinpoint. You go to shows and there are 5,000 Jeeps and no two look alike.
There’s people from every occupation and walk of life. It’s really a blend
of enthusiasts.
Another trend is overlanding. It’s growing pretty fast, and there are some
good shows out there now. We’re looking into those this year along with some new applications, because there are some other strong brands such as Toyota. We see a lot of Tacomas
out there, and you still have some of your fullsize trucks. I also think the Ford Ranger is
going to do well, so we’ve got that platform in the shop to work on now too.
—Tom O’Neil
National Sales Manager
Skyjacker Suspensions

ARP Ford 6.0L Power Stroke OE exhaust
manifold bolt kit with spacers.
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SEMA SHOW EXHIBITOR SUMMIT

JUNE 24–25, 2020 | LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER
Attend the Exhibitor Summit and learn proven strategies to get the best
return on investment from your SEMA Show experience. The Exhibitor
Summit is a two-day event jam-packed with training, networking events
and opportunities to interact and meet with SEMA Show experts.

FREE registration, FREE hotel accommodations and FREE meals.
You get to Las Vegas, and we’ll do the rest.*

SPACE IS LIMITED. SIGN UP NOW:

*Limit 2 complimentary guest rooms per company.

043.indd 43
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Deadline for cancellations is May 31, 2020.
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AutoMeter
Jeep 100-psi Tire-Pressure Gauge
ARP Inc.
GM 6.6L Duramax OE Exhaust
Manifold Kit
800-826-3045
www.arp-bolts.com
PN: 430-1301

ARP GM 6.6L Duramax OE exhaust
manifold kit.

AutoMeter
InVision ’73–’87 Chevy C-10 DirectFit Digital Dash System
866-248-6356
www.autometer.com
PN: 7004

The new InVision direct-fit digital dash system
for ’73–’87 Chevy C-10s is a one-model solution for the entire dash. Monitor the speedometer, tachometer, fuel level, oil pressure,
water temperature and volts all in one place.
Upgrade a worn, outdated or inaccurate dash
with the latest, modern LCD offering from
AutoMeter.

866-248-6356
www.autometer.com
PN: 880805

Whether on the trails or the road, maintaining the correct air pressure is critical for safety
and tire longevity. The Jeep 60-psi tire-pressure
gauge’s durable design and storage case is made
to handle the demanding conditions of life
off the beaten path while providing accurate
measurements.

AutoMeter
Jeep JL Switch Panel/Gauge/
CB Mount
866-248-6356
www.autometer.com
PN: 8201

A CB radio and switches are essential for accessories and communication on the trail. The
problem many Jeep owners face is where to
mount them while keeping a factory look. The
new Jeep JL panel holds a mini CB radio, four
switches and a storage cubby that fits on top of
the factory storage tray.

The Hot Shot’s Secret product line is unique in that we reach both sides
of racing. We have products that get them down the track as well as products that get them to the track.
Our oil and fuel additives lineup really started with the over-the-road
trucker. In the racing industry, regardless of whatever race car you have,
it’s usually being pulled by a big truck and trailer. So we have a full line
of additives that not only increase your mpg but also reduce your cost of those mpg. Then
there’s our Adrenaline line to address professional racing.
Along with the truck and racing-and-performance markets, in 2020 we’ll be crossing
over to sponsor tractor pulling, which allows us to introduce our products into the agricultural market as well.
—Kyle Fischer
Director of Sales
Hot Shot’s Secret
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AutoMeter
Jeep JK Three-Gauge Panel With
Jeep-Branded Gauges
866-248-6356
www.autometer.com
PN: 8200

The Jeep JK three-gauge panel with Jeepbranded gauges is built to withstand the punishment of hardcore off-roading or just about
anything users can throw at them. Built for
’07–’10 Jeep Wranglers, each panel includes oil
pressure, axle temperature and volt gauges.

Baja Designs
LP4 Pro LED

760-560-2252
www.bajadesigns.com
PN: 290003

The LP4 is a four-reflector powerhouse featuring a total of 8,750 lumens and a 200-degree
spread of useable LED light. The LP4 features
7,050 forward-projecting lumens and 1,700
lumens of dedicated peripheral lighting,
courtesy of patented Integrated Peripheral
Technology (IPT).

Baja Designs
S1 Spot LED

760-560-2252
www.bajadesigns.com
PN: 380001

Designed from the ground up, the new S1 fills
the shoes of a large light in a small package.
The S1 utilizes a highly specialized reflector
and LED combination to outshine the competition. With its 2.1-in. length, width and
height, the S1 is highly versatile for
any application.

SEMA News
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Baja Designs
Wide Cornering Squadron
SAE LED
760-560-2252
www.bajadesigns.com
PN: 287803

This light is based off of the company’s
Squadron series. While there are many visual
characteristics that stayed the same, the pattern
and circuitry are optimized in order to give the
SAE light a street-legal punch. Baja Designs
has put this light through rigorous tests to
ensure that it would be an upgrade from most
LED, HID and halogen factory foglights.

Baja Designs
XL Linkable System
760-560-2252
www.bajadesigns.com

Four-, five-, six-, seven- and eight-light
configurations varying from 20-in. to 50-in.
lengths. Height: 4.4 in. Depth: 2.7 in. Fourlight (104 watts) = 12,600 lumens. Five-light
(130 watts) = 15,750 lumens. Six-light (156
watts) = 18,900 lumens. Seven-light (182
watts) = 22,050 lumens. Eight-light (208watts)
= 25,200 lumens. They feature individual vertical adjustment, straight or adjustable arc, and
customizable lens options.

B&W Trailer Hitches
Multi-Pro Adjustable Ball Mount
800-248-6564
www.besthitch.com
PN: TS20067BMP

Tow & Stow adjustable ball mount for GMC
trucks with Multi-Pro tailgate with a sloped
pin block, the Tow & Stow allows clearances
for the tailgate step in the stowed position.
The hitch fits height adjustments for level towing and is available with a dual-ball or tri-ball.
Rated for 14,500 lbs. GVW and 1,450 lbs.
VTW. Made in Humboldt, Kansas.

How will you
strike Midnight?

highly customizable. smooth steel. built to take a hit.
800.366.9712

RANCHHAND.COM/DEALERS

www.semanews.com 45
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B&W Trailer Hitches
Tow & Stow
Adjustable Ball Mount
800-248-6564
www.besthitch.com
PN: TS10048B

The 2-in. Tow & Stow adjustable ball mount
comes in different lengths to accommodate
the drop and raise needs of the user. Adjusts
in 1-in. increments. Multiple ball sizes can be
chosen according to the coupler. When not
in use, the Tow & Stow can be rotated to the
stow position behind the bumper. Rated at
10,000 lbs. GVW and 1,000 lbs. VTW. Made
in Humboldt, Kansas.

Banks Power
Derringer Tuner With iDash
DataMonster for ’11–’19 Ford
F-250/F-350/F-450/F-550 6.7L
Power Stroke
800-438-7693
www.bankspower.com
PN: 66795

Add 72 hp and 148 lb.-ft. with six power
levels. Interfaces with OBD-II port to communicate with and read the vehicle’s ECU.
ActiveSafety and TransCommand protect
engine/powertrain. Works while in cruise
control; data-log up to 100 parameters at
a time (includes microSD) plus log up to
20 minimum/maximum values. Patented.
Emissions compliant.

B&W Trailer Hitches
Tow & Stow Adjustable Ball Mount
800-248-6564
www.besthitch.com
PN: TS20048B

The 2.5-in. Tow & Stow adjustable ball mount
comes in different lengths to accommodate
the drop and raise needs of the user. Adjusts
in 1-in. increments. Multiple ball sizes can be
chosen according to the coupler. When not
in use, the Tow & Stow can be rotated to the
stow position behind the bumper. Rated at
14,500 lbs. GVW and 1,450 lbs. VTW. Made
in Humboldt, Kansas.
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800-248-6564
www.besthitch.com
PN: TS30048B

The 3-in. Tow & Stow adjustable ball mount
comes in different lengths to accommodate
the drop and raise needs of the user. Adjusts
in 1-in. increments. Multiple ball sizes can be
chosen according to the coupler. When not
in use, the Tow & Stow can be rotated to the
stow position behind the bumper. Rated at
21,000 lbs. GVW and 2,100 lbs. VTW. Made
in Humboldt, Kansas.

Banks Power
PedalMonster

800-438-7693
www.bankspower.com
PN: 64311

Put an end to the dreaded dead pedal. Five
user-selectable response environments with 10
levels each for 50 sensitivity settings. Failsafe
circuitry prevents limp-mode for unrivaled
safety. PedalMonster works on its own or
stacks with the Derringer for even more performance. Simple plug-and-play installation.
Control with iDash or phone via Bluetooth.

The truck market appears strong across all aspects of the industry, due
largely to a robust economy and reasonable fuel prices. Americans love
their trucks.
The biggest challenges are OEMs blocking aftermarket tuning, producing smaller engines and vehicles that have less potential for aftermarket
modifications, plus meeting ever-increasing government regulations. We
have become very proactive in meeting government testing standards and being first
to market with products for the latest model years. For example, ProCharger was first
to market with a complete supercharger system for the ’20 Jeep Gladiator (CARB EO
#D-365-19) yielding a 50% horsepower gain—that’s 425 hp on an otherwise stock
3.6L Jeep.
The core of our industry is individualism. Every year, new vehicles are blander than
the prior year, less unique, less desirable—bland hybrids and crossovers for those who are
just existing, and trucks, Jeeps and musclecars for enthusiasts who are living.
—Grant Jones
Sales and Development Manager
ProCharger Supercharger Systems
46

B&W Trailer Hitches
Tow & Stow Adjustable Ball Mount

Banks Power
Ram-Air intake System, ’18+ Jeep
Wrangler JL 3.6L
800-438-7693
www.bankspower.com
PN: 41843

Oversized filter is said to be the largest in
class, protects engine with superior filtration and outflows the competition. Patented
slipper fit allows movement while keeping
sealed. Helmholtz resonator eliminates drone.
Housing keeps out hot power-robbing engine
air, helping engine run cooler. Oiled or dry air
filter available. Emissions-compliant.

SEMA News
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Banks Power
Ram-Air Differential
Cover for ’01–’19 Chevy/GMC/
Dodge/Ram With AAM 11.5-in.
and 11.8-in. 14-Bolt Rear Axle
800-438-7693
www.bankspower.com
PN: 19249

Banks says that its ram-air differential cover is
unlike any other and that its patented design
cools five times better than flat-backs, increases
mpg, and extends lubrication life. Testing flatbacks and those with larger fluid capacitates
proved that those covers do not cool as advertised and suffer poor fluid dynamics, resulting
in reduced fuel economy.

Banks Power
Ram-Air Intake System for ’17–’19
Chevy/GMC 2500/3500 6.6L
Duramax L5P
800-438-7693
www.bankspower.com
PN: 42249

“HUGE” Manufacturing & Business
Opportunity “FOR SALE”

Adds 20 hp, or combine with Derringer tuner
please visit
BD Diesel Performance
jessejamessixpacksystem.com
for 81 hp. Oversized filter is said
to be largest
F-150 Electronic Stop-Start
in class, protects engine and outflows competi- 800-887-5030
tion. Patented slipper fit housing keeps out
www.bddiesel.com
hot, power-robbing engine air. More airflow
PN: 1038810
reduces soot output, lowering frequency
Plug-in module for ’15–up Ford F-150 pickbetween regens. Helps engine run cooler. Oiled ups that allows for set-it-and-forget-it control
and dry filters available. Emissions-compliant.
of the automatic engine stop-start function.

BD Diesel Performance
Ford 6.7L Diesel Exhaust Manifolds
800-887-5030
www.bddiesel.com
PN: 1043007

Replacement exhaust manifolds made from
performance high-silicon ductile cast iron for
F-Series Ford 6.7L Power Stroke diesel engines.
Comes with longer studs and spacers.

BD Diesel Performance
F-150 3.0L Diesel High Idle
800-887-5030
www.bddiesel.com
PN: 1036615

Plug-in module for the Ford 3.0L Diesel F-150
pickups that allows the driver to adjust idle
speed between 800–2,500 rpm.

“HUGE” Manufacturing & Business
Opportunity “FOR SALE”
please visit

jessejamessixpacksystem.com
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BD Diesel Performance
Toyota Throttle Sensitivity Booster

Bedder Covers
Big Tape Temporary Window Repair

Bedder Covers
Plastic Wrap for the Pickup Bed

An adjustable control module that plugs inline
with the throttle pedal and reduces pedal lag
by achieving quicker engine response and a
fly-back-in-your-seat feeling. Available as set-itand-forget-it or on-the-fly adjustability.

Big Tape is an 18-in.-wide piece of adhesive
tape, perfect for temporarily covering a broken car window. The consumer’s only current
option for a temporary repair is duct tape and
trash bags. This is a better solution. Also great
for wreckers to temporarily cover vehicles.
Available for retail market or drop shipping.

Bedder Covers are plastic wraps for the truck
bed. They are one-time use, flexible and
weather-resistant covers that adhere to the
truck without leaving any residue. One roll
will cover any size truck with any size load.
Innovative cargo management for $19.99.

800-887-5030
www.bddiesel.com
PN: 1057740

Bedrock Truck Beds
Marble-Series Utility Bed
361-401-7420
www.bedrocktruckbeds.com
PN: 8M

The Marble-series utility bed provides large
and flexible toolbox storage. The four highintensity work lights in the rear of the bed
make work easy at night. The 26,000-lb.
gooseneck towing and 15,000-lb. receiver hitch
towing capacity give owners great options.
Flush-mounted D-rings to secure loads. Many
options available.

904-472-0082
www.bigtape.us
PN: 863143000234

Bestop Premium Accessories
Group
Core Doors
800-845-3567
www.bestop.com
PN: 51730-01

Core Doors by Bestop are cast-aluminum half
doors for the JK Wrangler and represent the
main component of an innovative door system,
allowing the user to quickly change from an
open-air experience to the control of a fully
enclosed environment with no tools. Precision
molded and powdercoated for the fit and finish expected from Bestop.

904-472-0082
www.beddercovers.com
PN: 863143000203

Bestop Premium Accessories
Group
Jeep Gladiator Bedside
Storage Lockboxes
800-348-8339
www.tuffyproducts.com
PN: 363-01

Organize and secure dirty adventure gear in
the bed and keep the interior clean. With easy
access from outside the bed, the large storage
areas allow users to bring what they need for
every outing. Tie-downs allow the included
nylon net to restrain gear in the main bed,
and dividers keep gear in place internally. Fast
installation with no drilling.

Bestop Premium
Accessories Group
Supertop Ultra

Bestop Premium
Accessories Group
Sunrider for Hardtop

The Supertop Ultra by Bestop brings the latest and most advanced
soft-top technology to the JK Wrangler. The incorporation of Bestop’s
Guide Track system and gas struts allows the top to slide open or
closed with a simple, smooth and easy operation. Elimination of rear
quarter panels while in bikini mode gives a sleek and clean appearance.

Bestop’s Sunrider for Hardtop for the JL Wrangler adds soft-top fun and
functionality to an existing factory hardtop. The Sunrider for Hardtop is an
all-purpose, year-round replacement for bulky Freedom Panels. The unique
folding design lets users open up for nice weather or close for a sealed cabin
in seconds, right from the driver’s seat.

800-845-3567
www.bestop.com
PN: 54724-17
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800-845-3567
www.bestop.com
PN: 52452-17
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Bison Offroad
High-Output Rock Light Kit
760-752-5552
www.bisonoffroad.com
PN: UL-0502

Bison Rock Lights have a unique mounting
system that gives the installer infinite options.
Each Rock Light includes a sturdy waterproof
aluminum case and bezel to protect the ultrabright LED lights. Waterproof connections
are included in the wiring kit so they’re not
affected by mud, snow or even river crossings.

Bison Offroad
Stop Cam Camber Lock Kit
for ’04–’19 F-150/Raptor
760-752-5552
www.bisonoffroad.com
PN: FC-1502

Stop Cam alignment kits are called Stop Cam
because the camber adjuster eccentric is shaped
like a stop sign. The flat edges cause the
adjuster to lock into place against the frame.
Costly alignments aren’t knocked out of place
by larger wheels, tires and higher side loads
that come from off-road driving. Make expensive tires last.

Bubba Rope
NexGen Gator-Jaw
Synthetic Shackle
877-499-8494
www.bubbarope.com
PN: 176746NGGB

The NexGen pro synthetic shackle has been
re-engineered to be more user-friendly and to
eliminate rope-weakening splices found in other
soft-shackle designs. Using an epoxy rubber slider that slips over a patented knot, the NexGen
weighs only 5 oz. yet has a 47,000-lb. MBS, a
46% increase versus old shackle designs. It is a
lighter and safer synthetic shackle.

Black Armits dba North West Rubber Ltd.
Titan Multi-Purpose Flooring
800-663-8724
www.northwestrubber.com/blackarmits
PN: 5808624

These tough, long-lasting, environmentally friendly Titan mats are
re-vulcanized, non-porous, slip-resistant and easily to clean. The mats
are easy to install and maintain. Titan mats provide great value and
multiple options for all types of flooring. Flexible enough to be used
in a variety of options such as home gyms, garages and basements.

PARTNER WITH US!
The World’s Largest Manufacturer of Collector
Vehicle Tires & Wheels, offering technical
support, direct shipments and a 100-year range
of vehicle applications.

TM

Bolt Lock
Locking Recovery Hook
844-972-7547
www.boltlock.com
PN: 7039049

Bolt Lock has partnered with Monster Hook to create the first locking recovery hook. The locking recovery hook provides for safe and
secure recovery, with the added security and convenience of Bolt
Locks. The locking recovery hook fits all standard 7/8-in. bumper tabs,
winches and recovery ropes.

DEALERS WELCOME! WHOLESALE @ COKER.COM

866-922-0357 COKERTIRE.COM
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BuiltRight Industries
’20 Jeep Gladiator Bedside Rack
Storage System
Bubba Rope
UTV/SxS Off-Road Recovery
Gear Set

Bubba Rope
Gator-Jaw Synthetic Shackle
Chafe Guard

Premium off-road recovery gear set for UTVs
and SxS. Includes a power stretch recovery rope, two NexGen Gator-Jaw synthetic
shackles and a lightweight mesh duffle bag.
Weighing only 3 lbs., this mighty little USAmade recovery gear set has everything needed
for a faster, smarter, safer way to get a
UTV unstuck.

Gator-Jaw chafe guards protect synthetic
shackles from cutting and abrasion. Made
from cut-resistant ballistic nylon, the chafe
guards are easy to install and remove so users
may inspect and/or replace one if it becomes
compromised. Use them as a pair, protecting
both sides of the synthetic shackle or a single
contact point.

877-499-8494
www.bubbarope.com
PN: 176742CA

877-499-8494
www.bubbarope.com
PN: 176820CG

Carrichs
Tablet Dash Kit for the iPad Mini
800-464-6408
www.carrichs.com
PN: TDK637

Carrichs
Fender Trim

800-464-6408
www.carrichs.com
PN: FTCH859

Matte-black stainless-steel fender trim for the
’19 Chevrolet Silverado 1500.

Centerforce Clutches
Jeep JL Dual Friction Clutch
928-771-8422
www.centerforce.com
PN: KDF157077

The Centerforce dual friction kit with a highinertia billet-steel flywheel is engineered for
enthusiasts who are looking for the ultimate
on- and off-road performance. The clutch set
features Centerforce’s dual friction discs, centrifugal weight system and special machining
process to provide outstanding holding capacity without sacrificing pedal effort.
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Patent-pending tablet dash kit with Neo Mag
technology offers a seamless iPad Mini mounting solution for the ’19 Ford F-250 Super Duty.
Designed to flow with the OEM interior and
act as a superior infotainment system. Pair an
iPad Mini to the factory Bluetooth system, and
audio will play through the truck’s speakers.

CIC Powerbox LLC
12V and 24V CIC Powerbox
Crossover Toolbox
802-468-7697
www.cicpowerbox.com
PN: CRX-24V-WG-TM-STR

The 12V and 24V CIC Powerbox crossover
toolbox offers 115V of AC electric power,
125-psi compressed air power, and 2,100
cranking amps of 12V and 24V jump start
power right out of the toolbox. The system
does not use gas or oil, recharges while the
vehicle is driven and is maintenance-free.

203-546-8981
www.builtrightind.com
PN: 102115

The bedside rack system installs on the inside
walls of the bed of the new Jeep Gladiator and
provides a modular mounting platform for
the easy storage of gear, tools and other equipment. Installation is entirely bolt-on and takes
just minutes. Invented by Matt Beenen, the
winner of the 2018 SEMA Launch Pad.

CB Chassis Products
Modular Truck Spindle (MTS)
2.5-in. Drop Spindle for ’88–’98
GM C/K Truck/SUV
559-275-2901
www.cbcpro.com
PN: 1272

MTS aluminum 2.5-in. drop spindle for
GMT400 GM C/K 1500 2WD truck/
SUV. Features OEM-style GMT800 sealed
hub conversion in dual lug pattern, 5x5 and
5x4.75, or OEM 6x5.5. ABS-ready for ’95–’98
factory-equipped trucks. Bolt-on steering arm.
Anodized finish.

Cognito
Pitman and Idler Arm Support Kit
(GM Steering)
661-588-8085
www.cognitomotorsports.com
PN: 110-90698

The Cognito support kit corrects the design
flaw in GM pitman- and idler-arm-type steering systems in a way that not even aftermarket
pitman and idler arms can. Corrects stock, leveled and lifted trucks and SUVs. Key benefits
include increased steering component and tire
life, improved handling and fuel mileage, and
the elimination of lane wandering and
toe change.
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Corsa Performance/
Volant Performance
’19+ GM Truck Air Intake

800-486-0999
www.volantperformance.com
PN: 15953D

Volant’s new closed-box air intakes for ’19+
Silverado and Sierra V8 trucks represents
Volant’s latest designs for the intake category.
These intakes feature closed-box construction, a see-through lid and multiple filtration
options designed to increase horsepower and
torque. Each intake is backed by a lifetime
warranty and is made in the U.S.A.

Currie Enterprises
Currie 44 Front for ’18-and-up Jeep
Wrangler JLs

Coverking
Topliner by Coverking
714-850-0303
www.coverking.com
PN: SPC680

Engineered to improve the finish quality of a
Jeep’s hardtop while also making the ride more
comfortable. Molded to fit all contours perfectly, the polycarpet panels also insulate from
outside temperatures and improve acoustics.

714-528-6957
www.currieenterprises.com
PN: JL-44HORSEPOWERF1

The Currie 44 provides a significant strength
upgrade over the stock JL front end. With its
strong reinforced nodular-iron center section,
heavy-duty 3-in. axle tubes and heavy forged
knuckles, the Currie 44 is ready for adventure.
Retains the stock axle width and factory wheel
lug pattern. Accepts factory Jeep JL outer hubs
and brakes.

Currie Enterprises
Currie Fabricated F9 Rearend
for ’20-and-up Jeep Gladiators
Curt Group: Curt, Aries,
Luverne, UWS
3-in. Deep-Drop Adjustable
Channel Mount (105/8-in. Drop)

714-528-6957
www.currieenterprises.com
PN: CE-TR9003A54

The Currie Light9 housing features a lightweight, fabricated, 4130 chromoly housing with windowed internal bulkheads, a CNC-profiled face flange and 3-in. chromoly tubes, making the
housing 25% lighter than a standard fabricated housing without sacrificing strength or durability.
Compatible with all 9-in. gear cases and up to 10-in. gears.

877-287-8634
www.curtmfg.com
PN: 45928

The Curt deep-drop channel mount is highly
adjustable for a maximum rise of 85/8 in. and
a maximum drop of 105/8 in. It has two trailer
ball sizes—2 and 25/16 in.—and fits 3x3-in.
receivers for heavy-duty towing. It is tested for
a towing capacity of up to 21,000 lbs. and has
a built-in antirattle to promote smooth,
quiet towing.

Curt Group: Curt, Aries,
Luverne, UWS
Grip Step 91/2-in. Cargo Van
Running Boards

Curt Group: Curt, Aries,
Luverne, UWS
Hammerhead-Style Transfer Tank

Curt Group: Curt,
Aries, Luverne, UWS
BetterWeigh Mobile Towing Scale
With TowSense
Technology

Grip Step XD 91/2-in. running boards add safe,
dependable footing to any cargo or work van.
They are equipped with high-traction treads
for fleet-approved safety. They are made from
zinc-primed powdercoated steel for rust-resistant strength, and they mount with reinforced
7-gauge steel brackets to avoid flexing.

The hammerhead-style transfer tank is engineered to be a universal transfer tank for all
fullsize trucks. It features a unique narrowed
base that fits between the wheelwells in the
truck bed, even on short-bed pickup trucks.
This innovative tank is said to be ideal for
safely and effectively transporting diesel and
other non-flammable liquids.

BetterWeigh wirelessly links to a smartphone
to display real-time vehicle and trailer weights.
It easily plugs into any standard vehicle diagnostic port (OBD-II) and uses Bluetooth to
connect to an Apple or Android phone. It
sends live weight readouts of the vehicle, trailer, cargo/payload, tongue weight, pin weight
and weight distribution.

877-287-8634
www.luvernetruck.com
PN: 9920029

877-287-8634
www.uwsta.com
PN: TT-100HH-B

877-287-8634
www.curtmfg.com
PN: 51701
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Curt Group: Curt, Aries,
Luverne, UWS
Jeep Tube Door Mirrors
877-287-8634
www.ariesautomotive.com
PN: 3500300

Aries off-road Jeep tube door mirrors are
highly vibration-resistant, providing a clear,
stable view on trails. They feature 5-in.diameter convex glass and a center ball stud for
convenient tilting. They easily bolt onto Aries
Jeep doors with no drilling. Each mirror comes
with 11-gauge steel brackets with a highly
durable black powdercoat.

Curt Group:
Curt, Aries, Luverne, UWS
RockerBall Cushion Hitch
Trailer Ball
877-287-8634
www.curtmfg.com
PN: 40047

The Curt RockerBall trailer ball provides
improved comfort and control, featuring
ShockDrop technology. An integrated isolator
allows this hitch ball to turn a standard ball
mount into a cushion hitch with anti-rattle
capabilities. It is extremely low maintenance
compared to other cushion hitch options, having no airbags or bearings to service.

Custom Automatic Conversions
Total Control Unit 47/48
865-253-1133
www.caconversions.com
PN: TCU4748

CAC has developed a plug-and-play module
for installation of an Allison 1000/2000 behind
any Dodge Cummins trucks with a 47RE or
48RE. It offers seamless integration and no
need for engine programming or reprogramming of any kind. The Dodge still thinks the
OEM transmission is in place, and all features
and functions of the truck work as intended.
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Curt Group: Curt, Aries,
Luverne, UWS
Rebellion XD Adjustable Cushion
Hitch Ball Mount
877-287-8634
www.curtmfg.com
PN: 45949

The Rebellion XD increases comfort, control
and confidence during towing while being
virtually maintenance-free. It uses ShockDrop
technology—a cushioned isolator that absorbs
vibrations, jerking and jarring at the coupling
point. The Rebellion XD is highly adjustable,
is rated for 15,000 lbs. and fits a 2-in.
hitch receiver.

Curt Group:
Curt, Aries, Luverne, UWS
SecureLatch Receiver-Mount
Pintle Hook
877-287-8634
www.curtmfg.com
PN: 48405

The SecureLatch pintle hook makes coupling
virtually automatic with its auto-locking technology. It latches onto a lunette ring without
any manual coupling required. Strike the back
plate, drop the ring, and it’s ready to tow—
just insert the safety pin. It also has a unique
cupped design to hold the ring more tightly
and reduce chucking.

Custom Automatic Conversions
Universal Cummins to
Allison Adapter
865-253-1133
www.caconversions.com
PN: ADPFLXC

CAC has designed a universal engine adapter
and flex plate for all years of Cummins
engines: 4B, 6B, 24-valve 5.9L common-rail
and 6.7L common-rail engines to a GM-style
Allison 1000 bellhousing.

Curt Group: Curt, Aries,
Luverne, UWS
RockerBall Cushion Hitch
Trailer Ball
800-738-7213
www.curtmfg.com
PN: 40247

RockerBall Throne packaging allows the innovative, all-new RockerBall to be displayed in
retail to assist with showing and telling the
story of the real benefits of the trailer ball and
its incorporated ShockDrop technology.

Custom Automatic Conversions
Patented Transfer Case Adapter
865-253-1133
www.caconversions.com
PN: TCA

Custom Automatic Conversions (CAC)
transfer case adapter. U.S. patent number
10,415,687 B1. CAC has designed a transfer
case adapter to allow several non-OEM transfer cases to sit behind an Allison 1000 4WD
tail housing, accommodating the necessary
speed sensor and tone ring for proper operation of the Allison.

Dana Inc.
Chromoly Axle Shafts for the Jeep
Gladiator JT
877-777-5360
www.spicerparts.com/jeep

Engineered for ideal strength off-road and
optimized for use with larger tires, Spicer nickel chromoly axle shafts are the name people
trust for their vehicles, including Jeep, Ford
and more. And with OE quality built into
every Spicer part, users know they’ll get an axle
shaft that fits the off-road vehicle.
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Dana Inc.
Jeep Gladiator JT 1350 Driveshafts
877-777-5360
www.spicerparts.com/jeep

Now for the Jeep Gladiator, the new two-piece
Spicer 1350-series driveshaft is engineered as
a direct bolt-in solution that delivers increased
strength. Featuring several upgrades designed
for added durability on the trail, this driveshaft
includes 3-in. DOM tubing and a unique CV
joint with an additional 5 degrees of angle.

Decked
D-Bag

208-806-0251
www.decked.com
PN: AD9

Made from thermo-formed foam and heavyduty TPU-coated nylon, the D-Bag is designed
to nest in Decked drawers. Using these materials, the D-Bag will not bulge or distort in
shape with loading of items, resulting in a softsided bag that won’t catch or snag in drawers.
Included inside are a tool roll, the D-Rito, and
a small-parts bag, the D-Uffle.

Dana Inc.
Jeep Wrangler JL and Gladiator JT
Performance Ball Joints

Dana Inc.
Ultimate Dana 60
Bracketless Axles

Upgraded ball joints that are designed for the
rigors of off-road abuse. These are a direct-fit
upgrade, replacing the OE nylon bushing components with metal. Ball joints are a high-wear
item, and adding larger tires expedites the wear
process. These upgraded ball joints increase
longevity with or without bigger tires and give
confidence off-road.

Dana is offering Ultimate Dana 60 axles without mounting brackets, allowing for installation in virtually any application, with the end
user adding the proper mounting brackets.
Other than the deletion of the brackets, the
axles include all the features of the Ultimate
Dana 60.

877-777-5360
www.spicerparts.com/jeep

Decked
Drawerganizer
208-806-0251
www.decked.com
PN: AD7

Cranking up the battle against clutter and disorganization, Decked brings the Drawerganizer
to its line of vehicle storage and organization
products. This clever bin sits at the handle end
of Decked drawers. The Drawerganizer creates
a handy place to collect and organize the range
of small tools and other items
frequently accessed.

Dee Zee
Jeep Wrangler/Gladiator Hex Doors
515-265-7331
www.deezee.com

Dee Zee
Hex-Series Counter Display
515-265-7331
www.deezee.com
PN: 940-9313

The display is packaged in a plain brown box
for shipping.

Dee Zee’s Jeep doors allow users and backseat
passengers the ability to feel the breeze in the
Wrangler JL, JK or Gladiator with Hex-series
doors. The doors are the latest in the company’s Jeep line. Constructed of lightweight
extruded aluminum, these doors are easy to
install over the OEM door pin and contour to
the existing doorframe.

800-621-8084
www.spicerparts.com

Dee Zee
Hex-Series Cast Side Step With
Third Bed Access Step
515-265-7331
www.deezee.com

Dee Zee’s new Hex-series bed access step features a third step in front of the rear wheel for
truck bed access. It is available in three lengths,
and the cast-aluminum steps can be slid along
the extruded channel for perfect placement.
The larger step area provides secure footing
and is finished with a textured black
powdercoat.

Dee Zee
Jeep Wrangler/Gladiator Roof Rack
515-265-7331
www.deezee.com
PN: DZ 4472JP

Dee Zee’s innovative Hex-series designs have
expanded to roof racks for Jeep Wrangler and
Gladiator. The rack covers both the front and
rear of the roof, mounting to the existing drip
rails. The crossbars can be moved forward and
backward for the perfect mounting location of
light accessories, bikes, tents and more. Two
size options are available.
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Dee Zee
Universal Truck Bed Cross Bars

Dee Zee
Side Box Step

515-265-7331
www.deezee.com
PN: Multiple

515-265-7331
www.deezee.com
PN: Multiple

Dee Zee’s side box step will give users easier
access to a truck bed. The small cast-aluminum
step installs on the driver’s side using customfit steel bracing to eliminate drilling. The nonslip surface is powdercoated black to provide
style and protection from the weather.

Delta Tech Industries
Quad-Bar LED Jeep Gladiator and
JL Headlights
909-673-1900
www.deltalights.com
PN: 01-1197-LED2 (Pair)

Jeep Wrangler/Gladiator LED headlights offer
three Quad-Bar models. Made in the U.S.A.,
each is equipped with an LED light source
producing 4,000 Lm, featuring LED blinkers
and serviceable components. Halo-equipped
model features built-in COB LED halo light.
The hermetically sealed military issue comes
with defrosting element and thermal
activation switch.

Digipower
Vortex1

407-261-4444
www.digipowerusa.com
PN: 40120

Boost module control Vortex1 has an app
that shows real-time engine parameters such
as turbo pressure and rpm on a smartphone.
Increases torque and horsepower by approximately 20–30%. Quick and safe installation,
100% plug-and-play. For F-150 2.7 EcoBoost;
+73 hp, +122 lb.-ft. of torque. For 3.5
EcoBoost, +103 hp, +122 lb.-ft. of torque. For
Raptor, +76 hp and +120 lb.-ft. of torque.
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Dee Zee designed hex crossbars with customization in mind, and they can now be mounted on midsize and fullsize trucks. The universal
bracket attaches to the lip of the truck bed and
can be mounted anywhere along the rail. The
hexagonal tubing includes integrated channels
to mount various accessories.

Design Engineering Inc. (DEI)
Jeep Gladiator Headliner Kit
800-264-9472
www.designengineering.com
PN: 050183

Dee Zee
Wrangler Rear Door Workbench
515-265-7331
www.deezee.com
PN: DZ 4469JL

Jeep Wrangler JL is all about customization,
and Dee Zee has even more solutions. The
rear workbench mounts to the interior of the
rear door utilizing existing OEM holes for a
no-drill application. The MOLLE panel design
folds flat when not in use and provides holes
for tools or tongs. The support arms provide
superior rigidity and strength.

Design Engineering Inc. (DEI)
Sprinter Pre-Cut Insulation and
Sound Damping Kit
440-930-794
www.designengineering.com
PN: 050398

Seven-piece interior headliner kit made from
marine-grade open-cell foam. Peel-and-stick
adhesive system makes for easy installation,
and CNC cut for an exact fit. Available in
three colors and two surface textures.

Precut on a CNC cutter, this kit makes insulating a Sprinter van an easy operation. With
more than 90 pieces, it covers most areas
inside a van. The D-Mat automotive-rated and
-approved material offers a high R value and
blocks road noise. Designed only for automotive use, it’s lightweight and will not mold or
hold water.

Diode Dynamics
Stage-Series 3-in. LED Pod

Dobinsons Spring & Suspension
USA LLC
Hydraulic Adjustable Bump Stop

314-205-3033
www.diodedynamics.com
PN: DD6120

Setting a new standard for auxiliary lighting, the Stage-series 3-in. LED pod features
advanced total internal reflection optics and
high-intensity LED chips to produce a highly
efficient beam pattern in a durable powdercoated aluminum housing. Its unique pin fin
heat-sink design ensures maximum heat transfer and a long lifespan.

786-508-4962
www.dobinsonusa.com
PN: HBS66-003

Dobinsons hydraulic bump stops combine
an off-road racing-inspired triple-seal design,
a 3mm-thick EDP-coated steel body and
interchangeable rubber or nylon rod ends to
provide smooth and quiet bottom-out control
during the harshest impacts. A fully rebuildable and tunable shimmed CNC piston design.
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Dobinsons Spring & Suspension
USA LLC
MRR Three-Way Adjustable
305-424-8353
www.dobinsonusa.com
PN: MRA45-A115

Built on the back of race-winning Monotube
Remote Reservoir (MRR) shock absorbers,
Dobinsons’ new range of MRR adjustable
shock absorbers combine the best in highperformance, race-bred monotube technology
with an all-new, three-way damping adjustment system to turn a 4x4 into the ultimate
off-road machine.

DRiV
DynoMax ’20 Jeep Gladiator
QuietCrawler Performance
Exhaust System
734-243-8000
www.dynomax.com
PN: 39541

DynoMax Performance Exhaust’s
QuietCrawler system for the ’20 Jeep Gladiator
was designed for maximum clearance for onand off-road driving and includes two mufflers, an oval Super Turbo muffler that helps to
reduce sound without sacrificing performance,
and a Race Bullet muffler that acts like a resonator and helps to eliminate drone.

Du-Ha Inc.
’19–’20 Chevy/GM Light-Duty
and 20 HD Crew Cab With
Lockable Lid
866-306-3842
www.du-ha.com
PN: 10410

’19–’20 Chevy/GM light-duty and 20 HD
crew cab with lockable lid. The Du-Ha lockbox stores and locks guns or valuables under
the back seat of the truck where they are
completely out of view. The Du-Ha lockbox is
fully lockable with an integrated keyed lock, so
even if someone were to break into the truck,
they will not have access to the guns.

Dobinsons Spring & Suspension
USA LLC
Zenith 8.25-in., 155-watt LED Lights

Dobinsons Spring & Suspension
USA LLC
Zenith Air Compressor

The Zenith 155-watt LED driving light combines four 20-watt, deep-dish, long-distance
LED chips and 15 5-watt spread LED chips.
The lights were designed and tested in
Australia. The 8.25-in. multi-fin alloy housing
combined with a heavy-duty steel mounting
bracket and polycarbonate lens ensures that the
Zenith driving light will perform as designed.

Dobinsons’ latest high-output air compressor was designed and tested in Australia to
combine high-volume air flow for quick tire
inflation with an integrated air tank, a pressure
cut-off switch and auxiliary ports for a variety
of different applications.

305-424-8353
www.dobinsonusa.com
PN: DL80-3773K

DRiV
Rancho ’14–’20 Ford F-150 4WD
3-in. Suspension System
734-243-8000
www.gorancho.com
PN: RS66507R9

Rancho 3-in. suspension system for the ’14–
’20 F-150. Easy installation and an aggressive
look. Tubular control arms maintain the ball
joint in its normal operating range. Includes
Level It RS9000XL struts, rear shocks, swaybar spacers and 1.5-in. rear blocks. Superior
on/off-road performance. (Must use OE
springs and top mounting components.)

Dynatrac Inc.
ProFloat XD60 Rear Axle
714-596-4461
www.dynatrac.com
PN: JLPR60XD60RPF

The Dynatrac ProFloat XD60 axle gives customers the strength of a full-float rear axle
without heavy weight and the need to change
wheels. The new ProFloat XD60 is designed to
virtually eliminate flange bending, even with
tires up to 40 in. in diameter.

305-424-8353
www.dobinsonusa.com
PN: AC80-3846

DRiV
Rancho RockGear Off-Road Front
and Rear Tube Doors for the
’18–’20 Jeep Wrangler/Gladiator
734-243-8000
www.gorancho.com
PN: RS62121B/122B

Rancho RockGear off-road front tube doors
are designed to give added visibility while
off-roading. Made from 1.25-in. steel tube
construction, these off-road doors mount to
the original-equipment hinges, retain factory
mirrors, and can be opened from the inside or
outside.

Dynatrac Inc.
EnduroSport Modular Front
Bumper for Jeep Wrangler
and Gladiator
714-596-4461
www.dynatrac.com
PN: JL-3813

The all-new Dynatrac EnduroSport front
bumper for the Jeep Gladiator JT and
Wrangler JL gives customers a durable,
modular bumper that looks great and is built
to stand the rigors of off-road use. Careful
attention to detail in design and engineering
gives the Dynatrac EnduroSport front bumper
advantages for customers.
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Dynatrac Inc.
ProRock 44 Axle with 1480 Shaft
and Joint Upgrade for the Jeep
Gladiator JT and Wrangler JL
714-596-4461
www.dynatrac.com
PN: JL44-1X3010-C

Introducing the Dynatrac ProRock 44 for
’19-and-newer Jeep Gladiators (JT) and
’18-and-newer Wranglers (JL). Dynatrac says
that the U.S.-made end forgings for significantly stronger axle tubes, along with available
1480 axle shaft and joint upgrades, make this
the strongest 44-class axle available for the JT
and JL.

Eaton Performance Products
ELocker
800-328-3850
www.eatonperformance.com

The Eaton ELocker portfolio is expanding
to include new models for popular Toyota
vehicles. The ELocker is an electronic, driverselectable differential for enthusiasts wanting
control and traction on demand. Net-forged
gears provide off-road strength, while electronic controls offer reliable pushbutton activation.

Ecoological LLC
GapShield UTV Tailgate Gap Cover
for UTVs and Trucks
Ecoological LLC
AeroBox Rear-Mounted Truck
Cargo Box
844-918-3688
www.ecoological.com
PN: ABUA02

The AeroBox docks into place at the end of the
truck bed against the tailgate, allowing for easy
access to cargo. It can be undocked in seconds
and rolled into a storage area to make room for
larger cargo that requires the entire bed space.
It is ideal for tools, groceries, golf clubs and
other equipment. Compatible with most bed
caps and covers.

Edelbrock LLC
Stage 1 Supercharger Kit for
the Chevrolet Colorado
310-781-2222
www.edelbrock.com
PN: 1518

Edelbrock has exciting news for owners of the
updated ’17–’20 Chevy Colorado and GMC
Canyon pickups with the new Gen 2 LGZ
3.6L V6 engine. This supercharger kit for the
popular midsize truck produces 345 hp and
306 lb.-ft. of torque at the rear wheels.
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844-918-3688
www.ecoological.com
PN: GSIS02

The GapShield bridges the gap between the
bed and the tailgate to prevent rocks and
loose materials from falling through or getting
trapped. The GapShield makes unloading rock
and cleanup after a job simple and quick. It
also prevents rock from getting jammed in the
tailgate gap and causing damage.

Energy Suspension
GM 1500 4WD Hyper-Flex
Master Set
949-361-3935
www.energysuspension.com
PN: 3.18136

Fits ’07–’14 GM 1500 4WD trucks. Fullsize
trucks work hard and play hard, which is why
Energy Suspension’s Hyper-Flex performance
polyurethane components replace and restore
tired, soft, worn-out bushings and mounts.
Feel immediately improved ride quality and
handling without breaking the bank. Available
as a kit or individual components.

Eaton Performance Products
QuietTec Ring and Pinion
800-328-3850
www.eatonperformance.com

Developed for high-performance applications where a smooth, quiet gear setup can
be tough to achieve, QuietTec gears are cut
with the latest technology for a more consistent tooth contact pattern. The result is easier
setup, improved strength, heat reduction, and
reduced noise, vibration and harshness in the
driveline.

Ecoological LLC
Trail Boss Trim Bumper and Grille
Conversion Kit
844-918-3688
www.ecoological.com
PN: EKG01 + EK0101 + EK2001

Ecoological bumper and grille appliques/overlays for the ’19+ Chevrolet Silverado. This styling upgrade package easily converts the look of
Silverado LT trim levels to the desirable Trail
Boss exterior appearance. The ABS covers provide a high-quality finish that is more durable
than paint or vinyl and is 100% reversible.

Energy Suspension
Toyota 4Runner Rack-andPinion Bushings
949-361-3935
www.energysuspension.com
PN: 8.10108

Fits ’03–’09 4Runner, ’07–’14 FJ Cruiser.
Energy Suspension has developed a replacement rack-and-pinion bushing kit that allows
replacement of the commonly worn-out OE
rack bushing instead of the entire steering rack
assembly. Whether stock or lifted with bigger
tires, the Hyper-Flex performance polyurethane bushing will keep a 4Runner
handling right.
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Energy Suspension
Toyota Motor Mount

949-361-3935
www.energysuspension.com
PN: 8.1106

Fits Tacoma ’81–’19 (four cylinder), ’81–’04
(six cylinder) and 4Runner ’84–’02 (four cylinder), ’88–’02 (six cylinder). Treat a Toyota
right by replacing its tired, worn-out OE
motor mount. Energy Suspension’s polyurethane motor mounts feature a molded-in safety
interlock that will keep the powerplant firmly
in place, especially under demanding, hightorque off-road situations.

Fab Fitss Inc.
Jeep JL and Gladiator
Stubby Bumper
866-385-1905
www.fabfitss.com
PN: JL18-B4752-1

Energy Suspension
Toyota Progressive Rear
Bump Stop
949-361-3935
www.energysuspension.com
PN: 8.9105

Fits ’03–’19 4Runner, ’07–’14 FJ Cruiser,
GX470/460. A must-have for any off-road or
overland enthusiast. Designed by innovative
engineers, this rear coil isolator and bump
stop features progressive durometers, preventing hard, uncomfortable compression and
rebound. A direct-fit replacement and massive
upgrade over the rigid rubber OE bump stop.

Factor 55
Basic Guide to Winching Manual
208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 10000

ETL Performance Products Inc.
’13–’17 6.7L Cummins
Intercooler Kit
234-575-7226
www.etlperformance.com
PN: 242008

More breathing room over stock. This intercooler offers more spacing on the core to allow
for more airflow, resulting in lower temperatures compared to stock. This intercooler kit
comes with everything needed for installation.
High-quality accessories were manufactured
solely for this kit.

Factor 55
Extreme-Duty Tow Strap
208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 00075

Vehicle winching is inherently dangerous. If
you follow the basic principles and safety considerations outlined in this guide, winching
can be a safe and rewarding activity. Closed
System Winching, STOPA-Stop, Think,
Observe, Plan, Act-Stuck Assessment and
Recovery Plan Checklist. Perfect size to keep in
the glovebox. Made in the U.S.A.

Said to be an industry-first, 2-in.-wide,
double-ply, 30-ft.-long, low-stretch, 100%
polyester strap that is individually serialized
and labeled with the manufacturing date for
lot traceability. Full Cordura sleeve for abrasion
protection. Provides accurate WLL and MBS
for all uses. Versatile, can easily fit into common screw-pin shackle openings. Stitched over
the entire length. Made in the U.S.A.

Factor 55
Rope Retention Pulley

Factor 55
Rope Retention Pulley XTV

Factor 55
Standard-Duty Tow Strap

Said to be the world’s first winch friction pulley with a patented rope-retention feature.
During momentary slack, innovative rubber
fingers prevent the synthetic winch rope from
escaping the pulley groove, preventing premature rope failure. Impregnated with a Teflon
suspension. Billet-machined 6000-series aluminum. Mil-A-8625 F hard-anodized surface.
Made in the U.S.A.

Said to be the world’s first winch friction pulley with a patented rope-retention feature.
During momentary slack, innovative rubber
fingers prevent the synthetic winch rope from
escaping the pulley groove, preventing premature rope failure. Impregnated with a Teflon
suspension. Billet-machined 6000-series aluminum. Mil-A-8625 F hard-anodized surface.
Made in the U.S.A.

Said to be the industry-first 2-in.-wide, double-ply, 30-ft.-long, low-stretch, 100% polyester strap that is individually serialized and
labeled with manufacturing date for lot traceability. Provides accurate WLL and MBS for
all uses. Versatile, can easily fit into common
screw-pin shackle openings. Stitched over the
entire length and features reinforced eyes with
a durable Cordura sleeve. Made in the U.S.A.

New for the Jeep JL and JT Gladiator, the Fab
Fitss stubby bumper was engineered with the
Jeep purist in mind. Key features include an
ultra-narrow design, winch-ready integrated
D-rings and tow hooks, and integrated foglight
housings. This bumper has tapered edges and
the Fab Fitss knife-edge design but is no wider
than the grille. And it’s 100% U.S.A.-made.

208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 00260

208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 00261

208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 00074
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Factor 55
Large Vehicle
Recovery Kit

Factor 55
Large Vehicle Recovery Bag
208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 00481

Handmade in the U.S.A. with mil-spec components. Super-tough 12-oz. paraffin-waxed
canvas, waterproof and breathable. Velcro patch
panel. Three large compartments. Main compartment made from reinforced 1,000-denier
Cordura with interior stash pockets. Reinforced
bottom in 1,500-denier Cordura. Heavy-duty
reinforced #10 zippers. Built to last a lifetime.

Factor 55
Medium Vehicle
Recovery Kit
208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 00475

Said to be the industryfirst vehicle recovery kit
featuring all made-in-theU.S.A. components.
Packed with essential tools to safely recover a
vehicle in winching and non-winching scenarios. Complete with storage options and rugged
paraffin-waxed canvas bag. Medium size to
nest easily with other gear. Engineered, tested,
rated and all made in the U.S.A.

208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 00480

Factor 55
Medium Vehicle Recovery Bag
208-639-1674
www.factor55.com
PN: 00476

Handmade in the U.S.A. with mil-spec components. Super-tough 12-oz. paraffin-waxed
canvas, waterproof and breathable. Five
interior stash pockets made with reinforced
1,000-denier Cordura. Reinforced bottom of
1,500-denier Cordura. Heavy-duty reinforced
#10 zippers. MOLLE straps to attach recovery
dampers. Will patina with age. Built to last a
lifetime.

Falcon Shocks
Falcon ’15+ Toyota
HiLux 2.25-in.
Sport e-Tow/Haul
Shock Leveling
System
385-492-5200
www.falconshocks.com
PN: 17-04-33-400-002

Falcon Sport e-Tow/Haul shock leveling
systems improve performance and comfort
regardless of terrain. The rear electronically
adjustable piggyback shocks can be adjusted
with the flip of a switch, making these systems ideal for daily driving, off-road and tow/
haul duties. Also available for ’04–’14 HiLux.
Manual tow/haul available for ’05+ Tacoma.

Said to be the industry-first
fully loaded vehicle recovery
kit featuring all components
made in the U.S.A. Packed
with essential and advanced
tools to safely recover a vehicle
in winching and non-winching
scenarios. Complete with
storage options and rugged
paraffin-waxed canvas bag.
Engineered, tested, rated and
all made in the U.S.A.

Falcon Shocks
Falcon ’17+ Ford F-250: 2-in.
Sport e-Tow/Haul Shock
Leveling System
385-492-5200
www.falconshocks.com
PN: 18-01-33-400-002

Falcon Sport e-Tow/Haul shock leveling
systems improve performance and comfort
regardless of terrain. The rear electronically
adjustable piggyback shocks can be adjusted
with the flip of a switch, making these systems
ideal for daily driving, off-road and tow/haul
duties. Also available for ’19+ Ranger. Manual
tow/haul available for ’15+ F-150.

Falcon Shocks
Falcon ’19+ Ford Ranger: 2.25-in.
Sport e-Tow/Haul Shock
Leveling System

Falcon Shocks
JL SP2 3.5 e-Adjust
Piggyback Shocks
With aDapt

Fastway
Trailer
Products
Flip Automatic
Jack Foot

Falcon Sport e-Tow/Haul shock leveling systems improve performance and comfort regardless of terrain. The rear electronically adjustable
piggyback shocks can be adjusted with the flip
of a switch, making these systems ideal for
daily driving, off-road and tow/haul duties.
Also available for ’17+ F-250. Manual tow/haul
available for ’15+ F-150.

Gain more control over suspension tuning
with the Falcon SP2 3.5 e-Adjust piggyback
shocks with aDapt. In addition to the eightposition micro position dial, these shocks can
be programmed to automatically switch from
soft to firm, depending on terrain. A threeposition in-cab switch features soft, firm and
auto settings.

The Fastway Flip extends the trailer jack by
6 in., eliminating up to 96 cranks every tow.
The new design installs in seconds, with no
drilling, measuring or tools needed for most
trailers. Provides more stability for the trailer
and easily removes for low-clearance situations.
Available in 6- and 4-in. models. Fastway Flip:
faster, easier.

385-492-5200
www.falconshocks.com
PN: 15-04-33-400-002
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385-492-5200
www.falconshocks.com
PN: 11-02-35-400-200

877-523-9103
www.fastwaytrailer.com
PN: 88-00-6500
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Fastway Trailer Products
Integrated Scale Ball Mount
877-523-9103
www.fastwaytrailer.com

Flash integrated scale ball mount (ISBM) is an
integrated scale that accurately measures the
tongue weight of the trailer load. Proper load
balance provides trailer stability, better towvehicle performance and safer towing. Made
from aircraft-grade aluminum, the ISBM
resists corrosion, is lightweight and durable.
Available in 4-, 6-, 8- or 10-in. drops.

Firestone Ride-Rite
Air Helper Spring Kit for
’19 Ford Rangers
800-888-0650
www.riderite.com
PN: W21-760-2614

Maximizes the vehicle’s safe load-carrying
capacity, stability, ride quality and brake effectiveness.* No-drill systems that install quickly.
Supports up to 5,000 lbs. per set. (*Do not
exceed vehicle’s GVWR.)

Firestone Ride-Rite
Coil Spring Kit for ’19 Ram 1500s
800-888-0650
www.riderite.com
PN: W23-760-4130

Carrying capacity up to 2,000 lbs. and 70 psig
per set.* Easily control air pressure for varying
loads and road conditions. Designed to work
in temperatures between -40° and 180°F (-40°
and 82°C). (*Do not exceed vehicle’s GVWR.)

Firestone Ride-Rite
Air Command F3 Wireless System
800-888-0650
www.riderite.com
PN: WR17602581

Wireless control of air spring and compressor
systems. Easy installation with no air lines into
the cab. Plug-and-play system with pre-set
options offering single- or dual-path control of
air spring pressures. No calibration required.

Firestone Ride-Rite
Air Helper Spring Kit for ’20 Chevy
2500s/3500s
800-888-0650
www.riderite.com
PN: W21-760-2613

Maximizes the vehicle’s safe load-carrying
capacity, stability, ride quality and brake effectiveness.* No-drill systems that install quickly.
Supports up to 5,000 lbs. per set. (*Do not
exceed vehicle’s GVWR.)

Flex-a-Lite
Transmission Cooler Mounting
Kit for ’02–’09 Dodge/Ram
2500/3500 With Cummins Engines
800-851-1510
www.flex-a-lite.com
PN: 31962

Flex-a-Lite introduces an all-new transmission cooler mounting kit, including a directfit bracket, for the ’03–’09 Dodge/Ram
2500/3500 with Cummins engine
(PN 31962). The kit takes the guesswork
out of which transmission cooler to choose
and how to mount it.

Firestone Ride-Rite
Air Helper Spring Kit for
’19 Chevy 1500s
800-888-0650
www.riderite.com
PN: W21-760-2609

Maximizes the vehicle’s safe load-carrying
capacity, stability, ride quality and brake effectiveness.* No-drill systems that install quickly.
Supports up to 5,000 lbs. per set. (*Do not
exceed vehicle’s GVWR.)

Firestone Ride-Rite
Air Helper Spring Kit for Nissan
Titan XDs
800-888-0650
www.riderite.com
PN: W21-760-2594

Maximizes the vehicle’s safe load-carrying
capacity, stability, ride quality and brake effectiveness.* No-drill systems that install quickly.
Supports up to 5,000 lbs. per set. (*Do not
exceed vehicle’s GVWR.)

FlexTread
Camouflage Floormats
315-331-1212
www.flextreadmats.com

Factory-fit and universal-fit scenery and camouflage molded floor mats for most pickup
trucks, Jeeps, SUVs and most other vehicles.
Two-piece and four-piece sets, and 100%
made in the U.S.A. The next generation in
floor mat design.
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FOA
Coil-Over Bump Stop
855-362-7469
www.f-o-a.com
PN: FOA-COBUMP

FOA
12-VDC to 24-VDC Switch

Coil-over bump stop. This bump stop with
the added coil-over helps control hard
bottom outs.

855-362-7469
www.f-o-a.com
PN: FOA-1224

The 12-VDC to 24-VDC switch that operates
from a cell phone.

Foam Depot
The Raptor Spray-On Bed Liner
Spray System
FOA
Variable Valve Timing/
Dual-Seat Technology
855-362-7469
www.f-o-a.com
PN: FOA-PVTLS5.3

Variable valve timing cylinder by cylinder at
every rpm, every elevation, every temperature.
Perfect intake valve timing. Inexpensive
and reliable.

844-362-6255
www.foamdepot.com
PN: RAP-ASB

From truck bed liners to insulation, the allelectric Raptor’s fully sealed, self-calibrating
system is the only plural component sprayer
needed. Equipped with digital and analog
backup gauges and 7-in. touchscreen, it’s customizable to the needs along with the ability to
track and capture job data for optimal performance. Seven colors available.

Fox/JKS Mfg./
RT Pro UTV
Factory Race-Series
2.5 Reservoir Shock
(Pair), Adjustable for
Jeep Gladiator

FOA
Moveable Mount Lift System
855-362-7469
www.f-o-a.com
PN: FOA-MM12 INCH/4 EA.

Vehicle lift/lowering system. Operate the
vehicle ride height from the FOA app on a
phone. Lift or lower the vehicle front/
back/side on the go or while at rest.
Provides 12 in. up or down on
demand. Can be used with the
FOA 12-VDC to 24-VDC switch.

Fox/JKS Mfg./
RT Pro UTV
Factory RaceSeries 2.5
Coil-Over
Reservoir Shock (Pair),
Adjustable for Ford Ranger
800-369-7469
www.ridefox.com
PN: 883-06-156

Based on off-road race shocks, thoroughly
perfected on brutal terrain by athletes in the
harshest conditions. Coil-over shocks provide
suspension damping and suspend the vehicle’s
weight. The integrated coil spring can be
adjusted for preload and ride height and comes
pre-set to level the vehicle right out of the box.
Aluminum body.

800-369-7469
www.ridefox.com
PN: 883-26-059

Fox/JKS Mfg./RT Pro UTV
Factory Race-Series 2.5 Reservoir
Shock (Pair), Adjustable
for Ford Ranger
800-369-7469
www.ridefox.com
PN: 883-06-050

Based on off-road race shocks, thoroughly
perfected on brutal terrain by athletes in the
harshest conditions. External reservoir allows
for increased oil and nitrogen capacity while
delivering functional race-inspired looks.
Applications are available to fit most stock and
lifted trucks and SUVs.
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Based on off-road race shocks,
thoroughly perfected on brutal terrain by athletes in the
harshest conditions. External
reservoir allows for increased
oil and nitrogen capacity while
delivering functional raceinspired looks. Applications are
available to fit most stock and
lifted trucks and SUVs. The
bolt-on factory race-series coilover reservoir shocks provide
improved damping in any terrain. Integrated coil spring can
be adjusted for preload and ride
height and comes pre-set to level
the vehicle right out of the box.
Aluminum body.

Fox/JKS Mfg./RT Pro UTV
Factory Race Series 3.0 Internal
Bypass Piggyback Shock (Pair),
Adjustable for Jeep Gladiator
800-369-7469
www.ridefox.com

Regulated ports allow fluid to bypass the piston as it moves through initial travel, forcing
fluid through the piston at extreme ranges of
compression and rebound. Bolt onto 2–3-in.
aftermarket suspension lift kit using OEM
shock pivots. Stainless-steel shock shafts,
PTFE-lined spherical bearings, racing oil and
high-temperature Viton seals.
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Fox/JKS Mfg./RT Pro UTV
Factory Race Series 3.0 Live Valve
Internal Bypass Coil-Over (Pair),
Adjustable for Ford Raptor
800-369-7469
www.ridefox.com
PN: 883-06-153 and 883-09-153

Instantly adapts to inertial, steering, braking
and acceleration inputs to actively maximize
handling, comfort and bottom-out resistance.
Three-way quick-switch adjusters optimize
shocks for all usage with an external cooling
system from on-road to desert. Plug-and-play
integration Position-sensitive internal bypass
damping technology.

F2 Function+Form Suspension
Toyota Tacoma/Tundra Leveling
Lift Kits
626-407-0015
www.f2suspension.com
PN: 78807005

Stock 4x4s almost always have a raked stance.
Leveling kits are designed to level out uneven
stance. Whether legitimately needed for extra
ground clearance or simply for the look, these
bolt-on kits are a straightforward, affordable
and easily reversible modification.

The Fuelbox
Plug-and-Play Auto Fuel
Controller System

The Fuelbox
Fuelbox Combo

559-739-0818
www.thefuelbox.com
PN: FTC62S-SPRAYED

The Fuelbox combo designed exclusively for
the midsize truck market. The FTC62 Fuelbox
combo has a 40-gal. capacity and is an auxiliary fuel system for diesel pickups. The FTC62
can be used with two transfer options: auto
fuel controller system to automatically transfer
fuel to the OEM tank, or the TP13 transfer
pump to transfer fuel to equipment.

Gen-Y Hitch
The Glyder

574-218-6363
www.genyhitch.com
PN: GH-12001

The Glyder ball mount is the newest product in the Gen-Y Hitch Torsion-Flex line.
Designed for a smoother ride, it is specifically
engineered for the lightweight towing market.
Whether towing campers, boats or small utility
trailers, the Glyder will give users the smoothest towing experience available in the industry.

559-739-0818
www.thefuelbox.com
PN: AFC-PP

The plug-and-play auto fuel controller system
works in conjunction with the Fuelbox by
automatically filling the OEM fuel tank as the
vehicle is driven. The plug-and-play AFC plugs
directly into the OBD-II port on the truck,
making an even simpler installation. The display tells the user the fuel levels of the auxiliary
and OEM fuel tanks. The user has manual
control to transfer fuel.

G-Force Racing Gear & Off-Road
Air Charge DOT Blower Helmet
770-998-8855
www.gforceor.com
PN: 3417

Said to be the only offset air DOT-approved
helmet on the market. This is a high-quality
yet affordable helmet designed with the same
concepts used in the company’s racing helmet.
G-Force has been providing helmets to professional racers around the world for more than
25 years. Now the company has developed a
purpose-built UTV/off-road helmet specifically
for the recreational user.

The Fuelbox
All Drawer Box

559-739-0818
www.thefuelbox.com
PN: ADBS-S

The All Drawer Box has five sliding drawers
and is constructed of .125-in. marine-grade
aluminum. Ball-bearing slides assure smooth
and durable drawer function. Drawer dimensions are 18.4 in. long, 5.5 in. wide, 2.9 in.
tall. Easy-to-use locking latch, securing all the
tools and parts. Will fit in any truck, SUV,
UTV application or anywhere a user can think
to mount it.

Garrett Advancing Motion
PowerMax Turbo for ’11–’17 3.5L
F-150/ Expedition/Navigator
888-799-1234
www.garrettmotion.com/racing-andperformance
PN: 881027-5001S

PowerMax direct-fit performance turbocharger
kits are engineered for enthusiasts who want
increased engine performance while maintaining OEM direct fitment. This turbocharger is
engineered for the 3.5L Ford EcoBoost engine
found in ’11–’12 F-150, ’13–’16 F-150,
’15–’17 Expedition, and ’15–’17 Navigator.

Go Rhino/Big Country
Truck Accessories
RC4 Bull Bar
888-427-4466
www.gorhino.com
PN: 55411T

The Go Rhino RC4 is the next generation
in vehicle protection. The wide, low-profile
design makes the RC4 perfect for use on
vehicles with sensors. The fabricated steel construction and hex mesh styling create a strong
and unique design. RC4 has a 20-in., doublerow LED light bar mount and pre-drilled holes
for mounting additional lights in the center
section.
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Great Plains Industries
G20 Fuel Transfer Pump and Filter
316-686-7361
www.gpi.net
PN: 162000-53

The G20 delivers a true 20-gpm flow rate with
a 14-ft. hose and auto nozzle. The G20 features an innovative modular design with quickfit accessories. Attach a filter, meter or both
quickly and easily. Quick-fit accessories feature
simple flanged, four-bolt connections with
O-rings for leak-free, trouble-free installation.
Made in the U.S.A. UL-listed motor.

Green Filter USA
Ford Ranger Diesel ’17–’19
724-430-2050
www.greenfilter.com
PN: 7365

Green Filter USA is a manufacturer of performance air filters and cold-air intakes offered as
Green Filter brand or private label and OEM
programs. Green Filter has thousands of inhouse molds, plus many color options. Have
Green Filter quote your next custom filter
project. One-offs or 1,000. The latest filter
technology and made in the U.S.A.

Green Filter USA
Chevy Equinox/GMC Terrain
’18–’20

Green Filter USA
Ford Escape ’18–’19

Green Filter USA is a manufacturer of performance air filters and cold-air intakes offered as
Green Filter brand or private label and OEM
programs. Green Filter has thousands of inhouse molds, plus many color options. Have
Green Filter quote your next custom filter
project. One-offs or 1,000. The latest filter
technology and made in the U.S.A.

Green Filter USA is a manufacturer of performance air filters and cold-air intakes offered as
Green Filter brand or private label and OEM
programs. Green Filter has thousands of inhouse molds, plus many color options. Have
Green Filter quote your next custom filter
project. One-offs or 1,000. The latest filter
technology and made in the U.S.A.

724-430-2050
www.greenfilter.com
PN: 7370

Green Filter USA
Ford Super Duty 6.2L and 6.7L
’17–’19
724-430-2050
www.greenfilter.com
PN: 7364

Green Filter USA is a manufacturer of performance air filters and cold-air intakes offered as
Green Filter brand or private label and OEM
programs. Green Filter has thousands of inhouse molds, plus many color options. Have
Green Filter quote your next custom filter
project. One-offs or 1,000. The latest filter
technology and made in the U.S.A.

724-430-2050
www.greenfilter.com
PN: 7368

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’15–’19 Ford
2WD/4WD 1.5-in. Front, 2.5-in.
Rear Lowering Kit
724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 9988

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’15–’19 Ford
2WD/4WD 1.5-in. Lowering
Shackle Kit

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’18–’19 Ford Raptor
4WD 2-in. Leveling Kit With New
Strut Boot

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’19 Ford Ranger
4WD 2-in. Front Leveling Kit

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 91219
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724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
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724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 3862
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Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’19 GM 1/2-ton
2WD/4WD (Base Models) 2.0-in.
Rear Lowering Kit
724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 91226

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’19 Ram 1/2-ton
4WD 2.0-in. Front/1.0-in. Rear
Leveling Kit
724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 3864

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

Hamburger’s Superchargers,
Division of SVE
’17–’20 Colorado/Canyon
V6 Supercharger Kit

848-223-7373
www.hamburgerssuperchargers.com
PN: 999011

This supercharger kit is 50-state emissionslegal and is as quiet during operation as any
of GM’s production high-performance supercharged vehicles. For the ’17–’20 truck owner
looking to improve his overall vehicle performance and improved drivability, this kit is the
way to go. The 3.6L V6 produces 455 hp and
400 lb.-ft. of torque.

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’19 GM 1/2-ton 4WD
(Base Models) 2.0-in. Front/1.0in. Rear Leveling Kit
724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 3866

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’19 GM 1/2-ton 4WD
(Base Models) 2.0-in. Front
Leveling Kit
724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 3865

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’19 Ram 1/2-ton 4WD
2-in. Rear Lowering Kit

Green Filter USA
Ground Force ’19 Ram 1/2-ton 4WD
2-in. Front Leveling Kit

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

Ground Force is a U.S.A. manufacturer of
premium lowering and leveling kits for light
trucks, SUVs and Jeeps. Ground Force’s 30+
years of experience in the suspension business
results in the highest-quality components,
including military coatings on hardware as well
as engineered polyurethane for ride and noise
isolation. Demand the best. Demand
Ground Force.

724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 91224

Hamburger’s Superchargers,
Division of SVE
GM Fullsize Truck/SUV ’14–’19
Supercharger Kit
848-243-7373
www.hamburgerssuperchargers.com
PN: 92040

For the ’14–’19 GM fullsize truck and SUV
owner looking to improve overall vehicle performance and drivability, including greater
towing capacity, with quiet operation, the 5.3L
produces 500 hp and 500 lb.-ft. of torque, and
the 6.2L produces 575 hp and 575 lb.-ft. of
torque. It is 50-state emissions-legal.

724-430-2068
www.groundforce.com
PN: 3863

Hamburger’s Superchargers,
Division of SVE
Jeep Wrangler JL/Gladiator
Supercharger Kit

848-223-7373
www.hamburgerssuperchargers.com
PN: 930601

Supercharger kit for the ’18–’20 Jeep Wrangler
JL/’20 Gladiator offers 400 hp and 400 lb.-ft.
of torque. This kit provides impressive performance and acceleration, with increased overall
horsepower and torque that users will notice as
soon as they drive the vehicle. Emissions-legal
pending. Three-year/36,000-mi. parts and
powertrain warranty included.
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Hamburger’s Superchargers,
Division of SVE
Ram 1500-Series DT (New Body
Style) Supercharger Kit
848-223-7373
www.hamburgerssuperchargers.com
PN: 94064

The ’19–’20 Dodge DT Ram supercharger
kit provides 575 hp and 570 lb.-ft. of torque
on the 5.7L Hemi. Supercharger kit is quiet
and provides great drivability, as good as any
of Dodge’s production supercharged vehicles.
Ram truck owners looking to improve overall
performance and towing capacity will love how
this kit performs.

Hammerhead Armor
Jeep JL and Gladiator Trail Doors
601-764-4121
www.hammerheadarmor.com
PN: 600-56-0902

Hammerhead trail doors offer locking paddle
latches for extra security and stainless-steel
hinges for a seamless design. The accent plates
that are included can be customized, and the
rubber compression springs ensure a quiet ride.

HaulGauge/Garage Smart
Garage Smart Lifter and
Storage System
833-762-7896
www.garagesmart.com
PN: SMT-KUN01-02

Garage Smart is a product for people who use
the garage as a launch pad for adventure and
a place to get work done. Garage Smart is a
home automation and uses Bluetooth via smart
device. The product safely lifts and stores a
Jeep hard top, truck tops, fifth-wheel hitches,
bikes, and paddle sports products. Powered by
smartphone apps.
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Hammerhead Armor
Jeep Gladiator Headache Rack
601-764-4121
www.hammerheadarmor.com
PN: 600-56-0938

Equipped to hold a 49.5-in. total length light
bar in the center, two 7.4-in. lightbars in the
rear, and one 7.4-in. lightbar on each side. The
accent plates are included and can be painted
to add customization to the Gladiator. All
black hardware is included.

Hammerhead Armor
Jeep Gladiator Ravager
Rear Bumper

601-764-4121
www.hammerheadarmor.com
PN: 600-56-0941

This bumper is designed to stand up to the
punishment of on-road and off-road driving.
The removable accent plates can be painted
for preferred customization, while the 3/4-in.
shackle mounts allow for extra strength. This
bumper works with the factory tow hitch and
is sensor-functional.

Hammerhead Armor
Universal In-Bed Spare Tire Carrier

Harrop Engineering USA
Nissan Titan TVS2650 Supercharger

This tire carrier has the ability to be mounted
to any truck bed and has the capacity to hold
35–37-in. tires. Multiple tire carriers can be
bolted into any truck bed. This tire carrier
comes with a two-stage black wrinkle
powder-coat.

Harrop TVS2650 supercharger kit to suit the
Nissan VK56VD 5.6L V8 found in global
vehicle platforms such as Titan, Armada/
Patrol and NV. Designed and developed with
OE-level quality and integration, featuring
Eaton TVS technology and providing over a
50% gain in power and torque while maintaining exceptional drivability.

601-764-4121
www.hammerheadarmor.com
PN: 600-56-0939

937-723-7888
www.harrop-usa.com
PN: 99-KSM53K38

Hellwig Products
’20 Jeep Gladiator Rear Sway Bar
3- to 5-in. Lift
800-367-5480
www.hellwigproducts.com
PN: 7843

Adjustable-rate solid 4140 chromoly rear
sway bar kit for ’19–’20 Jeep Gladiator lifted
applications (3–5 in.). Kit includes adjustable
end links, mounting hardware and silicone
lubricant.

Hellwig Products
Ranger Helper Spring

800-367-5480
www.hellwigproducts.com
PN: 1914

A specially designed single leaf helper spring
kit. Up to 2,000-lb. level-load capacity. For
’19–’20 Ford Ranger 2WD/4WD.
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Hellwig Products
Sprinter Rear Sway Bar
800-367-5480
www.hellwigproducts.com
PN: 7777

A 11/2-in.-diameter hot-formed and heattreated solid 4140 chromoly steel rear sway
bar for ’19 Mercedes Sprinter 3500 RWD/
4WD models.

Hi-Lift Jack Co.
Jeep Gladiator Bed Mount

Hi-Lift Jack Co.
Toyota Bed Mount

Conveniently mount and store a Hi-Lift Jack
on the bedrail of a Jeep Gladiator. Installation
is simple using the existing bed rail system that
comes standard with all Jeep Gladiator models.
No drilling required. Constructed of 6061-T6
anodized aluminum for strength, durability
and a clean look.

Conveniently mount and store a Hi-Lift
Jack on the bed rail of a Toyota Tacoma
(’05–present). Installation is simple using the
Toyota Tacoma bed rail system. No drilling
required. Constructed of 6061-T6 anodized
aluminum for strength, durability and
a clean look.

Hi-Lift Jack Co.
Trail Trak Wrangler JL Rollcage
Track Mounting System

HIMA Lighting
Speedir Night Vision System

812-384-4441
www.hi-lift.com
PN: JGBM-100

812-384-4441
www.hi-lift.com
PN: TTBM-100

Hi-Lift Jack Co.
P.J. Harrah SignatureSeries Jack
812-384-4441
www.hi-lift.com
PN: PJ-485

The Hi-Lift PJ Harrah signature-edition jack combines
the original with the new.
The aesthetics harken back
to the original automatic
combination tool (invented
in 1905). Still, it’s a true
Hi-Lift Jack, offering the
latest and greatest in features,
capacity, durability and
versatility that people have
grown to expect
and demand.

HIMA Lighting
Speedir Night Vision System
619-888-5154
www.speedir.com
PN: SPEEDIR PROWLER PLUS

Uses a military-grade infrared thermal camera.
Helps drivers see objects three to four times
farther than the vehicle headlight range and
improves visibility in completely dark, fog,
smoke and oncoming headlight scenarios.
Artificial intelligence Speedir night-vision
system enables pedestrian, cyclist and animal
detection, recognition and reacts in less than
150 milliseconds.

812-384-4441
www.hi-lift.com
PN: TT-1000

Rollcage track mounting system for Jeep
Wrangler JLU (four door). Designed to mount
and secure the Hi-Lift Jack horizontally on the
inside rear of a Jeep Wrangler JLU. Adjustable
mounting positions to better meet the owner’s
requirements. Made of 6061-T6 structural and
anodized aluminum for strength, durability
and a clean look.

HIMA Lighting
Speedir Night Vision System
619-888-5154
www.speedir.com
PN: SPEEDIR E

Born for saving lives. Speedir Night Owl plus
thermal camera with artificial intelligence. See
through fog, smoke and dust. Automatically
detects pedestrians and animals in front, even
under poor visibility and severe weather conditions. Detects heat up to 3,000 ft., identifies
the object, and gives visual and audible warning up to 600 ft.

619-888-5154
www.speedir.com
PN: SPEEDIR NIGHT OWL PLUS

Speedir Night Owl plus thermal camera with
artificial intelligence automatically detects
pedestrians and animals in front, even under
poor visibility and severe weather conditions.
It can detect heat up to 3,000 ft. beyond the
scope of the headlight beam, identify the
object, and give visual and audible warning up
to 600 ft.

HIMA Lighting
Speedir Night Vision System
619-888-5154
www.speedir.com
PN: SPEEDIR PROWLER

Uses a military-grade infrared thermal camera.
Helps drivers see objects three to four times
farther than the vehicle headlight range and
improves visibility in completely dark, fog,
smoke and oncoming headlight scenarios.
Speedir night-vision system enables pedestrian,
cyclist and animal detection.
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Holley Performance
’13–’18 Ram Cummins Jammer
Cold-Air Intake
801-476-3343
www.edgeproducts.com
PN: 38255

The all-new Jammer cold-air intake for the
’13–’18 6.7L Cummins is designed to optimize
a truck’s performance. The Jammer CAI’s revolutionary design improves airflow by blocking
hot air and using cooler, denser air for optimal
efficiency.

Holley Performance
Intech ’20 Jeep Gladiator JT 3.6L
and ’18–’19 Wrangler JL 3.6
Cold-Air Intake
866-464-6553
www.holley.com
PN: 223-16

Holley’s Intech cold-air intake brand represents
the highest degree of technology, performance
and style for late-model cars, trucks and SUVs.
This system is designed for the popular ’18–’19
Jeep Wrangler JL and ’20 Jeep Gladiator JT
V6, 3.6L and produced +24.86 hp and +22.6
lb.-ft. of torque on the dyno with a very broad
power curve.

Holley Performance
Pulsar Jeep JK/JL/JT
801-476-3343
www.superchips.com
PN: 42451

Engineered to provide up to 30 hp, Pulsar
simply connects to the factory PCM to
deliver shift-on-the-fly performance options.
The Pulsar offers options to adjust tire size
and gear ratios. Throttle response is boosted
instantly with Pulsar, and the driving
experience throughout the rpm band is
noticeably improved.
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Holley Performance
Amp’d Throttle Booster Toyota
801-476-3343
www.edgeproducts.com
PN: 58869

The Amp’d throttle-sensitivity booster has
quickly become one of the most popular and
trusted upgrades on the market today for
cars, trucks and Jeeps. New applications for
Toyota Tacoma, 4Runner, FJ Cruiser, Sequoia
and Tundra. Amp’d is easy to install, delivers
immediate improvement with pedal response,
and will enhance the driving experience.

Holley Performance
Pulsar + Insight L5P Duramas
801-476-3343
www.edgeproducts.com
PN: 22600

Pulsar for the ’17–’19 GMC and Chevrolet
Duramax 6.6L L5P diesel trucks. The Pulsar
inline module with Insight gives full controls
and the ability to adjust features and settings.
User sets backdowns, turbo timer, adjust power
levels, full gauges and more.

Holley Performance
Reaper Kit Jeep JL
801-476-3343
www.diablosport.com
PN: 8420-BR11

The DiabloSport Trinity 2 Reaper Stage 1 kit
is a performance combo that is designed to
improve power, drivability and mileage potential. Pairing tuning that is designed to account
for increased airflow with the Jammer intake is
a potent combo to add power and improve
all-around performance.

Holley Performance
Flashcal Jeep JL/JT
801-476-3343
www.superchips.com
PN: 3571-JL

Flashcal is a problem solver. One of the most
common upgrades across various Jeep models
is a tire upgrade. Within minutes, consumers
can select their aftermarket tire sizes and/or
gear ratios to instantly correct their speedometer and shift schedules for their JL or JT.

Holley Performance
Pulsar + Trinity MX Kit
801-476-3343
www.diablosport.com
PN: 32453-TM

The Pulsar is an inline computer that connects directly to the vehicle PCM, eliminating
unnecessary wires in the engine compartment.
By connecting directly to a truck’s PCM,
Pulsar has the ability to control the vehicle’s
signals to optimize performance gains, throttle
response, MDS controls, mileage and more.

Holley Performance
TrailDash2 Jeep JL/JT
801-476-3343
www.superchips.com
PN: 42051-JT

Said to be the most versatile performance programmer and on-dash monitor on the market
today for Jeep, the TrailDash2 is now equipped
with ’18 JL Wrangler and ’20 JT Gladiator
coverage. The TD2 delivers tremendous power
paired with innovative gauges and screen
layouts to manage, monitor and enjoy the
driving experience.
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Hollywood Accessories
ABS Thermoplastic Polymer
Diamond-Textured Fender Flares
424-260-6651
www.hollywoodacc.com

New and never before seen, the unique
diamond-textured fender flares will make
users the talk of the town. With an almost
carbon-fiber look, the patented ABS textured
moldings are now available for all models. This
new-generation diamond texture is designed
to capture and reflect sunlight to truly sparkle
like its namesake.

Hollywood Accessories
Electric Dirt Bike
424-260-6651
www.hollywoodacc.com

With this electric dirt bike, the user simply
charges and then it’s up and away. No
messing about with oil changes or engine
servicing. Simply recharge the battery pack
and it’s good to go. This dirt bike is great for
all terrain types. The bike is customizable,
allowing for future upgrades.

Horizon Global
Prodigy iD Electric Trailer
Brake Control

Horizon Global
REESE M5 5th Wheel Hitch

Said to be the first in-dash digital display with
diagnostics, OEM-style dash-mounted brake
control dial. First single rotary dial that adjusts
boost, gain and activates manual braking. Fully
proportional forward and reverse. Edge mobile
app sets gain/boost, multiple trailer settings,
timed or proportional setting, fault alerts, fault
log and troubleshooting.

Patented design Unique Talon jaw grips the
trailer pin tightly for secure towing. Virtually
eliminates lateral chucking and yaw. Exclusive
independent pivot bushing technology. High
pin lockout indicator prevents false hookups;
27,000 high-capacity towing for heavier trailers. Modular leg system allows for transfer of
unit to other tow vehicles.

734-656-3000
www.tekonsha.com
PN: 90920

734-656-3000
www.reeseprod.com
PN: 30929

Hollywood Accessories
Ibiky Electric Bike
424-260-6651
www.hollywoodacc.com

A 26-in. fat tire electric 1000W ebike bicycle.
Provides 285-lb. user weight capacity. Rides for
five to seven hours. Tackle an obstacle and any
terrain, flat or inclines. No terrain is too much
for this bike to handle.

Horizon Global
Reese Sidewinder II
734-656-3000
www.reeseprod.com
PN: 68220

The ultimate short-bed towing solution.
Patented design replaces existing RV trailer pin
box. Allows for 90-degree trailer turnings automatically. Pivoting pin box allows for trailer
hookup at even extreme angles. Preassembled,
ready to attach. Tested to exceed SAE/CSA
industry standards for RVs. Reese limited lifetime warranty.

Horizon Global
Reese Tactical Tri-Ball and Hook

Hypertech
In-Line SpeedoCalibrator Module

Hypertech
React

Multi-use ball mount featuring a reinforced
recovery hook. Up to 10,000 lbs. towing
capacity comprised of 17/8-, 2- and 25/16-in.
ball sizes. Reinforced recovery hook provides
10,000 lbs. of straight-line pull. Unique
matte-black pewter finish with rugged knurling detail complements any vehicle. Fits
2-in. receiver openings.

For ’20 Chevrolet/GMC trucks 1500, 2500
and 3500, both gas and diesel. Hypertech’s
In-Line SpeedoCalibrator corrects the vehicle’s
speedometer/odometer when larger-than-stock
tires are installed. This Hypertech product will
maintain an accurate odometer reading (not
over or understated miles) and actual speed of
the vehicle (helps to avoid tickets).

For ’20 Jeep Wrangler and Gladiator,
Hypertech’s React is designed to offer customized control over the vehicle’s throttle response.
A control knob allows switching between multiple modes: mud/sand, street, economy, crawl
or stock, all in one part number. User can control the intensity of each mode on the fly to fit
a particular driving need.

734-656-3000
www.reesetowpower.com
PN: 7095620

901-385-1888
www.hypertech.com
PN: 730129

901-385-1888
www.hypertech.com
PN: 105202
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ICON Vehicle Dynamics
2.5 Aluminum-Series
Shocks

951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: 37705CP

Hypertech
React

Hypertech
React Throttle Optimizer

For ’20 Chevrolet/GMC 2500/3500 HD,
Hypertech’s React is designed to offer customized control over the vehicle’s throttle response.
A control knob allows switching between multiple modes: mud/sand, street, economy, crawl
or stock, all in one part number. User can control the intensity of each mode on the fly to fit
a particular driving need.

For ’20 Jeep Wrangler and Gladiator,
Hypertech’s React is designed to offer customized control over the vehicle’s throttle response.
A control knob allows switching between multiple modes: mud/sand, street, economy, crawl
or stock, all in one part number. User can control the intensity of each mode on the fly to fit
a particular driving need.

901-385-1888
www.hypertech.com
PN: 101300

ICON Vehicle Dynamics
’03–Up Lexus GX460/470 Rear Coil
Conversion Kit
951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: 56110

Designed specifically for the Lexus GX460
and GX470, the ICON rear coil conversion kit
allows the factory rear air-bag system
to be removed and replaced with a traditional
coil spring for consistent on- and off-road
performance.

ICON Vehicle Dynamics
’19–Up Ford Ranger 2.5-Series
CDCV
Coil-Over
951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: 91355C

ICON’s ’19–up Ford Ranger
2.5-series remote reservoir
coil-overs provide 0–3.5 in.
of lift height adjustment
while the ICON CDC valve
allows for 10 unique settings
of compression damping
control. ICON’s vehicle-specific
tuning provides improved on-road
ride quality and increased
off-road performance with
wheel travel gains of up to 35%.
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901-385-1888
www.hypertech.com
PN: 105202

ICON Vehicle Dynamics
’04–Up Ford F-150 Billet Upper
Control Arm Kit
951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: 98505DJ

ICON’s billet-aluminum upper control arm
kit for the ’04–up Ford F-150 features CNCmachined 6061 construction, corrected frontend geometry, adjustable camber and caster,
and improved suspension component clearance. The patent-pending Delta Joint combines the durability and weather resistance of a
ball joint with the performance of a uniball.

ICON’s all-new 2.5 aluminumseries shock absorbers feature a
one-piece impact-extruded design
that is engineered to increase
strength and reduce overall
weight. Anodized and Cerakoted
components increase corrosion
resistance while 6061 aluminum
construction aids in heat dissipation for the ultimate upgrade in
OE replacement performance
shocks.

ICON Vehicle
Dynamics
’14–Up Ford
Expedition 4WD
2.25-in. Suspension System
951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: K93301

ICON’s ’14–up Ford Expedition suspension systems feature 2.5-series coil-overs with
.75–2.25 in. of lift height adjustment while the
ICON CDC valve allows for 10 unique settings of compression damping control. ICON
upper control arms correct front-end geometry,
improve suspension component clearance and
allow for wheel travel gains of up to 20%.

ICON Vehicle
Dynamics
’19–Up Ram 1500 Suspension
System
951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: K213101

ICON’s ’19–up Ram
1500 suspension systems
are designed with
maximum performance
and the serious driver
in mind. ICON’s
primary goal is to
increase wheel travel
and damping ability,
which translates into
outstanding vehicle
control and ride quality
both on- and off-road.

ICON Vehicle Dynamics
’20–Up Jeep Gladiator (JT) 2.5-in.
Suspension System
951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: K22105

ICON’s ’20–up Jeep Gladiator JT suspension
system includes 6061 billet-aluminum control
arms, triple-rate coil springs, and 2.5 aluminum-series shocks with vehicle-specific tuning
and CDC valve. These suspension components
provide up to a 33% increase in wheel travel
while dramatically improving on-road ride
quality and off-road performance.
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ICON Vehicle Dynamics
ICON Alloys 17x8.5 Vector 6 Wheel
951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: 2417858347SB

The 17x8.5-in. ICON Alloys Vector 6 incorporates sharp lines and an aggressive spoke design
while a featureless lip provides clean looks and
makes care and maintenance an easier task
(doesn’t trap debris as easily). Combining these
bold looks with ICON-optimized dimensions,
the Vector 6 is designed to improve the form
and function of the vehicle.

ICON Vehicle Dynamics
ICON Alloys 18x9 Rebound Wheel
951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: 1818908350SB

The 18x9-in. ICON Alloys Rebound combines sharp lines, a concave spoke design, and
ICON-optimized dimensions. Staying true
to the ICON Alloys approach, this wheel has
been engineered to maximize caliper clearance
and optimize wheel position for unhindered
suspension travel and steering function as well
as improving aesthetics.

ICON Vehicle Dynamics
ICON Alloys 20x10
Compression Wheel

951-689-4266
www.iconvehicledynamics.com
PN: 2020107350SB

The 20x10-in. ICON Alloys Compression
(in a 5x5 bolt pattern) has been uniquely
developed with a 5-in. backspace/-12mm offset for the more style-focused Jeep customer.
Combining sharp lines, a concave spoke
design and a 2,750-lb. load rating, the 20x10
Compression has classic ICON Alloys style
with the utility and strength to match.

ILC
GT Power Lock Module

ILC
GT Handle Actuator

Insane Audio
JL3001

The new 020101 GT power lock module
housing is impact-resistant and engineered
from glass-filled nylon with stainless-steel components to increase corrosion resistance and
strength. The power lock module integrates
with the current OE vehicle key fob and power
lock system. Add the convenience of power
locking to a truck cap or tonneau cover.

ILC is launching a new 02180 GT handle
actuator. The power adaptable and surfacemounted actuator blends automotive styling
cues with rugged performance criteria to create
this new handle design. Handle and base materials are engineered copolymers, providing UV,
temperature and impact resistance.

Insane Audio says that its new JL3001 is the
ultimate head unit for a Jeep Wrangler JL or
Gladiator pickup. Said to be a perfect fit, plugand-play, and full integration with the vehicle’s
CAN bus system. Insane Audio’s JL3001 is
entirely solid state with no moving parts. It is
IP66 waterproof, shockproof, dustproof and
packed with industry-disrupting technology.

800-733-3907
www.illinoislock.com
PN: 020101 GT Power Lock Module

800-733-3907
www.illinoislock.com
PN: 02180 GT Handle Actuator

JMS Performance Group
PedalMax Terrain

JET Performance Products
’20 Dodge Ram Module
800-535-1161
www.jetchip.com
PN: 90202

JET Performance Products inline performance
module to increase horsepower and torque in
’20 Dodge Rams.

601-766-9424
www.jmschip.com
PN: RC1418PO1

PedalMax Terrain is designed to provide total
control over the throttle and acceleration
characteristics on trucks, SUVs and UTVs.
This special product allows users to increase
or decrease throttle sensitivity for varying driving conditions. The included control knob or
the optional digital keypad allows users to fine
tune the throttle on the fly.

760-935-3998
www.insaneaudio.com
PN: JL3001

K&N Engineering Inc.
Airaid Chevrolet Silverado
Intake System
800-498-6951
www.airaid.com
PN: 201-382

Airaid’s one-piece roto-molded enclosed intake
for the Chevrolet Silverado addresses the shortcomings of the restrictive factory design and
will deliver increased horsepower and acceleration. Guaranteed.
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King Shocks
2.5 Electronic FluidManagement System
Option
714-530-8701
www.kingshocks.com
PN: OPT-PR25-2001

Kenoh USA: Automotive LED
Light-Shield
LightShield LED Light Bar
213-503-5571
www.kenohusa.com
PN: LS04-R

LightShields are LED light bars with patented,
built-in flood-light flip-covers. This adds
protection and utility as an adjustable flood
light. It’s easy to open/close/position from one
side with its patent-pending spring-knob and
interlocking-gear mechanism. This allows the
auxiliary lights to become safer/street-legal
quickly and efficiently.

King Shocks
’97+ Nissan Patrol Y61

714-530-8701
www.kingshocks.com
PN: F-25001-185A R-25001-186A

Offers 100% bolt-on performance. Available
for 0–2-, 3-5- and 6-in. lifts. Increased wheel
travel. Large 2.5-in. shock cylinders. Large 7/8in. hard-chromed shafts. Finned reservoir with
optional compression adjuster. Easily tune and
service with hand tools. Made in the U.S.A.

User-friendly quick in-car adjustments to damping control.
Increased stability at high and
low speeds. Optional LCD screen
upgrade. Preprogrammed with
factory settings. Hose remote
options upgrades to existing hose
remote shocks. Swivel-piggyback
option for simple installation.
Independently control front to
rear shocks for proper vehicle
optimization.

King Shocks
’20+ Jeep Gladiator 2.5

King Shocks
’19+ Ford Ranger U.S. Model

King Shocks
’19+ Ram 1500

Offers 100% bolt-on performance with a 40%
front wheel travel increase. Adjustable ride
height. Large 2.5-in. shock bodies. Factory
tuned. Finned reservoirs with optional compression adjuster. Easily tune and service with
hand tools. Made in the U.S.A.

Offers 100% bolt-on performance and 30%
front wheel travel increase. Adjustable ride
height. Factory tuned. Optional compression
adjuster. Easily tune and service with hand
tools. Made in the U.S.A.

Offers 100% bolt-on performance. Available
for 0–2.5-, 3-5- and 6-in. lifts. Increased wheel
travel. Large 2.5-in. shock cylinders. Large
7/8-in. hard-chromed shafts. Finned reservoirs
with optional compression adjuster. Easily
tune and service with hand tools. Made in
the U.S.A.

Kleinn Air Horns
Ford Second-Gen Raptor Train
Horn and Onboard Air System

Kleinn Air Horns
Ford Super Duty Train Horn and
Onboard Air System

Kleinn Air Horns
GM 1500 Train Horn and Onboard
Air System

Kleinn Air Horns onboard air and train horn
system for ’17–’19 Ford Raptors is a direct-fit,
100% bolt-on installation using only common
hand tolls. No drilling, cutting or welding
required. Includes the Demon 157.8-decibel
train horn, a 3-gal. tank, a 200-psi waterproof
air compressor and a quick-connect tire inflator
with storage bag.

Kleinn Air Horns onboard air and train horn
system for ’17–’19 Ford F-250/F-350 trucks
is a direct-fit, 100% bolt-on installation using
only common hand tolls. No drilling, cutting or welding required. Includes a Demon
157.8-decibel train horn, a 3-gal. tank, a 200psi waterproof air compressor and a quickconnect tire inflator with storage bag.

714-530-8701
www.kingshocks.com
PN: F-25001-386A R-25001-387A

520-579-1531
www.kleinn.com
PN: RPTR-734
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714-530-8701
www.kingshocks.com
PN: F-25001-209A R-25001-210A

520-579-1531
www.kleinn.com
PN: SDKIT17-734

714-530-8701
www.kingshocks.com
PN: F-25001-373A R-25001-379A

520-579-1531
www.kleinn.com
PN: GM1500-734

Kleinn Air Horns onboard air and train horn
system for late-model GM 1500 trucks is a
direct-fit, 100% bolt-on installation using
only common hand tolls. No drilling, cutting or welding required. Includes the Demon
157.8-decibel train horn, a 3-gal. tank, a 200psi waterproof air compressor and a quickconnect tire inflator with storage bag.
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Kleinn Air Horns
GM 2500HD and 3500HD Train
Horn and Onboard Air System
520-579-1531
www.kleinn.com
PN: GMHD-734

Kleinn Air Horns onboard air and train
horn system for ’07–’19 GMC/Chevy
2500HD/3500HD truck is a direct-fit, 100%
bolt-on installation using only common hand
tolls. No drilling, cutting or welding required.
Includes the Demon 157.8-dB train horn, a
3-gal. tank, a 200-psi waterproof air compressor and a quick-connect tire inflator with
storage bag.

Kleinn Air Horns
Jeep Wrangler TJ Train Horn and
Onboard Air System
520-579-1531
www.kleinn.com
PN: TJXTREME

Train horn and onboard air system for ’96–’06
Jeep Wrangler TJ is a direct-fit installation
with custom-engineered mounting brackets.
Includes a model 220 dual train horn, a 1.5gal. air tank, a 200-psi waterproof air compressor and a tire inflator with storage bag. The
system can power air lockers, small air tools
and easily inflate 37-in. tires.

Kooks Headers & Exhaust
Dodge RAM 1500 Headers
and Exhaust
704-786-2238
www.kooksheaders.com

A true bolt-on production-ready full exhaust
system for the ’19 Dodge Ram 1500. The
company is extremely proud to be among the
first-to-market manufacturers with this new
and innovative product offering. Made from
high-quality stainless steel and built by hand in
the U.S.A., the system is offered in two muffler variants for select sound.

Kleinn Air Horns
Jeep Wrangler JL and JLU Add-On
Train Horn Kit
520-579-1531
www.kleinn.com
PN: JL220

The Kleinn dual train horn add-on kit for Jeep
JL and JLU Wranglers adds fun and safety to
the rig. The model 220 train horn produces
a thundering 154.3 decibels. Easy bolt-on
installation. Designed to work with the Kleinn
JK-JL-OBA onboard air system, the kit will
work with any onboard air system with a minimum 100-psi and 1-gal. air tank.

Kleinn Air Horns
Toyota Tundra Train Horn and
Onboard Air System
520-579-1531
www.kleinn.com
PN: TUN-734

Kleinn Air Horns onboard air and train horn
system for ’07–’19 Toyota Tundra is a directfit, 100% bolt-on installation using only common hand tolls. No drilling, cutting or welding required. Includes the Demon 157.8-dB
train horn, a 3-gal. tank, a 200-psi waterproof
air compressor and a quick-connect tire inflator with storage bag.

Lazer Star Lights
20-Watt and 30-Watt High-Power
LED Lights
805-226-8200
www.lazestarlights.com
PN: 200401

Lazer Star Lights offers the latest in highoutput LED lighting technology. Available in
20- or 30-watt LED, offered in ultra-rugged
compact housing designs. Flood and narrow
flood scene lighting or spot beam patterns.
Clear or amber lens options.

Kleinn Air Horns
Jeep Wrangler JLU and JKU
Waterproof Onboard Air System
520-579-1531
www.kleinn.com
PN: JL-JK-OBA

Kleinn Air Horns onboard air system for
’07–’18 JKU and ’18–’19 JLU Jeep Wrangler
is a direct-fit, 100% bolt-on installation. No
drilling, cutting or welding required. Includes
a 2.8-gal. air tank, a 200-psi waterproof air
compressor and a quick-connect tire inflator
with digital gauge and storage bag. The system
is protected by a heavy steel skidplate.

Kooks Headers & Exhaust
Chevy Silverado 1500 Headers
and Exhaust
704-786-2238
www.kooksheaders.com

A true bolt-on production-ready full exhaust
system for the ’19 Chevrolet Silverado. The
full system consists of Kooks headers, a green
catted Y-pipe and cat-back exhaust.

Lazer Star Lights
Billet LED Driving Light
805-226-8200
www.lazerstarlights.com
PN: LSK180201

Lazer Star Lights redesign of its original billet lights. Now available in high-output LED
technology, equivalent to 50-watt halogen light
output. Made in the U.S.A., these LEDs are
offered in warm 4000 or cool 6500 Kelvin
color temps, spot or flood beam. Billet housings are offered in bullet or shorty body styles
with polished, chrome or black finishes.
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Let’s Go Aero
Three-Quarter Nelson Two-Bike
Truck Bed Mount, Expandable
to Six
719-630-3800
www.letsgoaero.com
PN: B01533

The two-bike truck bed mount V-rack with
adjustable side and cross bars fits Ford, Chevy
and Dodge trucks. Carries two bicycles above
the bed side sill with capacity for up to six
bikes (Spinwing add-ons required). The
V-swing adjusts to support all bike sizes and
frames suspended by the wheels and rotates
360 degrees for convenient loading and
unloading access.

Let’s Go Aero
TireBiter TwoBike V-Rack for
Rear-Mounted Spare Tires
719-630-3800
www.letsgoaero.com
PN: B00987

Secures two bikes to the existing spare tire on
Jeeps, motorized RVs and most other vehicles
for efficient use of space above the tire. Fits
15-in. tires or larger. Tire teeth bite grip over
the tire and secure with ratchet straps. Adjusts
to support all size bikes and frames suspended
by the wheels. Light 22 lbs. with modular
wings for compact storage.

Max Trac
Suspension
’19 GM 1500 2WD
3.5-in. Lift Spindle

Max Trac Suspension
’19 Ram 1500 Lowering Kit

Introducing MaxTrac Suspension’s new 3.5-in.
lift spindle for the ’19 GM 1500 2WD platform. This spindle is made from cast ductile
iron and is completely bolt-in. It is designed
to utilize the factory brake lines for an easy
installation. The company also designed the
spindle to work with the factory 20-in. wheels.
Spindles come in the company’s 3.5- and 6.5in. lift kits.

MaxTrac Suspension introduces its latest
2–4-in. lowering kit for the ’19+ Ram 1500
2WD and 4WD trucks. Front lowering consists of its 0–3-in. twin-tube gas-charged lowering struts, which are adjustable via snap rings
and are 1 in. shorter than stock. Rear lowering
is achieved via new coils along with a new
track bar bracket, sway bar links and new
rear shocks.

714-630-0363
www.maxtracsuspension.com
PN: 701940

Mike McGaughy’s Classic Chevy
Parts Inc., McGaughy’s Suspension
’20 GM 2500 HD, 7–9-in. Black SS
Lift Kit

Front includes boxed front crossmember with
integrated key and lock tabs for added strength
and accuracy; boxed rear crossmember, skid
plate, one-piece spindles, adjustable front struts
(brushed finish), boxed compression struts
with stainless accents. Full includes 7-in. differential drops. Rear includes lift blocks with
U-bolts, shocks (brushed finish), brake line
and electrical drop brackets.

This is an adjustable 7–9-in. lift kit that
includes spindles, torsion bar drops and boxed
front crossmember with stainless accents, lower
A-arm support rods, skidplate, four front
bump stops, boxed compression struts, brake
lines, front and rear shocks. Rear includes
blocks with bump stops, U-bolts, all hardware
including brake line and electrical drop brackets plus color instructions.
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817-428-3636 x656
www.maradynehorsepower.com
PN: HF-300012

The Sedona auxiliary heater is a hydronic heater that runs off of engine coolant. Designed
to mount to a wall with integrated mounting tabs, the Sedona puts out almost 18,000
BTUs per hour. Designed with a three-speed
blower and built-in louvers to direct the air,
the Sedona is extremely compact and easy to
install and use.

714-630-0363
www.maxtracsuspension.com
PN: K332724

Mike McGaughy’s Classic Chevy
Parts Inc., McGaughy’s Suspension
’20 GM 1500 7–10-in. Black SS
Lift Kit
559-226-8196
www.mcgaughys.com
PN: 50793

Maradyne High Performance Fans
Sedona Auxiliary Heater

559-226-8196
www.mcgaughys.com
PN: 52358

MechMan Alternators
500-Amp Alternator for GM Trucks
and SUVs
865-522-6166
www.mechman.com
PN: B8206500B

A 500+ amp externally regulated alternator for
’96–’04 GM trucks and SUVs with V8 engines.

Mile Marker Industries
Maverick12 Winch
954-782-0604
www.milemarker.com
PN: 76-6012

The Maverick12 has a fresh and newly
updated winch design at an unmatched value.
Heavy-duty series wound motors and rugged
planetary-gear sets are the backbone of this
model. Maverick winches are said to feature
the best performance per pound in the
price range.
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MSA 4X4 Accessories
Towing Mirrors
+61-7-5594-6664
www.msa4x4.com.au
PN: USTM305

MSA 4X4’s mission was to design a mirror that
was not disproportionate to the styling of the
vehicle when not towing and matched the size
of the vehicle. Its new MSA 4X4 towing mirrors feature a clever aerodynamic design with a
large single mirror pivoted on a sturdy extension slide that provides excellent towing vision
with very little vibration.

Napier Enterprises
Rooftop Tent

800-567-2434
www.napieroutdoors.com
PN: 20560

Get up close to the stars in the sky with the
Napier rooftop tent. Enjoy the camping or
off-roading adventure rooftop style with this
new addition from Napier Outdoors. This
durable tent features rip-stop polyester canvas
and mesh panels for ventilation, along with a
thick, wall-to-wall foam mattress for ultimate
comfort with every trip.

Northern Lite Truck Campers/
Off Grid Trailers
Truck Camper
250-765-3702
www.northern-lite.com
PN: 10-2EXCDLE

High-end all-fiberglass truck campers.
Clamshell design, super lightweight and no
seams to worry about leaking. Said to be the
longest warranty in the business (six years).
All special editions and limited editions
come fully loaded.

MSA 4X4 Accessories
Towing Mirrors
+61-7-5594-6664
www.msa4x4.com.au
PN: USTM602

MSA 4X4’s mission was to design a mirror that
was not disproportionate to the styling of the
vehicle when not towing and matched the size
of the vehicle. Its new MSA 4X4 towing mirrors feature a clever aerodynamic design with a
large single mirror pivoted on a sturdy extension slide that provides excellent towing vision
with very little vibration.

Neapco Performance Driveline
Products
Carbon-Fiber Driveshaft System,
Assemblies and Components
248-699-6648
www.neapco.com/aftermarket

Neapco Performance-series carbon-fiber driveshafts allow for different rates of absorption
of torque spike, a common cause of drivetrain
damage. Leveraging advanced engineering,
technology and the industry’s most advanced
equipment, Neapco offers carbon-fiber driveshafts with industry-first, builder-selectable
compliance rates.

Northern Lite Truck Campers/
Off Grid Trailers
Teardrop Trailers
800-786-3221
www.offgridtrailers.com
PN: EXPEDITION

No wood, all-metal construction. Fully
upgraded electrical system, mold- and mildewresistant, onboard fresh water. The Expedition
trailer features a 50-degree departure angle and
a Timbren 3500HD axle-less suspension that is
supported by engineered laser-cut supports.

MSA 4X4 Accessories
Towing Mirrors
+61-7-5594-6664
www.msa4x4.com.au
PN: USTM900

MSA 4X4’s mission was to design a mirror that
was not disproportionate to the styling of the
vehicle when not towing and matched the size
of the vehicle. Its new MSA 4X4 towing mirrors feature a clever aerodynamic design with a
large single mirror pivoted on a sturdy extension slide that provides excellent towing vision
with very little vibration.

Neapco Performance
Driveline Products
Universal Joints

248-699-6648
www.neapco.com/aftermarket

Neapco says that its Performances-series
U-joints—next-generation technology—were
tested and proven to outperform the competition in ultimate strength, articulation torque
under load, and high-cycle fatigue. Enhanced
thrust washer, quad lip seals, high-temp grease,
additional needle bearings, increased trunnion
diameter. Standard and conversion series
available.

onX Offroad
App

406-540-1600
www.onxmaps.com/offroad-app

Turn the phone into the best off-road
mapping tool for finding open dirt roads
and trails, tracking favorite routes and making
custom waypoints along the way. Works using
the phone’s GPS—even when off-grid and
offline—with fully detailed satellite imagery.
Open trails and remote campsites, all while out
of cell service.
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Oracle Lighting
Ford F-150/ Raptor Off-Road LED
Integrated Side Mirror Caps
800-407-5776
www.oraclelights.com
PN: 5816-001

This innovative new product allows for easy
installation using only the factory hardware for
an OEM appearance while providing functional peripheral illumination for the driver. The
LEDs are a custom design that features a total
of 24 LEDs producing approximately 2,250
lumens. Each unit has a 45-degree beam angle
to optimize the driver’s peripheral visibility.

Oracle Lighting
Oculus Bi-LED Projector
Headlights for Jeep Gladiator
800-407-5776
www.oraclelights.com
PN: 5839-504

Introducing the all-new Oculus Bi-LED headlamp system by Oracle Lighting. Featuring
advanced LED projection with 3,200 lumens
of high-quality illumination for enhanced driver visibility in all weather conditions. These
Bi-LED lamps provide higher precision light
output when compared to the factory Jeep
LED headlights but for a fraction of the cost.

Original Appearance
Manufacturing
Quick Covers

Pacbrake Co.
Amp Wireless Air Spring Controls

Quick Covers are precision-molded plastic rust
covers that fit snugly over existing body panels. They are a quick and cost-effective way to
make a rusty vehicle look new again.

Amp wireless air spring controls by Pacbrake
are said to be the perfect means to adjust air
spring pressure. They feature an easy-to-use
free app, military-grade solenoids, an IP67
controller and a 1/4hp 12-VDC compressor
along with a preassembled control board and
plug-and-play harnesses for under-one-hour
installation. They are made in Canada and
have a two-year warranty.

515-233-3244
www.quickcovers.co

800-663-0096
www.pacbrake.com
PN: HP10327

Pareto Point Industries
Eco-Filter Booster

Pareto Point Industries
FilterBooster

Powered by Filter Boost Technology, Eco-Boost
has two options: A reusable filter using an
insert to boost micronic trap performance from
35 microns to 2–10 microns ($250), and an
insertable stick for most other manufacturers.
Both trap the worst wear-causing recirculating
debris (2–10 microns) that the reusable filter
alone is unable to stop.

Powered by Filter Boost Technology with two
options: the FilterStick (a set of three inserts)
or FilterBooster, its tuned filter and stick
combo ($14–$19). Both trap the most damaging wear-causing recirculating debris (2–10
microns) that the spin-on filter alone is
unable to stop. Both cover most 3–3.5-in.
applications.

323-726-2199
www.paretopoint.com
PN: RS-3416
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323-726-2199
www.paretopoint.com
PN: FS-3416

Original Appearance
Manufacturing
Bed Runners
515-233-3244
www.oamusa.com

Inspired by the flowing lines of desert-racing
trucks, Bedrunners are bed-rail replacement
caps that create a prerunner profile for the
bed of a truck. Installation is simple, and they
will be available in two finishes: smooth
(can be painted to match for a slick street
look) and textured black (for a rugged
off-road appearance).

Paramount Automotive/
Shanxi Warner
Guardian Front Bumper for Jeep
Wrangler JK/JL/JT
909-781-6492
www.paramount-automotive.com
PN: 81-20301

Guardian stamped front bumper for Jeep
Wrangler JK/JL/JT.

Pareto Point Industries
TopDog V
323-726-2199
www.paretopoint.com
PN: TD-V

Finely cleaned oil is essential to engine performance and longevity. TopDog-V is a simpleto-install (no engine modifications) device that
protects the engine from wear, improving
mileage and protecting the engine and critical
components from premature failure.
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Pedders
TrakRyder Leveling Kit
909-476-6068
www.pedders.com
PN: PED-803054

Pedders TrackRyder leveling kit for the
’19-and-up Ford Ranger is an outstanding
upgrade to enhance the ride of the vehicle.
The Pedders kit lifts the front of the vehicle
using custom long-travel foam cell shocks and
matched performance springs. This fully engineered solution comes assembled for
easy installation.

Pop & Lock
Cargo Safe Overhead Door
Power Lock
844-996-5625
www.popandlock.net
PN: 100400

Designed for rollup/overhead doors on cargo
trucks, the Cargo Safe mounts near the door
track and auto-locks when the door is closed.
To unlock, simply press the button on the
included key fob when approaching the vehicle. Save time on every delivery while improving security and convenience.

Pop & Lock
’20 Mitsubishi Triton Manual
Tailgate Lock
844-996-5625
www.popandlock.net
PN: PL3750

The Pop & Lock Mitsubishi Triton manual
tailgate lock is recognized for its ease of installation and reliable security. Designed as a traditional mounting lock, this security accessory
is said to be the perfect add-on to protect the
tailgate and contents within the bed.

The Perfect Bungee
Adjustable Flex Web Bungee
Cargo Net
908-329-9136
www.theperfectbungee.com
PN: FW36-6NG

The adjustable Flex-Web is made up of six
adjust-a-straps that are secured to a central
powdercoated ring to make an adjustable
bungee net. Made from its unique material,
FlexaPure. Contains no rubber or latex. UV,
chemical, fuel and oil resistant. Waterproof.
ABS plastic hooks (non-marring). Made in
the U.S.A. Lifetime warranty.

Pop & Lock
Cargo Safe Power Deadbolt Lock
844-996-5625
www.popandlock.net
PN: 100386

The Cargo Safe is an electronic power lock
that is mounted inside the vehicle, hidden
from view. It is designed to protect both
swing- and slide-entry doors on cargo vans. It
works with the vehicle’s existing key fob and
factory keyless entry system for ultimate security and convenience.

Pop & Lock
’20 Toyota HiLux Manual
Tailgate Lock
844-996-5625
www.popandlock.net
PN: PL5055

The Pop & Lock Toyota HiLux manual tailgate lock is recognized for its ease of installation and reliable security. Designed as a traditional mounting lock, this security accessory
is said to be the perfect add-on to protect the
tailgate and contents within the bed.

Pilot/RBP/Voodoo
Extended-Drop Stealth
Power Board
626-937-6988
www.rollingbigpower.com
PN: RBP-127-SP-XD

To solve the national height crisis, RBP has
created XD (Extended Drop) power running
boards to help consumers easily and safely
enter and exit their trucks and SUVs. These
extended drops are tucked flush back into the
rocker panel for a quick disguise. No exposed
arms, bolts or spacers. The XDs are 2–3 in. of
added drop boards for the elderly and children.

Pop & Lock
Jeep Wrangler Locking Fuel Door
(Featuring Bolt Codeable Lock)
844-996-5625
www.popandlock.net
PN: PL3000

Upgrade a Jeep with the Pop & Lock locking
fuel door featuring Bolt codeable technology.
This billet-style fuel door is designed to use
one key: the Jeep’s ignition key.

Pop & Lock
’20 Toyota Tacoma Power
Tailgate Lock
844-996-5625
www.popandlock.net
PN: PL8547 (PL8535)

The Pop & Lock Toyota Tacoma power lock
is the ultimate in security and convenience. As
Pop & Lock’s number-one product, it features
refined design and installation and operates
with the OEM key fob. Its locks are best
paired with a tonneau cover to add reliable
security to the tailgate and contents within
the bed.
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Pop & Lock
’20 Toyota Tundra Power
Tailgate Lock
844-996-5625
www.popandlock.net
PN: PL8547 (PL8535)

The Pop & Lock Toyota Tundra power lock is
said to be the ultimate in security and convenience. As Pop & Lock’s number-one product,
it features refined design and installation and
operates with the OEM key fob. Its locks are
best paired with a tonneau cover to add reliable
security to the tailgate and contents within
the bed.

ProCharger Supercharger Systems
’15–’19 F-150 EcoBoost Intercooler
913-338-2886
www.procharger.com
PN: 2FSIC-002

ProCharger offers an intercooler upgrade
option for the ’15+ EcoBoost F-150. This larger intercooler provides a greater surface area,
allowing for cooler charge-air temperatures and
a faster heat-cycle recovery. Ideal for harsh conditions, towing and off-road performance.

ProCharger Supercharger Systems
’19 F-150 5.0L Stage II
Supercharger System

ProCharger Supercharger Systems
’19 Jeep Wrangler 3.6L 50-StateLegal Supercharger System

The Stage II intercooled ProCharger system
for ’19 Ford F-150 5.0L V8 trucks with the
P-1SC-1 and optional P-1X include all tuning
and fuel system components for a safe, reliable
pump-gas horsepower gain of 60%–65%+ on
an otherwise-stock ’19 F-150 with just 8 psi
of boost. Satin standard; optional polished
P-1SC-1, bracket and black intercooler shown.

V8 power from a V6. The complete
ProCharger intercooled supercharger system
for the ’19 Jeep Wrangler JL features the
P-1SC-1 supercharger, is 50-state legal for the
street, and adds a 45%+ gain in horsepower,
making 425 hp on an otherwise-stock 3.6L V6
Jeep Wrangler JL. Satin finish standard; black
or polished (shown) finishes optional.

913-338-2886
www.procharger.com
PN: 1FY511-SCI

ProCharger Supercharger Systems
’20 Jeep Gladiator 50-State-Legal
Supercharger System
913-338-2886
www.procharger.com
PN: 1JT214-SCI

V8 power from a ’20 3.6L V6 Jeep Gladiator.
The complete ProCharger intercooled supercharger system for the Jeep Gladiator JT
features the P-1SC-1 supercharger, is 50-state
legal, and adds a 45%+ gain in hp, making
425 hp from a stock 3.6L V6 Jeep. This bolton design is available in satin, polished or
black finish options.

913-338-2886
www.procharger.com
PN: 1JL214-SCI

ProCharger Supercharger Systems
’10–’20 Toyota 4Runner and ’05–’15
Tacoma 4.0L Supercharger
System
913-338-2886
www.procharger.com
PN: 1TK214-SCI

Complete ProCharger intercooled supercharger system for the ’10–’20 4Runner and
’05–’15 Tacoma 4.0L V6 trucks. The D-1SC
ProCharger is a bolt-on design that provides
V8 power from the V6 powerplant. This system comes complete with all of the necessary
tuning and supporting fuel system hardware
for an otherwise-stock 4.0L Toyota truck.

Pro Eagle
1.5-ton Big Wheel Jack

Pro Eagle
Phoenix Air Jack

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
’05–’17 Ford F-250/F-350
2.5 Pro Runner Monotube
With Reservoir

Large wheels, solid axles and a full skidplate
allow the jack to move over virtually any terrain with ease. Its small size and weight make
it easy to carry in UTVs, Jeeps and small
trucks. With the extension attached, it provides
enough lift height for even the most extreme
off-road vehicle. Said to be the perfect jack for
the garage and on the trail.

This new, lightweight, portable, CO2-operated
jack is made specifically to carry on UTVs and
other lightweight vehicles. Providing over 2 ft.
of lift height makes it perfect for both utility
and sport UTVs. It utilizes 20–25-gram CO2
canisters that attach to an easy-to-use regulator, allowing the user to control lift height and
speed of lift.

Pro Comp says that its 2.5 Pro Runner monotube reservoir design delivers superior performance over traditional twin-tube, hydraulic
shocks. Vehicle-specific ride-tuning multi-stage
valving. Brushed, zinc plated, clear coated.
Nitrogen gas charged to eliminate cavitation.
The external reservoir allows for additional
fluid capacity and maximum heat dissipation.

310-513-8222
www.proeagle.com
PN: ORJ1B4X
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ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
’05–’19 Ford F-250/F-350 BlackSeries 2.5 Coil-Over Shock
Absorber With Reservoir
310-900-5500
www.procompusa.com
PN: ZXRR255002/ZXRR255003

Pro Comp’s 2.5 monotube shock design
delivers superior performance. It features an
impact-forged, hard-anodized body design
with strength and cooling in mind. It features an induction-hardened, chrome-plated
shaft and internal floating piston to provide
improved damping response and eliminate
cavitation. Designed to maximize wheel travel.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
’17+ Ford F-250/F-350 Front
Adjustable Track Bar
310-900-5500
www.procompusa.com
PN: 52298B

Pro Comp’s new front adjustable track bar
features thick-wall DOM steel-tube construction, designed to eliminate deflection caused
by oversize tires or extreme side loads. It has an
adjustable sleeved collar that allows for precise
axle alignment while still on the vehicle. It
features OE-style bushings for ultimate control
and handling.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
’07–’20 Jeep JK/JL/JT Forged
Front Adjustable Track Bar

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
’13.5–’19 Ram 2500 Front
Adjustable Track Bar

The forged front adjustable track bar fits
Jeep JK, JL and JT and features an adjustable
sleeved collar that allows for precise axle alignment while still on the vehicle. The high-clearance design allows for fitment from 0–6 in. of
lift with clearance throughout the suspension
cycle. Compatible with high-steer drag link
arrangements.

Pro Comp’s new front adjustable track bar
features thick-wall DOM steel tube construction, designed to eliminate deflection caused
by oversize tires or extreme side loads. It has an
adjustable sleeved collar that allows for precise
axle alignment while still on the vehicle. It
features OE-style bushings for ultimate control
and handling.

310-900-5500
www.rubiconexpress.com
PN: RE1689

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
’18+ Jeep JL Piggyback
Reservoir Shocks
310-900-5500
www.rubiconexpress.com
PN: RXP901/RXP902

Rubicon Express’s 2.5-in. monotube reservoir
shock design delivers superior performance
over traditional shocks. The vehicle-specific
ride tuning was derived after extensive dyno
and real-world testing. The external reservoir
allows for additional fluid capacity and maximum heat dissipation.

310-900-5500
www.procompusa.com
PN: 56121B

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
’18+ JL Front and Rear Coil-Overs
310-900-5500
www.rubiconexpress.com
PN: RXC719/RXC720

Rubicon Express’s 2.5-in. piggyback reservoir
coil-over shocks increase wheel travel and
optimize shock damping to be comfortable on
the street over small bumps and on the trail
while still providing stability and control over
large obstacles.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
’19 Ford Ranger Black-Series 2.5
Coil-Over Shock Absorber With
Reservoir

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Extended Shade Top With Skylights

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL Gear Front Seat Covers

Pro Comp’s 2.5 monotube shock design
delivers superior performance. It features an
impact-forged, hard-anodized aluminum body
with strength and cooling in mind. It features an induction-hardened, chrome-plated
shaft and internal floating piston to provide
improved damping response and eliminate cavitation. It’s designed to maximize wheel travel.

Smittybilt JL extended shade top with skylights
is a multi-use mesh cover that provides protective shade for passengers yet zips away to allow
full sun. UV- and mildew-resistant nylon mesh
fends off the heat and glare while allowing cool
air to flow through. The front and rear sections
quickly zip out and tuck away into a waterresistant center pouch.

Smittybilt custom-fit Gear seat covers feature
a unique pull-away rear section for use in JLs
with factory plastic MOLLE-style panel. Sewnin MOLLE/Pals webbing makes it easy to
attach MOLLE bags for extra storage. Includes
front zip-out pocket and rear map compartment. Made from multi-layered 600-denier
ballistic nylon for improved comfort.

310-900-5500
www.procompusa.com
PN: 52230BX-1/52230BX-2

310-900-5500
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 97500

310-900-5500
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 57747701
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ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL Neoprene Front Seat Covers
310-900-5500
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 577125

Smittybilt seat covers feature a unique pullout
rear section for JLs equipped with the factory MOLLE-style plastic panel. They offer
complete seat protection from the elements
and daily use. Custom fit makes installation
easy, and no tools are required. Complete kit
includes front and rear seat covers, rear arm
cover and headrests.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Apollo Front Fender Flares
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 77835

Smittybilt Apollo front fender flares for the
’18+ Jeep Wrangler (JL).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Delta Hook, 18,000 Lbs.
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 99018

Smittybilt’s all-new Delta hooks are available
in 12,000-lb. and 18,000-lb. options. These
Delta hooks are made from Grade-80 forged
steel with a durable E-coat exterior finish. The
Oversize eye allows for easy handheld pulling
and operation. Another great feature is the
forged-aluminum, spring-assisted clevis.
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ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL/JT Skidplate System
877-367-7824
www.rubiconexpress.com
PN: REA1020-REA1024

Rubicon Express has everything needed to protect the vulnerable undercarriage of the ’18–
current Jeep Wrangler JL/’20 Jeep Gladiator
JT from front to back, with skidplates for the
engine oil pan, transmission, transfer case and
fuel tank. All of the skidplates are CNC lasercut from 3/16-in. steel to withstand even the
worst abuse.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Customs Rocker Knocker Kit
310-900-5500
www.shop.poisonspyder.com/default.asp
PN: 20-08-030P1-KIT

Poison Spyder Customs Rocker Knocker fourdoor kit for the ’18+ Jeep Wrangler (JL).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Delta D-Ring, 4.75 Tons

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Delta Hook,12,000 Lbs.

Smittybilt’s all-new Delta-series forged D-rings
utilize heavy-duty forged-steel construction.
These D-rings are rated at 4.75 tons and have
a work load limit of 27,000 lbs. They also have
a unique design for easy handling and superior
performance.

Smittybilt’s all-new Delta hooks are available
in 12,000-lb. and 18,000-lb. options. These
Delta hooks are made from Grade-80 forged
steel with a durable E-coat exterior finish. The
Oversize eye allows for easy handheld pulling
and operation. Another great feature is the
forged-aluminum, spring-assisted clevis.

888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 99047

888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 99012

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Delta Snatch Block
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 99044

Smittybilt’s all-new Delta-series snatch block
utilizes heavy-duty, forged-steel construction
and a unique functional jaw movement,
allowing assembly to shackles or fixed eyelet
recovery objects. This snatch block uses a
patented self-locking/engaging feature to help
prevent disengaging during operation and has
a work load limit of 36,000 lbs.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JK/JL/JT Stryker Front Bumper
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 76730

Smittybilt Stryker front bumper for the
Jeep Wrangler (JK and JL) and the Jeep
Gladiator (JT).
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ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL Apollo Four-Door Side Steps

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL Gen-Three Frame-Mounted
Tire Carrier

888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 77734

Smittybilt Apollo four-door side steps for the
’18+ Jeep Wrangler (JL).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL Apollo Rear Fender Flares

888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 77857

Smittybilt gen-three frame-mounted tire carrier
for the ’18+ Jeep Wrangler (JL).

888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 77836

Smittybilt Apollo rear fender flares for the ’18+
Jeep Wrangler (JL).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL HD Pivot Tire Carrier
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 7743

Smittybilt HD pivot tire carrier for the
’18+ Jeep Wrangler (JL).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL Stryker Rear Bumper
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 77732

Smittybilt Stryker rear bumper for the ’18+
Jeep Wrangler (JL).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL XRC Front Inner Fender Liners
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 77984

Smittybilt XRC front inner fender liners for
the ’18+ Jeep Wrangler (JL).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JL/JT Gen-Three Tube Door
Four-Door Kit
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 77799-4

Smittybilt gen-three tube door kit for the
’18+ Jeep Wrangler (JL) and the Jeep
Gladiator (JT).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
JT Gen-Two Rear Bumper
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 79858

Smittybilt gen-two rear bumper for the Jeep
Gladiator (JT).

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
M1A2 Front Bumper
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 612931

Smittybilt M1A2 front bumper.
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ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
M1A2 Rear Bumper
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 614931

Smittybilt M1A2 rear bumper.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
M1A2 Side Steps
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 616923

Smittybilt M1A2 side steps.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Overlander XL Roof Top Tent
Gen Two
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 2683

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
XRC Gen-Three 12K Comp-Series
Winch With Synthetic Cable
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 98612

The all-new XRC gen-three winch by
Smittybilt includes a 7.0hp motor and boasts
an average line speed increase of 12% over its
gen-two predecessor, adding more speed and
power with less amp draw at load. The magnetic remote controller has a load indicator
warning system with a built-in flashlight and a
built-in aluminum tie bar light. Customizable
armor plates.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
Upper A-Arm With Billet Dust Cap
310-900-5500
www.procompusa.com
PN: 57003B

Pro Comp’s new line of high-angle ball joint
tubular upper control arms is for refined customers who want the strongest performance
arms on the market. Arms feature a proprietary
developed, high-angle, greaseable ball joint
that was designed for maximum coil clearance
at droop as well as wheel/tire clearance at all
travel positions.
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Smittybilt’s new overlander tent offers the
versatility of being able to camp anywhere
the truck or Jeep can go. One-man operation
allows it to fold out in seconds to full height,
and it sleeps three or four. Fully waterproof so
there’s no worry about being caught out in the
rain, and it’s made of durable 600D rip-stop
polyester.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
XRC Gen-Three 9.5K Comp-Series
Winch With Synthetic Cable
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 98695

The all-new XRC gen-three winch by
Smittybilt includes a 7.0hp motor and boasts
an average line speed increase of 12% over its
gen-two predecessor, adding more speed and
power with less amp draw at load. The magnetic remote controller has a load indicator
warning system with a built-in flashlight and a
built-in aluminum tie bar light. Customizable
armor plates.

ProComp/Smittybilt/Rubicon
Express/Poison Spyder/G2 Axle/
LRG Rims
XRC Rear Inner Fender Liners
888-717-5797
www.smittybilt.com
PN: 77986

Smittybilt XRC rear inner fender liners for the
four-door ’18+ Jeep Wrangler (JL).

Pure Power Alternators
Alternators
520-622-7395
www.purepoweralt.com

Pure Power Alternators says that its alternators
are built to produce the highest charging output at idle in the industry. Direct fitment with
no modifications needed. Armored trucks, car
audio, cargo van, commercial fleet, EMS-fire
apparatus, livery-limos, shuttle vans and buses,
tool trucks, recreation-RV, off-road
vehicles, marine.

Putco Inc.
’19 Raptor Bumper Grille Insert
800-247-3974
www.putco.com
PN: 86168

’15+ Ford F-150 Raptor hex style, polished
stainless steel.
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Putco Inc.
Four-Color Blade Bluetooth LED
Light Bar
800-247-3974
www.putco.com
PN: 94009-60

A four-color (amber, red, blue and white)
LED light bar that can be programmed via
Bluetooth to operate as a Blade tailgate light
bar with turn, brake, reverse, hazard and run
lights, a Work Blade light bar with 64 different strobe speeds and patterns, an Emergency
Blade for police applications, and a custom
back-end build option.

Putco Inc.
Hornet Fleet Safety Lights
800-247-3974
www.putco.com
PN: 950002

Strobing LED safety lights and brackets for
fleet vehicles.

This box is designed as single piece with a
product viewing window to give customers
the opportunity to view the patented blueanodized metallic fabric heat sink that makes
this LED headlight kit stand apart from the
rest. The overall design was centered around
the concept that the part will sell itself by just
giving the customer a look at it.

Putco Inc.
Venture Tec Overlanding Modular
Cargo System
800-247-3974
www.putco.com
PN: 184400

Putco’s Venture Tec modular cargo system
begins with a sleek bed rack designed to provide endless mounting options through its patent-pending Tec channel system. Constructed
using high-quality, lightweight 6061 T6 aluminum, this cargo system allows users to bring
anything on the go.

Radflo Suspension Technology
2.5-in. Smooth-Body Piggyback Shocks With
Compression Adjuster for Jeep Gladiator (JT)
714-965-7828
www.radflo.com
PN: 6SJ 008 2A/6SJ 009 2A

800-247-3974
www.putco.com
PN: 770H16-360

Dual-color LED foglight kits.

Radflo Suspension Technology
2.5-in. Front Coil-Over Shocks With
Finned Remote Reservoir and
Compression Adjuster for
’19+ Ford Ranger

Putco Inc.
Nitro Lux LED Headlight Kits
800-247-3974
www.putco.com
PN: 700011

Putco Inc.
Nitro 360-Degree Foglights,
Dual Color

Radflo says that its 2.5-in. Jeep Gladiator shocks are the ultimate
in performance for the Jeep. The same technology that goes into
its championship-winning race shocks is built into these bolt-in,
OE-replacement shocks. The shocks improve ride quality and performance both on and off the road. Radflo engineers spent countless hours
custom valving the shocks.

714-965-7828
www.radflo.com
PN: 6CF 007 1A

Radflo says that its 2.5-in. Ford Ranger coilover shocks are the ultimate in performance
for the Ranger. The same technology that goes
into its championship-winning race shocks is
built into these OE-replacement units. The
shocks improve ride quality and performance
both on- and off-road. Radflo engineers spent
countless hours custom valving the best
products.

Radial Dynamics
Vortex Steering Reservoir
978-808-7775
www.radial-dynamics.com
PN: 10166

The Radial Dynamics Vortex Reservoir is the latest innovation in
steering technology. With a patent-pending flow path design, the
Vortex Reservoir separates and removes air from steering systems, circulates 100% fluid volume for maximum effective capacity, and maintains steering pump feed conditions at any angle (even upside down.).
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Ranch Hand
Midnight With Grille Guard

Ranch Hand
Midnight

800-366-9712
www.ranchhand.com
PN: MFF171BMN

Midnight is a new smooth-steel front bumper
by Ranch Hand. This bumper is constructed
with a 7-gauge steel body and 1/4-in. steel
mounting brackets. Features include optional
winch tray (up to 12,000 lbs.) with a 30-in.
light bar or a 40-in. light bar without a winch,
and two 2x2-in. light pods per foglight insert.
Midnight is smooth steel built to take a hit.

Raptor Series
Magnum Sport Step

800-366-9712
www.ranchhand.com
PN: MFF18HBM1

877-769-3765
www.raptorseries.com

Redarc Corp.
Dual-Input 50A In-Vehicle
DC Battery Charger

Reliable Engineered Products LLC/
Unruli
Cargo-Management Foldable Box

By providing a unique charging profile to
each specific battery type, the BCDC1250D
is able to achieve and maintain an optimal
charge in the auxiliary battery at all times. The
BCDC1250D will charge from both solar and/
or the alternator simultaneously. With Green
Power Priority, it will select solar charging first,
meaning less load on the alternator.

The Unruli cargo-management system foldable
box is a collapsible aluminum pickup truck
cargo box that folds and unfolds for different lifestyle uses. The box slides in and out
on integrated tonneau cover rails to the edge
of the tailgate for easy reach and retrieval of
stowed items. The box folds to the inside of
the wheelwells to allow full use of the
truck bed.

Midnight is a new smooth-steel front bumper
by Ranch Hand. This bumper is constructed
with a 7-gauge steel body and 1/4-in. steel
mounting brackets. Features include optional
winch tray (up to 12,000 lbs.) with a 30-in.
light bar or a 40-in. light bar without a winch,
and two 2x2-in. light pods per foglight insert.
Midnight is smooth steel built to take a hit.

+61-8-8322-4848
www.redarcelectronics.com
PN: BCDC1250D

877-769-3765
www.raptorseries.com

Raptor Series sport steps feature a 5-in. step
area with raised slots, providing safe and easy
entry and exit of the vehicle. The sport steps
are designed to allow for higher ground clearance to complement active lifestyles. They are
coated with a durable black textured powdercoat and are backed by an industry-leading
10-year warranty.

Raptor Series
Magnum RT Gen-Two Drop Step
Magnum RT gen-two drop steps feature a
new and improved 30%-longer step area with
raised slots, providing easier entry and exit of
the vehicle. They are coated with a three-stage
durable black powdercoat finish that resists
corrosion against elements. RT gen-two drop
steps are backed by an industry-leading
10-year warranty.

517-543-7140
www.stayunruli.com

Rhinohide 4x4 Body Armor
JK Wrangler Off-Road Armor

Reliable Engineered Products LLC/Unruli
Cargo-Management Standard Box
517-541-7140
www.stayunruli.com

The Unruli cargo-management system standard box is an aluminum diamond-plated pickup
truck cargo box that slides in and out on integrated tonneau cover rails to the edge of a tailgate
for easy reach and retrieval of stowed items. The box easily removes without the use of tools for
full use of the pickup bed.
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+61-8-9468-9655
www.rhinohide.com.au
PN: JPJKU4D-DIGI-L3

Single rear-door panel from the JK Wrangler
four-door kit. Fully removable and reusable
paintwork body armor that attaches to the
exterior of 4x4s in a matter of minutes, protecting vulnerable paintwork when off-road.
Turning back on an overgrown track is a
thing of the past. Users will explore more
with Rhinohide.
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Rhinohide 4x4 Body Armor
JK Wrangler Off-Road Armor
+61-8-9468-9655
www.rhinohide.com.au
PN: JPJKU4D-DIGI-R2

Single front-door panel from the JK Wrangler
four-door kit. Fully removable and reusable
paintwork body armor that attaches to the
exterior of 4x4s in a matter of minutes, protecting vulnerable paintwork when off-road.
Turning back on an overgrown track is a
thing of the past. Users will explore more
with Rhinohide.

Rigid
Adapt E-Series

855-760-5337
www.rigidindustries.com
PN: 260413

Rigid says that its Adapt E-series is the world’s
first autonomous off-road light bar. It features
the same style and construction as the legendary E-series. The Adapt E-series contains cutting-edge technology, with two layers of adaptive response to the vehicle’s available power
and driving speed. The Adapt E-Series makes
it easier than ever to own the night.

Road Armor
Treck Bedrack System
877-294-2726
www.roadarmor.com
PN: 520BRS52B

Road Armor’s Treck system allows users to
work hard and play hard with its customizable configuration options, multiple platform
heights, a wide variety of accessory mounts and
a patent-pending spare-tire relocation mount.
Constructed from 11-gauge laser-cut steel that
supports up to 800 lbs.

Rightline Gear
Anti-Theft Trailer Coupler Ball
and Lock
888-685-4327
www.rightlinegear.com
PN: 100T12

The trailer ball guards against trailer towaway
by filling the space where hitch balls or towing
devices are inserted. The polycarbonate ball
cannot be broken or removed once secured
by the coupler lock. The lock is designed so
that bolt cutters cannot be used on it. A ziptie
attaches the ball to the trailer chain so it is
impossible to misplace.

Rigid
SR-L Series

855-760-5337
www.rigidindustries.com
PN: 63003

Introducing Rigid’s all-new SR-L-series LED
light bars and spreader lights. These new lights
offer users the latest in LED technology paired
with advanced optics. Choose from four halo
backlighting colors that add sleek style to any
vehicle. Packed with power and function, the
SR-L series makes it easier than ever to own
the night.

Rigid
360-Series

855-760-5337
www.rigidindustries.com
PN: 36206

Rigid’s new 360-series family of LED lights
feature optimized beam patterns and project
up to 8,600 raw lumens. Choose between
4- or 6-in. and four backlight colors: red,
white, blue or amber. Rigid’s 360-series round
lights seamlessly integrate into multiple OEM
applications and make it easier than ever to
own the night.

RK Sport
’16–’20 Toyota Tacoma
Wide-Body Kit
951-894-7883
www.rksport.com
PN: 53012030

Give the Toyota Tacoma a meaner and bolder
look. Adding 3 in. on each side provides a
beefier look to accommodate bigger and wider
tires. This is a complete fender and bedside
replacement. A true bolt-on design that
requires zero cutting or drilling. Installs using
the factory hardware. Available in fiberglass or
carbon fiber.

Rock-Slide Engineering
Gladiator Step Sliders

Rock-Slide Engineering
Tailgate Table

All-new Gladiator Step Sliders provide rockslider protection and automatic step entry.
Opens automatically when door is open and
retracts when door is closed. Steel construction. Fast, quiet and maintenance-free, with
no-drill factory hole installation. Back quarter
of slider is interchangeable to allow adding a
variety of available accessories.

The Rock-Slide Engineering tailgate provides
a lightweight aluminum folding table that
attaches to the tailgate of a Jeep Wrangler JK/
JL or any flat surface. Provides two separate
table surfaces and folds closed to 1 in. thick.
Attaches easily. Also provides trash-bag holding
points and integrated bottle opener. Comes
powdercoated black.

435-752-4580
www.rockslideengineering.com
PN: BD-SS-200-JT4

435-752-4580
www.rockslideengineering.com
PN: AC-TB-200
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RockJock 4x4 by John Currie
Performance Group
Forged Anti-Rock Sway Bar Arms
714-367-1580
www.rockjock4x4.com

RockJock’s new forged 4340 chromoly arms
for the renowned anti-rock sway bar set a new
industry standard. Available in the four most
popular sizes, the updated pocketed design
enhances appearance and reduces weight.
The I-beam cross section provides increased
stiffness for extreme off-road use. Arms
are powdercoated for durability.

Straight from the Romik European labs comes
Rec, the company’s newest product for SUVs,
CUVs and trucks. Rec is made from aircraftgrade aluminum and is backed by a five-year
warranty. Available for 95% of the SUVs
on the market, including hard-to-find
applications.

Roush Performance
’19–’20 Ranger 2.3L Cold-Air
Intake Kit

800-59-ROUSH
www.roushorsepowererformance.com
PN: 422178

The ’19–’20 Ranger 2.3L Roush cold-air
intake kit features a custom see-through lid, a
high-flow reusable air filter and increases air
flow as measured on the dyno. The custom
Roush conical-style filter covers 21% more
surface area and maintains the factory airbox
snorkel. No modifications are needed for
installation—just bolt and go.
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RockJock’s new long-arm kit for Jeep JL and
JK Wranglers brings factory anti-squat and
traction to a smooth, articulating, heavyduty suspension system. The kit features the
company’s Johnny Joint rod ends, patented
RockNuts, weld-on frame brackets and eight
control arms (aluminum or steel options).
Add optional rear lower-axle brackets to stock
axles for more ground clearance.

714-777-2323
www.r1concepts.com
PN: 25-000-00

610-443-2122
www.romik.com
PN: 52215418
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714-367-1580
www.rockjock4x4.com

R1 Concepts
Performance Off-Road/
Tow Brake Pads

Romik
Rec Running Boards
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RockJock 4x4 by John
Currie Performance Group
Jeep Wrangler JL and JK
Long-Arm Kit

Designed for off-roading and towing, R1
performance off-road/tow brake pads deliver
exceptional braking performance in harsh conditions. R1 performance off-road/tow brake
pads are exclusively engineered and formulated
to withstand extreme heat, heavy-duty
operation and frequent stopping.

RockJock 4x4 by John Currie
Performance Group
RockNut
714-367-1580
www.rockjock4x4.com

RockJock’s patented, tapered control arm
lock-nut is a new and innovative concept that
is superior to jam-nuts. RockNuts clamp the
threads of slotted, tapered control arms to the
rod-end threads. RockNuts remain tight even
if the rod end rotates past its travel limits.
Get the clamping force of a pinch bolt with
the ease of use of a jam-nut.

Rosen Sunvisor Systems
Sunvisor
800-284-7677
www.rosenvisor.com

Rosen Sunvisor’s innovative Insight sunvisor
system for the automotive world. Rosen products promote safety and driver comfort by filtering harmful UV radiation and deadly glare
without blocking the view of surrounding traffic, pedestrians and obstacles. Drivers can now
enjoy the same safety and comfort that pilots
have known for more than 30 years.

RSI SmartCap
Evo

RSI SmartCap
SmartKitchen

SmartCap is said to be the world’s first stainless-steel five-piece modular truck cap that
seamlessly integrates with its SmartSystem of
accessories—giving consumers more control
over managing their cargo. It installs in under
an hour and can be purchased online, flatpacked and shipped to a consumer’s home or a
jobber—changing how truck caps are bought
and sold.

Part of the SmartSystem of accessories that
maximize the space in a truck bed to fit the
user’s lifestyle, the SmartKitchen installs into
the SmartCap’s gullwing door in under 15
minutes. It’s in when users need it, out when
they don’t. The turnkey camp kitchen is comprised of a stove, a cutting board and secure
storage for the included dishes, cookware
and spices.

775-636-9664
www.rsismartcap.com
PN: EV0303-MB

775-636-9664
www.rsismartcap.com
PN: SA0814
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RSI SmartCap
SmartRack

775-636-9664
www.rsismartcap.com
PN: SA010303

The SmartRack is a drop-down roof rack that
makes loading and unloading of cargo a snap.
Pull and turn the easy-to-use locking mechanisms to release the rack for loading or secure
it for transport. Use SmartRack in conjunction
with the SmartCap’s integrated roof rails or
other universal roof-rail systems.

Savior Products Inc.
Alert Emergency LED Safety Lights
913-451-1090
www.saviorprotected.com
PN: SAVIOR-ALERT-3

Savior’s Alert emergency LED safety lights
replace traditional road flares and provide
visibility wherever and whenever users need
it most. Alert also magnetically attaches to
vehicles without harming paint and includes
an integrated hook for hands-free illumination.
Alert features nine light modes and is IP65
rated for wet and rainy environments.

Sinister Diesel
Billet Water Pump for 6.0L and 6.4L
Power Stroke
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-WP

The Sinister Diesel billet water pump is built
with ultimate reliability in mind. It features
a CNC-machined billet-aluminum impeller
to resist cracking or flexing under load. The
pump housing itself is also CNC machined
from billet aluminum for strength, a reliable
seal and to eliminate leaks. It even has a highperformance bearing assembly and seal.

RSI SmartCap
SmartTray

253-970-2213
www.rsismartcap.com
PN: ST0303-MB

SmartTray is a truck bed replacement that
provides the ultimate in versatility and maximizes the storage space around the frame and
tires with a drawer and bins. Configure it as
a flatbed, add DropSides for containment, or
install the SmartCapXL to add 74 cubic ft.
of watertight, dust-free, enclosed storage for a
midsize truck.

ShinShield
ShinShield

503-710-4075
www.hitchsolutions.net

Never hit a shin on a trailer hitch again.
ShinShield is a durable, padded hitch cover
designed to reduce hitch leg injuries—a common problem. It requires a simple, one-time
installation, but it does not interfere with hitch
use or ball connection. Made from automotive-specific engineered polymers and available
in many NFL, NCAA and NHL teams.

Sinister Diesel
Blue Spring Kit for 6.0L Power
Stroke With CARB EO
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-FUELBLK-6.0

The Blue Spring kit will increase the fuel pressure up to where it should be from the factory.
The added fuel pressure will help keep injectors from outflowing the stock fuel pump,
meaning no air in the injectors and an injector
that may last much longer.

Rubicon Expedition Products
Hitch Tent
916-891-5922
www.rubiconep.com

Hitch Tent is a hitch-mounted platform
designed to boost the convenience of a rooftop tent system. Vertical during transport and
quickly and easily deployed on almost any
terrain via four fully adjustable legs. The
rear-mounted design frees up roof space,
reduces wind resistance and, most importantly,
provides a detachable base camp for
unrestricted adventure.

Siberian Bushing
Jeep Grand Cherokee WK2
Stabilizer Repair Kit
+790-898-99617
www.siberianbushing.com
PN: 30-30-S010

High-quality polyurethane stabilizer repair set
is a great decision for addressing problems with
WK2 sway-bar bushings without replacement
of the stabilizer.

Sinister Diesel
Cat Fuel Filter Adapter for 5.9L
Cummins
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-CAT-CUMN

The Sinister Diesel 5.9 Cummins Cat fuel
filter kit allows users to install a 2-micron Cat
fuel filter for superior fuel cleaning without
any major modifications.
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Sinister Diesel
Cold-Air Intake for
6.7L ’19 Cummins

Sinister Diesel
Cold-Air Intake for 6.7L Cummins
(’07.5–’18)

Sinister Diesel intakes are designed, engineered
and fabricated in-house to provide industryleading performance and durability. All of the
company’s intakes utilize CNC mandrel-bent
aluminum tubing for maximum performance
and strength. The kits include silicone couplers
that are said to be far superior in reliability to
OEM materials.

Sinister Diesel intakes are designed, engineered
and fabricated in-house to provide industryleading performance and durability. All of the
company’s intakes utilize CNC mandrel-bent
aluminum tubing for maximum performance
and strength. The kits include silicone couplers
that are said to be far superior in reliability to
OEM materials.

888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-CAI-6.7C-19

Sinister Diesel
Coolant Tank for 6.4L Power Stroke
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-DEGAS-6.4

Sinister Diesel’s new coolant reservoir is made
from 6061 aircraft-grade aluminum and is
TIG welded and pressure tested for maximum
strength. Sinister says that this fabrication
method makes its tank significantly stronger
than factory constructed from two plastic
pieces that are sealed together, causing stress,
cracking and leaking.

Sinister Diesel
Cold Side Intercooler Pipe for 6.7L
Power Stroke
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-INTRPIPE-6.7P-COLD

Maximize the performance and efficiency of
the ’11–’18 Ford 6.7L Power Stroke by replacing the stock, restrictive piping. This upgraded
3-in. cold-side charge pipe is larger in diameter
than the stock pipe. The Sinister Diesel pipe
has smooth mandrel bends to increase airflow
velocity for improved power and lower EGTs.
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866-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-CAI-6.7C

Sinister Diesel
DPF Back Exhaust With Blue Tip
for 6.7L Power Stroke
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-567P

The high-performance stainless-steel exhaust
systems from Sinister Diesel are designed to
maximize the Ford 6.7L Power Stroke truck’s
horsepower and torque and lower EGTs.
Shown with optional ceramic coating
dual-wall tip.

Sinister Diesel
Jeep Wrangler JK Coolant
Filtration Kit
916-772-9253
www.alliance4x4.com
PN: AO-CF-JK-3.6

Alliance 4x4 coolant filtration kits for the
Jeep Wrangler JK remove contaminants and
maintain cooling system balance—both key to
keeping the engine running efficiently. Those
contaminants are rust, scale formation, acidity,
foaming, silicate drop-out and debris.

Sinister Diesel
Cold-Air Intake for 6.7L Power
Stroke With CARB EO
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-CAI-6.7P

Sinister Diesel intakes are designed, engineered
and fabricated in-house to provide industryleading performance and durability. All of the
company’s intakes utilize CNC mandrel-bent
aluminum tubing for maximum performance
and strength. The kits include silicone couplers
that are said to be far superior in reliability to
OEM materials.

Sinister Diesel
Duramax High-Amp Alternator
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-ALT-6.6

Sinister Diesel 320-amp OEM alternators are
trusted by many diesel repair shops and stores
to be the fix-all solution for GM Duramax
6.6L alternator failures that may cause electronics failures due to low voltage from the
lack of alternator power that comes from
the factory.

Sinister Diesel
OBS Radiator Hold-Down for 7.3L
Power Stroke
888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-RADCOVER-7.3-94

Sinister Diesel introduces a new radiator support/cover for the OBS (’94–’97) Ford Super
Duty Power Stroke. It provides enhanced bracing and protection for the top of the radiator
while adding an eye-catching look.
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Sinister Diesel
Pitbull-Series Turbo for Duramax

Sinister Diesel
6.0L Power Stroke Intercooler

The Pitbull-series turbocharger is a drop-in
replacement that gives a significant performance improvement, even with stock injectors.
With a 12-month/24,000-mi. warranty, users
can rest easy while enjoying a considerable
bump in practical, everyday power.

Its Sinister Diesel intercooler is TIG welded
with a larger-than-factory core. The hot and
cold side inlet and outlet and lower support
bracket are machined billet aluminum and are
finished in the company’s signature Sinister
Blue powdercoat.

888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-PB-6.6-TURBO

Skyjacker Suspensions
Jeep TJ/XJ Dual-Rate, Long-Travel
Front/Rear Coils
318-388-0816
www.skyjacker.com
PN: TJ25FDR

New dual-rate, long-travel TJ/XJ coils travel
in a lighter spring rate first, while the second,
higher spring rate engages only during coil
compression for control and stability. Long
travel allows the top stack of coils to expand
open as the terrain changes for maximum suspension droop to keep tires in contact with the
ground. Available in 2.5–8-in. lift options.

888-966-6543
www.sinisterdiesel.com
PN: SD-IC-6.0

Spec-D Tuning
’05–’11 Toyota Tacoma Sequential
Turn Signal Projector Headlight
With Optic Light Bar
909-839-2533
www.specdtuning.com
PN: 2LHORSEPOWER-TAC05JM-SQ-RS

Spec-D Tuning designs all of its lightings off
the original housing to ensure that its products
fit precisely. Spec-D uses only the best materials, which are from OEM-approved and ISOcertified manufacturers in materials that meet
or exceed strict OEM requirements.

Spec-D Tuning
’07–’13 Toyota Tundra Sequential
Projector Headlight With Optic
Light Bar

Spec-D Tuning
’08–’10 Ford F-250 Projector Headlight With Optic Light Bar

Spec-D Tuning designs all of its lightings off
the original housing to ensure that its products
fit precisely. Spec-D uses only the best materials, which are from OEM-approved and ISOcertified manufacturers in materials that meet
or exceed strict OEM requirements.

Spec-D Tuning designs all of its lightings off
the original housing to ensure that its products
fit precisely. Spec-D uses only the best materials, which are from OEM-approved and ISOcertified manufacturers in materials that meet
or exceed strict OEM requirements.

909-839-2533
www.specdtuning.com
PN: 2LHORSEPOWER-TUN07-SQ-RS

909-839-2533
www.specdtuning.com
PN: 2LHORSEPOWER-F-25008JM-RS

Skyjacker Suspensions
Jeep Gladiator Long-Travel
Suspension System
318-388-0816
www.skyjacker.com
PN: G452KMLT

Skyjacker’s Jeep Gladiator 4.5-in. dual-rate,
long-travel coils ride in a lighter spring rate
at first, while the second, higher rate engages
only during coil compression. Dual-rate spring
change during a rate-transition range based
upon suspension travel. Long travel allows
the coils to expand as the suspension terrain
changes. Long-travel shocks are included.

Spec-D Tuning
’07–’13 GMC Sierra Projector
Headlight With Optic Light Bar
909-839-2533
www.specdtuning.com
PN: 2LHORSEPOWER-SIE07JM-RS

Spec-D Tuning designs all of its lightings off
the original housing to ensure that its products
fit precisely. Spec-D uses only the best materials, which are from OEM-approved and ISOcertified manufacturers in materials that meet
or exceed strict OEM requirements.

Spec-D Tuning
Bulken Off-Road Design Front
Bumper for ’15–’17 Ford F-150
909-839-2533
www.bulkenoffroad.com
PN: BKN-32635192

Bulken Off-Road Design believes that good
design comes from bold simplicity. Its products
are designed to give vehicles a clean yet bold
off-road style. As strong as they look, they are
built to last. Bulken offers lifetime structural
warranties on all its products.
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Spec-D Tuning
Bulken Off-Road Design Rear
Bumper For ’15–’19 Ford F-150
909-839-2533
www.bulkenoffroad.com
PN: BKN-33835252

Bulken Off-Road Design believes that good
design comes from bold simplicity. Its products
are designed to give vehicles a clean yet bold
off-road style. As strong as they look, they are
built to last. Bulken offers lifetime structural
warranties on all its products.

Spec-D Tuning
Bulken Off-Road Design Skid Plate
For ’15–’17 Ford F-150
909-839-2533
www.bulkenoffroad.com
PN: BKN-51935582

Bulken Off-Road Design believes that good
design comes from bold simplicity. Its products
are designed to give vehicles a clean yet bold
off-road style. As strong as they look, they are
built to last. Bulken offers lifetime structural
warranties on all its products.

Specialty Products Co.
Jeep Wrangler Camber Sleeves
800-525-6505
www.specprod.com
PN: 23400

Fix front camber issues on a Jeep Wrangler
(JL) by replacing the camber sleeve that links
the upper ball joint to the knuckle. Simply
determine what degree offset sleeve is already
in the knuckle and replace it with a new offset.
SPC’s camber sleeves feature a hex chromatefree finish certified to a 700-hour salt
spray test.

Speed Dawg Shift Knobs
Jeep JL Shift Knobs and
Adapters Set
717-741-2665
www.speeddawg.com
PN: M501JL-SET

Said to be the first-ever precision-machined,
black-anodized transmission and transfer
case shifter adapter set developed to enable
engagement of the new Jeep JL factory reverse
lockout and two MOPAR officially licensed
Jeep- and Wrangler-logo high-impact shift
knobs with brass threads and smooth surfaceinlaid graphics that never wear off. Made in
the U.S.A.

sPod
SitsceLT

661-775-7799
www.4x4spod.com

Solid-state six-circuit power distribution system
provides a clean and safe way to power and
control 12VDC accessories. Features plugand-play, low-voltage cutoff battery protection, wireless updates, no fuses/relays, 50-amp
auto-resetting circuit breaker, self-healing fault
protection and no tapping of the vehicle‘s electrical system. Designed to be a perfect overall
solution for aftermarket electrical accessories.
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Speed Dawg Shift Knobs
Willys-Logo Shift Knob With Inlaid
Shift Pattern

sPod
BantamX

661-775-7799
www.4x4spod.com

717-741-2665
www.speeddawg.com
PN: M501WS-FW-6RDR

This solid-state, eight-circuit expandable power
distribution system for 12/24V electrical accessory control is rated at 30 amps per circuit.
Features dimming, strobe, flash, momentary
and switch linking. Protection against over current, overheating, shorts, reverse polarity and
field collapse. Multi-controller capable with
Bluetooth. Eight inputs for external
controllers.

Spyder Auto
’10–’13 Toyota 4Runner
LED Headlight

Spyder Auto
’19+ Chevrolet Silverado
LED Taillight

These projector headlights are designed to
improve the looks and visibility of the vehicle.
They are made by OEM-approved and ISOcertified manufacturers. They are made with
OEM-standard quality and are designed for
stock lights’ direct replacement.

These taillights greatly enhance the look of the
vehicle. Want to have a show-car look? Or just
something that satisfies personal taste? Look no
further than these high-quality taillights. They
are made in high-quality materials to ensure
appearance, durability and fitment.

Available in a wide range of color combinations. Comprised of specially formulated, highimpact polymer resin with solid-brass mounting threads and smooth surface-inlaid graphics
that will never wear off. May be special ordered
with a 12V line lock/nitrous button. Weight
is 5 oz. MOPAR officially licensed product.
Made in the U.S.A.

626-934-8884
www.spyderauto.com

626-934-8884
www.spyderauto.com
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Spyder Auto
’19+ Dodge Ram LED Headlight
626-934-8884
www.spyderauto.com

These projector headlights are designed to
improve the looks and visibility of the vehicle.
They are made by OEM-approved and ISOcertified manufacturers. They are made with
OEM-standard quality and are designed for
stock lights direct replacement.

Steer Smarts
Aluminum Jeep Wrangler Sway
Bar Short End Links
734-748-5603
www.steersmarts.com
PN: 74009001

For Jeep Wranglers that are currently running a
2.5–3.5-in. lift. Constructed from high-quality
aluminum, these end links utilize a unique
truss-style design for added strength and rigidity. Provides decreased body roll and an overall
improvement in handling and drivability.

Steer Smarts
Jeep Wrangler Alignment
Toe Plates
734-748-5603
www.steersmarts.com

Designed for Jeep JK, JL and JT chassis hubs
for easy at-home alignment correction when
installing or maintaining aftermarket steering
components.

Spyder Auto
’19+ Dodge Ram LED Taillight
626-934-8884
www.spyderauto.com

These taillights greatly enhance the look of the
vehicle. Want to have a show-car look? Or just
something that satisfies personal taste? Look no
further than these high-quality taillights. They
are made in high-quality materials to ensure
appearance, durability and fitment.

Steer Smarts
DJ Ram Factory Replacement
Adjuster
734-748-5603
www.steersmarts.com

Forged and rolled thread. E-coated for
corrosion protection. Tapered to fit factory
Ram pitman arm.

Steer Smarts
Aluminum Jeep Wrangler Sway
Bar Long End Links
734-748-5603
www.steersmarts.com

For Jeep Wranglers that are currently running
a 4–5.5-in. lift. Constructed from high-quality
aluminum, these end links utilize a unique
truss-style design for added strength and
rigidity, and provide decreased body roll
and an overall improvement in handling
and drivability.

Steer Smarts
DJ Ram High-Steer Drag Link
734-748-5603
www.steersmarts.com

Designed to realign steering geometry when
adding lifts to the factory chassis.

Steer Smarts
JL Dana UD60 Drag-Link Linkage

Steer Smarts
Yeti HD26 High-Steer Jeep
Wrangler Drag Link

For Jeep JL Wranglers equipped with Dana
UD60s or standard-width Dynatrac ProRock
60s (68.5 in. wide). The Yeti XD bottommount drag link is a complete bolt-on drag
link. Installs in just minutes and bolts to the
factory tapered knuckle hole and the factory
pitman-arm hole.

The HD top-mounted drag-link end is a direct
bolt-on for high-steer applications. The Yeti
HD 26 features a patent-pending no-drill
reverse taper mount, making it the easiest way
to top mount the drag link. No modifications
of the knuckle are required, and it bolts directly to the factory tapered knuckle and factory
drag-link adjuster sleeve.

734-748-5603
www.steersmarts.com
PN: 78090001

734-748-5603
www.steersmarts.com
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Sto N Sho Off Road
Universal GoPro Mount
408-776-4080
www.stonsho.com
PN: SNSGP-F

Typically, the Sto N Sho is a vehicle-specific
front license-plate mount. However, this particular Sto N Sho is designed for a universal
application to allow the user to mount GoProstyle cameras in various locations on a vehicle
to capture off-road or racetrack adventures.

Sulastic Rubber Springs
Adjustable Rear Shackle for
’17–’19 Ford F-250s
210-492-4469
www.sulastic.com
PN: SAJ-03F

Sulastic adjustable provides a smoother ride for
’17–’19 Ford pickups.

Supreme Suspensions
Control Arms

888-810-6791
www.supremesuspensions.com
PN: FDF104CTRARM

Suntop
Suntent

+390341365985
www.thesuntop.com

A tent included in the soft top for the Jeep
Wrangler JL. Directly fixed on the rollcage, it’s
a light and simple solution for overlanders who
do not want to have heavy and expensive roof
racks on their Wranglers. Suntent uses the softtop hardware. Open, it is 7 ft. long and 4.5 ft.
wide, with a 2-in. mattress.

Supreme Suspensions control arms optimize
front axle alignment and prevent unwanted
vibrations. Each arm is TIG welded out of
tubular chromoly steel, with superior bushings for increased durability. Teflon-coated
ball joints offer strength for off-road purposes,
while the equipped Zerk fittings make greasing
bushings a breeze during maintenance.

Switch-Pros by Off Road
Engineering
RCR-Force 12

Switch-Pros by Off Road
Engineering
RCR-Touch 12

Patent-pending 12-switch power system with
150-amp capacity. Controls 17 outputs.
Offers a low-side driver and tolerates inductive
loads. Programming options include dimming
memory, multi-output switches and on-on-off.
Switch panel has active switch indicators, and
an RCR-Touch bezel to assist in switch selection while wearing gloves. Made in the U.S.A.

This patent-pending touch panel bezel is
specially designed to fit the Switch-Pros RCRForce 12-switch panel. The defined edges
around each switch allow for precise switch
selection, even in rough terrain and while
wearing race gloves. The raised edges help with
added visibility of illuminated LEDs during
daylight driving.

949-581-2991
www.switchpros.com
PN: RCR-Force 12
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949-581-2991
www.switchpros.com
PN: RCR-Touch 12

Sulastic Rubber Springs
Top-Grain Leather Seat Cover
210-492-4469
www.sulastic.com
PN: SSC-01

Sulastic top-grain leather seat cover for ’17–’19
Ford F-250 Super Duty.

Supreme Suspensions
Off-Road Utility Bumper

888-810-6791
www.supremesuspensions.com
PN: FDF109UTBUMP

The Supreme Suspensions off-road utility
bumper takes the truck from standing in to
standing out. Incorporated are duel ventilation
slots to allow proper air flow to radiators and
Eco intercoolers, preventing overheating. In
addition are winch, brushguard and light-bar
mounts for added accessories. Finished in an
OEM-grade five-step paint process.

Switch-Pros by Off Road
Engineering
RCR-Touch 8
949-581-2991
www.switchpros.com
PN: RCR-Touch 8

This patent-pending product is designed to
enhance the Switch-Pros SP8100 and SP9100
switch panel systems, adding value and convenience. Whether traveling through rough
terrain or wearing gloves, this trim piece can
be added to the touch panels to assist in selecting specific switches and help reduce accidental
operation of others.
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Synergy Manufacturing
Jeep JK/JKU/WJ HD Adjustable
Ball Joint

Synergy Manufacturing
Jeep JL/JLU/JT HD Adjustable
Ball Joint

Synergy Manufacturing
Jeep JL/JT Front Track Bar and
Sector Shaft Brace

Patent-pending (#16/020894) design that is
fully adjustable, serviceable and rebuildable
without having to press the ball joints back out
of the axle end forging yokes. Ball joint bearing surfaces are CNC machined from 4140
steel that is heat-treated, induction-hardened
and ferritic-nitrocarburized.

Patent-pending (#16/020894) design that is
fully adjustable, serviceable and rebuildable
without having to press the ball joints back out
of the axle end forging yokes. Ball joint bearing surfaces are CNC machined from 4140
steel that is heat-treated, induction-hardened
and ferritic-nitrocarburized.

Synergy Manufacturing’s Jeep JL/JT front track
bar and sector shaft brace is designed to better
distribute the increased load that the frame
side track bar bracket encounters on a lifted
Jeep and supports the steering box sector shaft
from excessive deflection. A lift and large tires
can easily push these components past
their capacity.

805-242-0397
www.synergymfg.com
PN: 4127

TeraFlex
JL Alpine IR Long Control Arm and
Bracket Kit
801-713-3314
www.teraflex.com
PN: 1310510

The TeraFlex Alpine IR long control arm
and bracket kit provides complete alignment
adjustability for maximum performance on JL
Wrangler models with 3–6-in. lifts. Includes
the company’s innovative independent rotation
(IR) bushings. Simple installation with a factory appearance. Can be added to an existing
suspension lift. Also available for JK Wrangler.

TFP Inc.
F-150 LED Lighted Side
Fender Emblems
562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 67058GETE

Lighted LED replacement emblem for ’15–’19
F-150s. Available in either custom black or OE
factory style. Available in retail packaging with
trial button to illuminate emblem.

805-242-0397
www.synergymfg.com
PN: 4128

TeraFlex
JL Hard-Top Handle Kit
801-713-3314
www.teraflex.com
PN: 4884500

The TeraFlex hard-top handle kit streamlines
the process of removing and installing the
JL Wrangler model’s hard top. The handles
provide a place to grip/lift the hardtop, while
the rubber bumpers protect the underside of
the hardtop from damage during storage and
removal. Includes all necessary hardware. Also
available for JK Wrangler.

805-242-0397
www.synergymfg.com
PN: 8869-01

TeraFlex
JT 2.5-in. Coil-Spring Lift Kit
801-713-3314
www.teraflex.com
PN: 1376200

The ultra-simple TeraFlex 2.5-in. coil-spring
base lift kit comes with the basic parts needed
to lift the JT Gladiator pickup. Fit larger tires
for increased ground clearance for better offroad capability without compromising on-road
handling. Requires longer shocks. The company recommends Falcon SP2 Mode Adjust
performance shocks or TeraFlex 9550
VSS shocks.

TFP Inc.
GM Centennial Grille and Tailgate
Emblem Inserts

TFP Inc.
Mustang LED Lighted Grille
Emblem and Liftgate Emblem

These attractive emblem upgrades are inserted
over the OE emblems on grille emblem and
tailgate emblem. They fit all ’16–’18 Silverados
and ’17–current Colorados. No need to
remove the OE factory emblem.

These licensed, illuminated LED emblems
are available as shown as a matching set for
the front-end grille and rear liftgate. They
are also available separately. They both fit
’15–current Mustangs.

562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 34552GETE

562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 58973GETE
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TFP Inc.
Ram 1500 LED Lighted Grille
Emblem and Tailgate Emblem
562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 42076GETE

Lighted LED replacement emblem for ’13–’19
Classic Ram 1500 and HD. Available in both
custom black and OE factory style. Available in
retail packaging with trial button to illuminate
emblem. Also available for sale individually or
separately as grille emblem or tailgate emblem.

TFP Inc.
Switchable On and Off Rear
Window Tint Blinds
562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 19405RWT

This sunshade performs like a heat shield for
the windshield to reduce the temperature up to
30% on a sunny day outside when the vehicle
is parked or as a sunshade with a lighter fabric
shade for driving day and night. Reduces headlight glare dramatically. The roller blind allows
switchable on or off position. Uses 5% VLT
tint or any option.

TFP Inc.
Sierra LED Lighted Floating Wheel
Center Cap
562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 35037LWCC

Available for Silverado, Sierra, Mustang and
many others to come as well as aftermarket
wheels. Available in chrome, silver and black
to fit most wheels in the marketplace. Uses
an electric motor to simulate the product in
operation while driving.
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TFP Inc.
Switchable On and Off Rear
Window Automatic Blind

TFP Inc.
Switchable On and Off Rear
Window Blinds

This motorized sunshade for rear windows
offers a wireless remote switch for open or
closed automatic operation from the front
seats. Available for GM Ford and Ram trucks.
Several luxury OEMs offer a similar option but
are three to five times more expensive. Now
available for the aftermarket.

This sunshade performs like a heat shield for
the windshield to reduce the temperature up to
30% on a sunny day outside when the vehicle
is parked or as a sunshade with a lighter fabric
shade for driving day and night. Reduces headlight glare dramatically. The roller blind allows
switchable on or off position and conveniently
mounted.

562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 19408PWRRW

TFP Inc.
Switchable On and Off Side Door
Automatic Blinds
562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 19305SFR

This sunshade performs as a switchable on or
off, open or closed roller blind on the base of a
door panel using brackets for mounting. Can
be used automatically, hooking to top of glass
during use of power windows or manually like
on many factory vehicles. For both front and
rear doors.

TFP Inc.
Silverado LED Lighted Floating
Wheel Center Cap
562-715-1002
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 35504LWCB

Available for Silverado, Sierra, Mustang and
many others to come as well as aftermarket
wheels. Available in chrome, silver and black
to fit most wheels in the marketplace. Uses
an electric motor to simulate the product in
operation while driving.

562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 19403RW

TFP Inc.
Switchable On and Off Side Door
Automatic Tint Blinds
562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 19307SFRT

This sunshade performs as a switchable on or
off, open or closed roller blind on the base of a
door panel using brackets for mounting. Can
be used automatically, hooking to top of glass
during use of power windows or manually like
on many factory vehicles. Available in both
front and/or rear door sets.

TFP Inc.
Silverado LED Lighted Grille
Emblem and Tailgate Emblem
562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 35349GETE

These licensed illuminated LED emblems are
available as shown as a matching set for the
front-end grille and rear liftgate. They are
also available separately. They both fit
’07–current 1500s.
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TFP Inc.
Switchable On and Off Windshield
Sunblock Blinds

TFP Inc.
Switchable On and Off Windshield
Sunblock Tint Blinds

This sunshade performs like a heat shield for
the windshield to reduce the temperature up
to 30% on a sunny day when the vehicle is
parked outside. The roller blind allows switchable on or off position conveniently mounted
under the glass on the dash, eliminating any
loose folding of the sunshade. Always where
needed for quick use.

This sunshade tint for the windshield reduces
the temperature up to 30% on a sunny day
when the vehicle is parked outside. The roller
blind allows switchable on or off position
conveniently mounted under the glass on the
dash, eliminating any loose folding of the sunshade. Always where needed for quick use. The
tint used is 5% VLT or any other.

562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 19203WSB

562-220-1370
www.tfpusa.com
PN: 19205WTSB

3D Billet Products
Lights Up

559-291-2087
www.3dbilletproducts.com
PN: LU-CHV001

CNC-billet automatic keyless LED light kit for
Chevy/GMC truck bed stake pockets. Lowprofile light kit that is raised from inside stake
pockets by linear actuator and controlled by
key fob. Gives options to control light inside
truck bed, outside left and right of truck, and
rear lighting.

Thyssenkrupp Bilstein of America
B6 4600 for ’19+ Ram 1500

Thyssenkrupp Bilstein of America
B8 5100 for ’15+ Jeep Renegade

858-386-5900
www.bilstein.com
PN: 53-292018

Bilstein B6 4600 gas-pressure shock absorbers are designed to exceed the performance
of conventional dampers and elevate ride and
handling performance.

Bilstein B8 5100 gas-pressure shock absorbers are designed to exceed the performance of
conventional dampers and lift Jeep Renegades
1 in. using stock springs.

Thyssenkrupp Bilstein of America
B8 5100 (Ride-Height Adjustable)
for ’14+ Ford Expedition

Thyssenkrupp Bilstein of America
B8 5100 (Ride-Height Adjustable)
for ’16+ Nissan Titan XD

Bilstein 5100-series ride-height adjustable
shocks utilize multiple snap ring grooves that
allow for up to 1.6 in. of front-end lift.

Bilstein 5100-series ride-height adjustable
shocks utilize multiple snap ring grooves that
allow for up to 2 in. of front-end lift.

Thyssenkrupp Bilstein of America
B12 (Special Kit) for ’08+ Toyota
Land Cruiser

Bilstein B12 suspension kits are designed to
alter the vehicle’s ride height for optimum performance. Kit includes two springs to lift the
rear by 1.75 in.

858-386-5900
www.bilstein.com
PN: 24-285056

858-386-5900
www.bilstein.com
PN: 24-228831

858-386-5900
www.bilstein.com
PN: 24-266659

858-386-5900
www.bilstein.com
PN: 22-278104

Thyssenkrupp Bilstein of America
B8 5112 for ’17+ Ford F-250/F-350
Super Duty 4WD
858-386-5900
www.bilstein.com
PN: 46-276810

Bilstein B8 5112 high-performance leveling
kits provide a 2-in. lift, allow for larger tires
and increase wheel travel. Includes two
monotube shocks and two matched springs.
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Thyssenkrupp Bilstein of America
B8 6112 for ’10+ 4Runner/FJ
Cruiser With Heavy Load

Titan Fuel Tanks
XXL Direct-Replacement Fuel Tank
208-522-1325
www.titanfueltanks.com
PN: 7030310

858-386-5900
www.bilstein.com
PN: 47-281202

A direct-fit replacement fuel tank for the popular ’13–current Dodge Ram 2500 and 3500
crew cab, short-bed pickup trucks with the legendary Cummins diesel engine. Being a direct
fit, there is no cutting or fabrication required.
The tank was designed to fit in the chassis and
around all other systems.

Titan Fuel Tanks
XXL Direct-Replacement
Fuel Tank

Topfire China
Wrangler Fury Hood

Bilstein B8 6112 suspension kits optimize onand off-road capabilities with a 60mm piston
for increased damping control. Includes two
shocks, matched springs and billet
spring perches.

208-522-1325
www.titanfueltanks.com
PN: 7010217

This new extra-large-capacity fuel tank for the
’17–’19 Chevrolet/GMC 2500 and 3500 crew
cab, short-bed pickup trucks is a perfect example to showcase the engineering and craftsmanship that goes into the Titan Fuel Tanks line of
products. The Chevy truck, with all of its new
systems, required development of a tank with a
perfect fit. This is it.

617-855-9999
www.topfire.cc

Add aggressive styling cues to the Jeep with
a Topfire Fury hood. Preparation is required
for painting the hood to match the Jeep. The
hood includes the left and right bezels and a
heat shield liner. Upgrade a Jeep’s front end
with a Topfire Fury Hood. Users no longer
have to worry about running hot on long
trail rides.

Trailer Valet
JX5-C Jack
Topfire China
Wrangler Marauder Grille
617-855-9999
www.topfire.cc

Give a Jeep Wrangler a new look by replacing
the old-style grille with Marauder grille. The
’07–’18 Jeep Wrangler JK/JKU will become the
center of attraction and attention while driven
on the road. Made from premium ABS plastic,
the Topfire Jeep Wrangler grille will not rust.
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844-846-9344
www.trailervalet.com
PN: TVJX5-C

The all-new Trailer Valet JX-series is a manual
hand-crank trailer jack that has the versatility
to be powered using any standard 18–24V drill
and a Trailer Valet drill attachment. Designed
for consumers to make hitching and adjusting quick and easy in comparison to standard
hand-crank jacks. Two weight capacities and
side- and center-mount options.

Titan Fuel Tanks
XXL Direct-Replacement Fuel Tank
208-522-1325
www.titanfueltanks.com
PN: 7021518

With the most popular truck in the country,
the Ford F-150, being offered with the Power
Stoke diesel engine, the engineers at Titan
went to work developing the first extra-largecapacity, 40-gal. tank for the new truck. For
the crew cab, short bed (5-ft., 5-in. bed). Like
all Titan tanks, it is a direct fit and requires no
fabrication or alterations.

Topfire China
Wrangler Aluminum Hood Latch
617-855-9999
www.topfire.cc

Topfire aluminum hood catch kit was designed
and produced by Topfire of high-quality
aluminum-alloy with stainless-steel hardware.
These adjustable, durable and aesthetically
pleasing hood catches are proportional to the
vehicle. Set of hood catch latches with installation tools. Simple to use. No drilling needed.

TrailFX
Drop-Down Step
800-521-9999
www.trailfx.com
PN: DHS006CC

The TFX drop-down step is a streamlined,
fully welded, modern step design with a wide
drop step for secure cab entry. The TrailFX
drop-down step design is fully welded with
matte-black powdercoated Q235A steel. The
step features no-drill, bolt-on installation with
provided brackets and hardware.
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TrailFX
Jeep JL Premium Grille
800-521-9999
www.trailfx.com
PN: JL09T

Make a big impression with the TrailFX Jeep
JL/JT premium grille, designed to replace the
OE plastic grille. The titanium, matte-blackfinished aluminum grille enhances the front
end with a rugged and stylish new look. The
product features wire mesh within the grille
slots to provide additional protection against
dirt, rocks and other debris.

TrailFX
Premium Rear Jeep Wrangler
JL Bumper
800-521-9999
www.trailfx.com
PN: JL06T

The TrailFX premium rear bumper for Jeep
JL provides full wraparound protection for the
rear body. This bumper is constructed with
premium steel that is coated in a textured
black finish. The premium rear bumper features D-ring mounts with included D-rings
and an integrated Class III hitch. It accommodates OE sensors and optional LED cube
lights.

TrailFX
Prerunner Rear Bumper
800-521-9999
www.trailfx.com
PN: RPRB002TI

The TrailFX prerunner rear bumper is a modern approach to bumper design that provides
wraparound protection of the vehicle with a
streamlined use of materials. This bumper is
precision welded and finished with titanium
black powdercoat. It installs easily into factory
mounting points and accommodates rear OE
sensors and optional LED cube lights.

TrailFX
Jeep JL Steel Fender Flares
800-521-9999
www.trailfx.com
PN: JL05FF

TrailFX fender flares for the Jeep JL are
designed to add maximum protection against
rocks and debris. They are constructed with
premium steel and are finished with a black
powdercoated finish. Front flares feature LED
lights to provide additional visibility at night.
TrailFX steel fender flares pair nicely with the
premium stubby bumper from TrailFX.

TrailFX
Premium Full-Width Front Jeep
Wrangler JL Bumper
800-521-9999
www.trailfx.com
PN: JL07T

The TrailFX premium full-width front Jeep
Wrangler JL bumper provides maximum
front-end protection from fender to fender,
offering additional coverage to the grille and
undercarriage. This bumper is precision welded
and is coated in a textured black finish,
and it features D-ring mounts with included
D-rings and a recessed winch mount with a
10,000-lb. capacity.

TrailFX
Premium Stubby Front Jeep
Wrangler JL Bumper

TrailFX
Prerunner Front Bumper

The TrailFX premium stubby front JL bumper
provides maximum protection to the front end
and grille. A skidplate is included to provide
supplementary undercarriage protection. It is
constructed with premium steel that is coated
in a textured black finish and features D-ring
mounts with included D-rings and a recessed
winch mount with a 10,000-lb. capacity.

The TrailFX prerunner front bumper is a modern approach to bumper design that provides
wraparound protection of the vehicle with a
streamlined use of materials. This bumper is
precision welded and finished with titanium
black powdercoat. It installs easily into factory
mounting points and accommodates front OE
sensors and optional LED light bar.

800-521-9999
www.trailfx.com
PN: JL08T

Transfer Flow Inc.
45-gal. Ford F-150 Gasoline
Replacement Fuel Tank
530-893-5209
www.transferflow.com
PN: 080-01-16947

Transfer Flow’s 45-gal., high-capacity replacement fuel tank system fits gasoline ’18–’19
Ford F-150 Crew Cab pickups. The fuel tank
is manufactured from 12-gauge U.S. aluminized steel and comes equipped with a highly
engineered emissions system.

800-521-9999
www.trailfx.com
PN: FPRB002TI

Transfer Flow Inc.
48-gal. Ford F-150 Power Stroke
Diesel Replacement Fuel Tank
530-893-5209
www.transferflow.com
PN: 080-01-16837

Transfer Flow has introduced a 48-gal., highcapacity, midship replacement tank for ’18–’19
Ford F-150 Power Stroke diesel Crew Cab
pickups with 61/2-ft. beds. The 48-gal.
replacement tank is perfect for F-150 Power
Stroke owners who want to maximize their fuel
capacity and driving range without sacrificing
truck bed space.
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Truck Covers USA
American Cargo Lights
858-622-9135
www.truckcoversusa.com
PN: AX-210

T-Rex Grilles and Zroadz Dynamic
LED Mounting Solutions
Laser Torch Grille for Jeep
Wrangler JK
951-270-5388
www.trexbillet.com
PN: 7314841

The Laser Torch grille for Jeep Wrangler JK
models is a bolt-on insert that easily mounts
behind the factory grille shell. Featuring seven
2-in. round LED lights and a repeating pattern
made of laser-cut steel and one-piece construction. Includes stainless-steel hardware, an
instruction packet, LED lights, a wiring harness, switches and lifetime structural warranty.

Truck Covers USA
American Truck Gear

858-622-9135
www.truckcoversusa.com
PN: AX-915

A line of recovery straps and cargo bags. The
recovery strap kit contains heavy-duty recovery
and tree-protector straps. Cargo bags come in
three sizes, have non-slip properties and are
waterproof, mold-proof and UV-protected.
Oversize industrial-strength zippers. Cold crack
tested to -40°F. Wipe down and clean easily.
Made in the U.S.A.

A touch-activated truck bed lighting
system. Simply touch the sensor pad
on the E-strip for on and off functions. Automatic shut-off feature.
Weather-resistant protected circuit
board. Resistant to moisture, dust and
impact. Easy to install with 3M adhesive. Easy to connect. Includes wire
harness that connects to 12V vehicle
power source.

Truck Covers USA
Jeep Gladiator American
Roll Cover

Truck Hero
’20 GM 2500/3500HD 6-in. Lift Kit
by Superlift

Truck Hero
Amp Research Axis Cross-Rail
Bed System

Superlift’s new 6-in. lift kit for the ’20 GM
2500/3500 HD has a strong, modern design
made with the strongest materials to give users
a suspension lift kit that can stand the most
challenging terrain obstacles in this all-new
heavy-duty truck.

The new Axis cross-rail system features the
convenience of cross bars for the truck bed
when needed and the flexibility to store on the
bedrails when not. The adjustable cross-bar
attachment points offer multiple locking locations and three attachment tracks, providing
accessory mounting for maximum functionality and versatility.

318-397-3000
www.superlift.com
PN: K255 SERIES

Truck Hero
AVS AeroCab Marker Light

Truck Hero
AVS LightShield Color Match

The new AeroCab marker light is a no-drill
solution featuring a light strip with five amber
LED marker lights, easily powered by tapping
into the vehicle’s existing parking lights. The
AeroCab is custom molded to match the curve
of the vehicle’s cab and is made from tough
Dura-Flex 2000 TPO with a textured matteblack or color-match finish.

Said to be the only color-matched hood protector that offers amber LED marker lights for
the edge of the hood. The light bar consists of
five LED marker lights and is powered by connecting into the vehicle’s parking lights. Colors
are OE color-code matched and will include
blacks, whites and greys for top-selling trucks.
Made in the U.S.A.

800-241-7219
www.autoventshade.com
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800-241-7219
www.autoventshade.com

858-622-9135
www.truckcoversusa.com
PN: CR350 & CR350MT

Retractable hard tonneau cover made specifically for the Jeep Gladiator. A 25% smaller
canister and lid than the original American roll
cover, only 6.5 in., maximizing the bed space
for cargo. Specially designed brackets ensure a
perfect fit that is unique to the Jeep Gladiator.
Available in a matte finish as well as original
textured powdercoat.

800-309-6823
www.amp-research.com

Truck Hero
Bakflip MX4

818-365-9000
www.bakindustries.com
PN: 448130

Said to be America’s number-one-selling hard
folding cover, the Bakflip MX4 has new features that include matte-finished cab corner
caps, rail end caps, black clamps and elevator
bolts for a more streamlined appearance. Other
features include enhanced functionality with
pre-molded, die-cut, shock-absorbent bumpers
and secure prop rod clips. Expect more with
Bakflip MX4.
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Truck Hero
Bushwacker Trail Armor Fender
Flare Delete Kit
800-234-8920
www.bushwacker.com

The newest addition from Trail Armor gives
users protection when maximum clearance is
needed on the trail and they opt for no flare.
Made of durable TPO material, it protects the
areas left behind when the JL flare is removed.
The kit will cover all fender holes for a sleeker
body profile.

Truck Hero
Nerf RS Steps
866-806-6322
www.n-fab.com
PN: 114417512

The N-Fab Nerf RS step is a variation of
its patented, classic drop-down nerf step.
Available in a cab-length configuration and a
textured black finish, Nerf RS has an expanded
step plate and is an affordable, stylish hoop
step for trucks and Jeeps alike.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Arcus StampedSteel Front Bumper JL
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11549.04

This patented design utilizes a high-strength,
11-gauge steel shell surrounding a 1/4-in.-thick
steel winch plate and features massive 1-in.thick dual cross-drilled recovery hooks that
accept various shackle sizes. Clever recesses in
the bumper offer direct frame access for lifting
the Jeep with a Hi-Lift jack and accept factory
fog lights.

Truck Hero
Bushwacker Trail Armor Mud Flaps
800-234-8920
www.bushwacker.com

The new mud flap is said to be the perfect fit
for the Bushwacker pocket-style flare and gives
users the comfort and protection needed for
whatever the road throws at them. The ABS
construction provides flexible protection, with
10 in. of additional drop and 10 in. of width
in tire coverage. Sold in pairs and made in
the U.S.A.

Truck Hero
N-Fab TrailSlider
866-806-6322
www.n-fab.com
PN: T14TSR

Introducing the TrailSlider, N-Fab’s entry into
the frame-mounted rock slider market, featuring 3/16-in. heavy-gauge steel frame and gussets.
This is said to be the ultimate rocker protector
and will hold up to extreme conditions. The
easy no-drill installation and powdercoated
textured black finish makes this step an essential upgrade for any off-road vehicle.

Truck Hero
Rugged Liner HC3 Premium Hard
Folding Cover

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge All-Terrain Floor
Liners for Gladiator JT

Rugged Liner’s new HC3 premium hard folding cover offers an upgraded profile and perimeter finish. Redesigned for the modern truck,
this cover features cab clamps with durable
metal hooks, secondary mounting tethers,
rear latches and resilient tie-down buckles in
a wholly assembled tri-fold design that allows
driving with the cover open or closed.

Rugged Ridge floor liners provide total protection for the floor of the vehicle, keeping
it looking factory fresh. Patented deep-tread
technology channels liquid away from shoes,
keeping them dry. Made of a durable thermoplastic material that can withstand the rigor of
daily abuse. Limited lifetime warranty. Patent
8,173,369, D627,285.

800-433-3604
www.ruggedliner.com
PN: HP-C5514

770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 12950.61

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JT Armis Hard
Folding Bed Cover With Line-X

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Armis JT Gladiator
Hard Rolling Bed Cover

The Armis hard folding cover with Line-X is
designed to protect the JT’s bed while maintaining a sense of strength and style. The
heavy-duty aluminum panels are finished with
Line-X coating to provide protection from
scuffs and scratches. A dual-action tailgate seal
offers full tailgate function, allowing closure
regardless of the cover’s position.

Superior protection and greater versatility for today’s Jeep Gladiator models. This
flush-mount cover is crafted from heavy-duty
black aluminum slats that are lightweight and
bonded to the sleek, matte-black exterior fabric
for a sleek appearance. Convenient rear latches
allow the cover to be opened easily from either
side of the bed.

770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 13550.24

770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 13550.23
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Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Armis JT Gladiator
Soft Folding Bed Cover
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 13550.21

A sleek design creates a contoured, low-profile
appearance, matched only by real-world
functionality. The tarp is constructed from
premium matte-black woven fabric that is consistent with the Gladiator factory dress for an
OE-quality look. This high-end material offers
a stylish finish that resists dirt and grime, so it
stays looking cleaner longer.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Sahara/Rubicon
DRL Flare Chop Brackets
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11640.95/11640.96

Sturdy steel chop brackets install easily and
support the front of the factory flare, adding
a fearless, aggressive new look. Dual-output
DRLs provide a cool, white running light by
day that turns a vivid amber with the vehicle’s
turn signals. They come in pairs for both
Rubicon and Sahara models. Includes installation hardware and instructions.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Hawse Fairlead
Light Mount Bracket
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11238.04

With sturdy all-steel construction and a rugged
black powdercoat finish, this bracket allows
users to easily mount dual off-road lights or a
single 10-in. light bar directly above the hawse
fairlead—perfect placement for lighting the
trail and easing nighttime recoveries. Universal
fit for any vehicle equipped with a hawse-style
winch fairlead.
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Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Armis JT Gladiator
Soft Rolling Bed Cover
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 13550.22

Durable, superior-grade, matte-black woven
fabric that repels dirt so it stays looking cleaner
longer. Patented design offers easy operation
while maintaining a snug fit in all temperatures and weather conditions. The quickrelease system provides a cover that can be
installed or removed in minutes without tools,
giving users 100% access to the bed.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL/JT Sahara/
Rubicon Fender Chop Brackets
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11640.91/11640.92

Sturdy steel chop brackets install easily and
lend support for the front of the factory fender
flare, adding an aggressive new look. Builtin bullet-style side markers and turn-signal
lights for safe on-road operation. They’re
sold in pairs for Rubicon and Sahara models
and feature a matte-black powdercoat finish.
Hardware and instructions included.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge HD Front Stubby
Bumper With Striker JL
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11540.32

The HD front stubby bumper features sturdy
steel construction, dual-drilled recovery hooks
and integrated high-lift jacking points. A
tough satin-black powdercoat finish protects
from rust and corrosion. Simple bolt-on installation. Fit it with an optional X-Striker to dramatically change the overall appearance.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Two-Door C3
Cargo Cover
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 13260.14

The C3 rear cargo cover provides the protection needed when and where it’s needed.
Designed to keep the interior pristine throughout daily use by protecting carpet and trim
from damage, scratches, pet claws, dirt and
debris. Fully compatible with rear fold-andtumble seats. Installs securely and can be
removed easily.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Fortis JK/JKU
Tube Doors
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11509.31/11509.32

Fortis JK tube doors introduce a new spirit of
freedom and strength for Wrangler JK owners,
adding a renewed excitement to open-air driving. With a muscular perimeter tube design,
adjustable hinges and an innovative rotary
latching mechanism, they are the ideal complement to warm-weather fun. Available in pairs
for front and rear.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge HD Full-Width Front
Bumper With Over Rider
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11540.31/11540.61

The HD full-width bumper features sturdy
steel construction, dual-drilled recovery hooks
and integrated Hi-Lift jacking points. A tough
satin-black powdercoat finish protects from
rust and corrosion. Simple bolt-on
installation. An optional over rider adds an
off-road styling accent while protecting grille
and radiator.
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Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge HD Full-Width Rear
Bumper
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11540.36

The HD rear bumper matches the styling and
functional features of both the HD stubby and
the HD full-width front bumpers. Sturdy steel
construction, dual-drilled recovery hooks and
integrated high-lift jacking points. A tough satin-black powdercoat finish protects from rust
and corrosion. Simple bolt-on installation.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Fender Flares
With DRL
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11640.51

Rugged Ridge Max-Terrain fender flares find
inspiration from the classic flat-fender styling
featured on Jeep’s earliest models and blend
with a refined rendition of the current JL factory flare, combining to make a truly unique
styling statement. Constructed from an injection-molded thermoplastic that was chosen for
its flexibility and impact-resistance.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL HD Tire Carrier
and Wheel Mount
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11546.55

The precision aluminum casting provides maximum strength without the excessive weight of
traditional steel carriers. This one-piece design
maintains one-handed access to the cargo area
by rigidly linking the tailgate to the reinforced
quarter panel. Forged-steel hinge brackets and
hardened pins add superior load capacity over
factory hinges.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge HD Tube Fenders JL
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11615.73

Featuring a 1.25-in. mandrel-bent steel tube
frame and a skin that is die stamped and laser
cut from a 12-gauge steel plate, these fenders
carry out the tradition of being tougher than
they need to be and are finished with a durable
satin-black powdercoat finish. Protected by a
limited five-year warranty.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Front
Bumper Skidplate
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 18003.61

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Cowl LED
Light Bar Mount
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11232.71

Sturdy steel construction and a tough satinblack powdercoat finish make these mounts
stable and virtually indestructible. Mounts
directly to the hood hinge mounting points on
the cowl—an ideal placement for any 40-in.
LED light bar. Installation is simplified with
the included mounting hardware and instructions.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Front
Inner Fenders
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11615.61

Stamped from 4mm-thick steel plate and features unified fold-and-weld construction to
deliver full protection to the factory crash bar
and electronic sway bar disconnect components. Designed to work with Rugged Ridge
Arcus, Spartacus and HD-series bumpers, the
Rugged Ridge front bumper skidplate blends
seamlessly with factory trim finishes.

Crafted from CNC laser-cut 14-gauge aluminum and bent for a perfect fit, these fenders
protect engine compartments from mud and
debris. Works with trimmed OE and aftermarket fenders, and this four-piece design
offers maximum coverage while giving users
additional clearance for bigger tires. Installs
with no drilling required. Stainless hardware
included.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Rear LED
Cube Mounts

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Rocker Guard
Body Armor

Rugged Ridge JL rear LED cube mounts allow
for mounting LED cube lights on the rear of
Wrangler JL models equipped with aftermarket
rear bumpers. Crafted from 3/16-in. steel, this
two-piece bracket is designed for easy installation. Has a UV-protected two-stage powdercoat finish; requires no drilling or modification; and is available for left or right side.

An affordable way to protect the lower body
pinch seam while adding a striking off-road
appeal. Built from impact-resistant polycarbonate, these guards install easily with no drilling
required. A black-matte finish gives dented
pinch seams the makeover they deserve while
guarding against future damage. Sold in pairs
for two- and four-door models.

770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11232.75/11232.76

770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11615.61
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Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Spare Tire
Relocation Bracket

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Tag Relocation
Bracket

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL Windshield LED
Cube Mounts

Designed to mount a 35x12.50 tire upward
and outward, giving users adequate clearance
from the rear bumper while eliminating interference with the factory proximity sensors.
Built from muscular 4mm-thick steel and reinforced for added strength, it’s all finished in a
textured powdercoat. Works with OE back-up
camera and third brakelight.

A simple, sturdy and highly effective tag
mounting solution that takes the tag from
its vulnerable pocket in the rear bumper and
mounts it securely and visibly on the spare
tire carrier. Sturdy all-steel construction stands
up to the rigors of off-road driving, while full
adjustability allows for a wide variety of tire
widths and offsets.

Jeep JL/JT owners can choose from an inside
cowl mount bracket for more centralized coverage, an outside cowl cube mount for a broad
spread, or a pair of each for maximum coverage. Sturdy 3mm-thick plate-steel construction
provides a stable platform for the choice of offroad lighting, while a satin-black powdercoat
protects from rust and corrosion.

770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11585.26

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL/JT Matte-Black
Window Visors
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11349.17

Designed to vent the Wrangler JL or Gladiator
JT interior with a fresh flow of air, reducing
stale air and window fogging while improving
overall cabin comfort. Wind noise is greatly
reduced too. Molded from a durable 2mmthick, scratch-resistant matte acrylic. Installs in
minutes with double-sided adhesive.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Spartacus JL
Rear Bumper
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11544.25

Features a stubby body-width profile and some
of the most advanced styling available on the
market. The unique stamping process creates a
high-strength steel bumper that is lighter than
most aftermarket bumpers and is finished with
beefy recovery points and recessed vents with
mesh inserts.
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770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11585.25

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JLU Hardtop
RoofRack
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11703.04

With a low-profile design and sturdy steel
construction, users can carry an additional 150
lbs. of extra cargo overhead with a minimal
height increase—perfect for overlanding and
avid outdoorsmen. A rack-mounted basket
helps anchor the cargo, while skeleton-style
roof rails make securing the load with bungee
cords or ratchet straps a breeze.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge TJ Factory Soft Top
Hardware Kit
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 13510.03

This replacement factory soft-top hardware
fits ’97–’06 Wrangler TJ models but adds a
cool flip-top option. This complete soft-top
hardware kit includes door surrounds, bows,
knuckles, straps, brackets, knobs, a header bar,
a tailgate bar, pins and screws.

770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11232.72/11232.73

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge JL/JT Snorkel
System
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 17756.31

Just one look at the Rugged Ridge XHD snorkel system for Wrangler JL and Gladiator JT
models lets users know that this is not a typical
snorkel. Rugged Ridge engineered the snorkel
to literally make waves by designing a system
that is less invasive, performs better and installs
easier than any snorkel the company has built
before. U.S. patent 8,960,347.

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Trekker Series
Winches
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 15100.25

Features a heavy-duty 5.6/6.6 series-wound
motor that delivers consistent pull strength
through a bulletproof three-stage planetary
drive gear as well as a 212:1 gear ratio and an
IP-68 waterproof rating for water resistance.
Available with a handy wireless remote and
26-meter synthetic line or with a traditional
steel cable and a weatherproof wired remote.
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Truck Hero
Superlift 3-in. Lift Kit Featuring UCAs

Truck Hero
Rugged Ridge Venator JL/JT Front
Bumper With Over Rider
770-614-6101
www.ruggedridge.com
PN: 11549.41

Venator represents a sharp departure from
typical bumper design: a dominant form, carefully crafted in clay and then forged in steel.
Muscular contours and chiseled facets combine
with the Venator’s radical arches, creating a
bumper that clearly complements the overall
aesthetics of the JL/JT rather than
fighting them.

Truck Hero
Xceed

800-877-2588
www.extang.com
PN: 85-series

Xceed is a seamless and secure hard folding truck bed cover by Extang. This flushmounted cover provides full bed access when
open and low-profile looks when closed. Its
good looks are paired with what is said to be
an industry-first secure rotary release latching
system, which encases the operation cable for
tamper-proof security. It is topped off with a
moisture-proof covering.

Tyri Lights
1010 High Beam
715-344-8600
www.tyrilights.com
PN: CLD-813-1

Compact and mighty, this is a European auxiliary high beam that is EU-approved for onroad use. Used in addition to regular
headlights, the 1010C6 EU provides twice as
much light as factory headlights.

318-397-3000
www.superlift.com
PN: 3900 Series

Truck Hero
Superlift 3-in. Lift Kit Featuring UCAs
318-397-3000
www.superlift.com
PN: K1013 Series

Superlift’s 3-in. UCA lift kit for the ’20
Silverado and Sierra 2500HD and 3500HD is
a simple solution for adding more height than
just a leveling kit. UCAs with pre-installed
Moog ball joint and bushings for long-lasting
performance, durability and better ride quality
over traditional torsion key leveling kits.

The Tuning School
Jeep Enthusiast Tuning Course
727-264-8875
www.thetuningschool.com
PN: 4321

The Jeep Enthusiast course is designed for the
enthusiast to get tuning fast using horsepower
tuners. Learn using two methods: templatebased tuning with included templates or the
deep dive. Includes templates for fun on the
street, off-road aggressive use (sand) or off-road
slow use (crawling/rocks). Fundamental tuning
techniques for custom tunes. Covers TJ, JK
and JL.

Superlift’s 3-in. UCA lift kit for the ’19
Silverado and Sierra 1500 is a simple solution
for adding more height than just a leveling kit.
UCAs with pre-installed Moog ball joint and
bushings for long-lasting performance, durability and better ride quality over traditional
leveling kits.

Tyri Lights
Edge LED Light

715-344-8600
www.tyrilights.com

Not just a pretty face. Sharp design using
patent-pending optics, this light features a dedicated LED strip designed to allow the light
to be controlled and directed, making more
efficient use of available light.

U Ace Inc.
3D Maxpider Large Trim-Fit
Universal Cargo Liner
909-350-8808
www.3dmatsusa.com
PN: 2199L-09

The new large universal cargo liner is sure to
cover the cargo area. Foldable for easy storage,
trimmable to fit the contours of the vehicle,
it is also lightweight and durable. The central area of the mat has a raised wall that is
designed to hold any spills within that area and
minimize damage to the vehicle’s interior.

Tyri Lights
D18 LED Light

U Ace Inc.
3D Maxpider Elegant Hybrid Floor
Mat Set

Featuring 8,000 effective lumens and specifically designed for mining and off-road use,
the D18 boasts a large heat sink for efficient
thermal management. That keeps the light
cool and allows for maximum light performance. Built with extra vibration and shock
dampening to withstand any extreme
conditions users encounter.

This new elegant hybrid floor mat set is
designed to be an upscale OEM carpet alternative to traditional rubber and plastic mats. The
high-quality carpet, combined with a Kagu
insert designed to protect the carpet from
spills, brings class to the inside of the vehicle
while also ensuring protection to the
original carpet.

715-344-8600
www.tyrilights.com
PN: KLD-107-1

909-350-8808
www.3dmatsusa.com
PN: L1MB07904609-H
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US Speedo
’19–’20 Jeep Wrangler JL
Daytona-Edition Custom
Instrument Cluster

US Speedo
’15–’18 Jeep Wrangler JK
U.S.-Proud-Edition Custom
Instrument Cluster

The ’19–’20 Jeep Wrangler JL Daytona-edition
custom instrument cluster consists of a totally
redesigned, three-dimensionally formed gauge
face produced with similar materials and processes as the OEM gauges.

’15–’18 Jeep Wrangler JK U.S.-Proud-edition
custom instrument cluster consists of a totally
redesigned gauge face produced with similar
materials and processes as the OEM gauges,
plus a patented 100% stainless-steel overlay.
The U.S. Proud-edition flag graphic is printed
onto the stainless-steel overlay, making it
totally unique.

810-244-0909
www.usspeedo.com
PN: WRA18JL

810-244-0909
www.usspeedo.com
PN: WRAUSS17

US Speedo
’17 Ford F-250
Super Duty Daytona-Edition
Custom Instrument Cluster
810-244-0909
www.usspeedo.com
PN: F-25017SD

The ’17 Ford F-250 Super Duty Daytonaedition custom instrument cluster consists of
a totally redesigned gauge face produced with
similar materials and processes as the OEM
gauges, making it totally unique addition to
the interior of a vehicle.

Warn
Industries
Inc.
Semi-Hidden Kit for
Subaru Crosstrek
800-543-9276
www.warn.com
PN: 106221

US Speedo
’19–’20 Chevrolet Silverado
Daytona-Edition Custom
Instrument Cluster
810-244-0909
www.usspeedo.com
PN: CHEV19

The ’19–’20 Chevrolet Silverado Daytonaedition custom instrument cluster consists of a
totally redesigned, three-dimensionally formed
gauge face produced with similar materials and
processes as the OEM gauges. The Daytonaedition gauges totally transform the look and
feel of the vehicle’s interior.

US Speedo
’19–’20 GMC Sierra DaytonaEdition Custom Instrument
Cluster
810-244-0909
www.usspeedo.com
PN: SIERRA19

The ’19–’20 GMC Sierra SCA Performance
Black Widow-edition custom instrument
cluster consists of totally redesigned, threedimensionally formed gauges with patented
stainless-steel overlay gauges.

This highly engineered system allows ’18–’20
Subaru Crosstrek owners to mount a winch
of up to 6,000-lb. capacity to the vehicle. It
has a 3/16-in. steel structure, weighs 57 lbs. and
has eyelets for shackles for increased recovery
options. An optional bolt-on grille guard
includes tabs for auxiliary lights. A 20-in. LED
light bar may be installed instead of a winch.

Warn Industries Inc.
Spydura Nightline
Synthetic
Winch Rope
800-543-9276
www.warn.com
PN: 102560

Spydura Nightline takes Warn’s proven Spydura
rope and adds color and increased function.
Made from ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene with UV-stable coating, the eye-catching red and black weave integrates a 3M lightactivated reflective strand into the rope, improving visibility during recoveries and providing a
unique look when spooled onto a winch.

Vanguard
Bull Bar

Vision X Lighting
Jeep Gladiator Rear LED Light Kit

Vanguard Off-Road unveils a brand-new
Vantage bull bar. It features the seamless fusion
of a black, double-coated, rugged style and
lasting structural steel construction tailored to
a superb vehicle-specific fit. This surprisingly
light 4-in. bar includes an entirely optional
built-in 20-in. LED.

The Vision X Jeep Gladiator rear LED light kit
is a bolt-in scene-lighting kit to shine the night
behind the user. Simply remove the OE reflectors inside the stock rear bumper and replace
with the LED kit. The kit includes lifetimewarrantied, 60-degree Duramini LED lights
with wiring harness and extension harness.

718-565-1960
www.auto-beauty.com
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888-489-9820
www.visionxoffroad.com

Warrior Products
Toyota Pickup Rear Hitch Bumper
888-220-6861
www.warriorproducts.com
PN: 53566

Rear hitch bumper with D-ring mounts for
’89–’95 Toyota pickups.
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Warrior Products
Jeep JL Tube Fender Flares
888-220-6861
www.warriorproducts.com
PN: S6314-13

Tube fender flares for Jeep Wrangler JL and JL
Unlimited (front and rear).

Weld, MOMO, ADV.1, CCW,
Forgestar, Hiper
D6 Beadlock Wheel
714-826-8249
www.mw.company
PN: 1710D6BLKMC25655

Warrior Products
Subaru Crosstrek Platform
Roof Rack

Forgestar releases the 17- and 15-in. D6 drag
wheel. The D6 is said to be the world’s first
rotary-formed beadlock drag wheel designed
for truck and SUV applications. Designed and
engineered with Forgestar’s rotary-formed technology, which results in a higher load rating
and ultimate weight savings. Available in both
beadlock and non-beadlock applications.

Westin/Superwinch
Winch2Go

626-960-6762
www.westinautomotive.com
PN: 1140232

This winch in a box offers a variety of uses
for home, work, road or play. Winch2Go
Synthetic comes complete with all the gear and
accessories needed, from snatch block to straps,
shackles and even a pair of winch gloves.
Features a quick-connect power cord and an
8,000-lb. snatch block.

888-220-6861
www.warriorproducts.com
PN: 10964

Platform roof-rack system for ’13–’17 Subaru
Crosstrek.

Weld, MOMO,
ADV.1, CCW,
Forgestar,
Hiper
Off-Road Cinch Beadlock

Wavian USA
20-Liter Red
Jerry Can

530-872-4988
www.wavianusa.com
PN: 3009

Wavian USA says that
it produces the most
rigorously tested allsteel Jerry Cans on the
market. They boast 0.9mm
steel walls, a rustproof lining, ventilation for a
quick pits, an easy-carry three-handle design,
a leak-proof bayonet closure and much more.
The kicker, Wavian USA says, is that they’re
the only EPA-, CARB- and DOT-approved
steel jerry cans that are legal in all 50 states.

Weigh Safe
Weight-Distribution Hitch
801-820-7020
www.weigh-safe.com
PN: WSWD6-2
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800-788-9353
www.weldwheels.com

Brand new from Weld is the Weld Off-Road
Cinch Beadlock wheel. The Cinch Beadlock is
a one-piece, flow-formed wheel with a forged
beadlock ring. Available in 17x8.5 and 17x9
in five- and six-lug bolt patterns, the Cinch
Beadlock is said to be the perfect choice for
those looking to take their Jeeps, trucks and
SUVs off-road.

626-960-6762
www.westinautomotive.com
PN: 56-10015

The all-new HDX drop hitch step provides
easy access to a truck-bed cargo area or an
SUV roof rack. Works with any standard
2-in. receiver hitch and features an anti-rattle
bracket to reduce vibration and eliminate rattling. Great-looking, durable and functional,
the HDX drop hitch step is a great choice for
any truck or SUV.

Weld, MOMO,
ADV.1, CCW,
Forgestar,
Hiper
Off-Road Chasm

Westin/Superwinch
Tac-Black Tactical Lighting
by Mpower

Brand new from Weld is the Weld Off-Road
Chasm. The Chasm is a one-piece, flowformed wheel available in 20x9, 20x10 and
20x12 in five-, six- and eight-lug bolt patterns.
The Chasm features a gloss-black milled finish
to complete the look of a truck, Jeep or SUV.
The Chasm features a deep lip design that was
engineered to clear the biggest brake packages.

Said to be an industry-first, optical-grade,
silicone high-power spot lens for the off-road
market. Greater resistance to gravel pitting,
scratching or cracking. Improved sealing to
prevent water entering, and offers higher UV
and thermal stability to prevent lens from yellowing. Available configurations include 6x1
(4,350 lumens) or 2x1 (1,450 lumens).

800-788-9353
www.weldwheels.com

For the first time, Weigh Safe says, a hitch that
perfectly distributes weight. Weigh Safe introduces the True Tow weight-distribution hitch,
which measures tongue weight and distributed
tongue weight, has a live on-the-fly adjustment
system, anti-sway properties, and easy heightadjustment capabilities, providing safe towing
peace of mind.
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Westin/Superwinch
HDX Drop Hitch Step

626-960-6762
www.westinautomotive.com
PN: 09-80006
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• Unlimited free access to SEMA Data Co-op, the world’s
most complete data repository—a $1,200 savings.
• Logistics savings up to 39% on ground packages
and 72% off UPS freight shipments.
• Lower insurance costs and better coverage with the
Specialty Equipment Insurance Alliance.
• Improved customer care with First Data
payment solutions.
• Member exclusives at the SEMA Show, plus a world
of networking opportunities, market research tools
and educational resources.

VISIT SEMA.ORG TO JOIN NOW.
Memberships start at just $100/year.
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SEMA n TRUCK, SUV & OFF-ROAD NEW PRODUCTS
Winjet Automotive Inc.
LED Projector
Headlights for
the ’18+ Jeep JL
626-315-3954
www.winjetinc.com

Wilwood Disc Brakes
Aerolite 6R Big Brake Front Brake
Kit for ’18–Up Jeep JL
805-388-1188
www.wilwood.com
PN: 140-15892-DR

The Aerolite 6R six-piston caliper serves as
the base of this 14-in. big rotor kit for popular ’18–up Jeep JL vehicles. Aero 6R kits are
engineered application-specific for simplified
installation and full compatibility with OE
master cylinder output and ABS functions. Big
brake kits provide increased brake capacity and
performance needs.

Winjet Automotive Inc.
A-Pillar LED Mount With Adjustable Light for ’18+ Jeep JL
626-369-2121
www.winjetinc.com

Winjet presents a unique A-pillar light option
for the ’18+ Jeep JL. These A-pillar LED
lights attach directly to the vehicle without
modifications. Featuring first-of-their-kind,
adjust-on-the-fly LED lights that can easily be
reached from inside the cabin. Armed with a
weatherproof finish, these lights are ready to
the take on the outdoors.

Brand-new ’18+ Jeep JL headlights with LED
projector and attention-demanding DRLs.
Projectors are DOT-spec LED lights that will
light the way.

XG Cargo
Gama Bags

530-330-0085
www.xgcargo.com
PN: XG-314

XG Cargo Gama Bags for ’18 Jeep Wranglers
capture additional cargo space on both rear
corners of the vehicle. Superior semi-rigid
construction using waterproof fabrics and
YKK zippers make Gama Bags the ultimate
Wrangler cargo-management tool. Sold in
pairs. MSRP $189.95. Patented.

XKGlow Inc.
Truck Tailgate Light
Winjet Automotive Inc.
Sequential LED Turn Signal for
’18+ Jeep JL
Winjet Automotive Inc.
Sequential LED Taillights
for ’18+ Jeep JL
626-315-3954
www.winjetinc.com

Winjet’s brand-new sequential LED taillights
for the ’18+ Jeep JL. Give the vehicle the attention it demands with these lights, which will fit
any and all Jeep JLs.

626-315-3954
www.winjetinc.com

Winjet’s sequential LED turn signal for the
’18+ Jeep JL. Unique X-design and sequential
turn signal to command the attention the vehicle deserves. Direct plug and play for all Jeep
JL models (non-Sport). LED and non-LED
without system errors.

XKGlow Inc.
S.A.R. 360
XKGlow Inc.
Jeep Fifth-Wheel Brake Light
217-679-1915
www.xkglow.com
PN: XK041019

Jeep fifth-wheel brake light with sequential
turn-signal functions.
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217-679-1915
www.xkglow.com
PN: XK-SAR

Engineered to do it all, S.A.R. lightbars feature
state-of-the-art technology and advanced directional optics. The onboard processing system
communicates directly with the S.A.R. controller and other light bars on the vehicle to create
a search-light experience like never before.

217-679-1915
www.xkglow.com
PN: Xk041018

XKGlow stacked 720 LEDs as densely as possible to achieve an even glow, adding an entire
row of LEDs for the reverse light for ultimate
brightness to help illuminate the surroundings.
The integrated sequential turn signals give
the truck a premium look. The bar is
finished off with an aluminum body and a
polycarbonate lens.

Yakima Products
LockNLoad Rooftop Platform
971-233-8088
www.yakima.com
PN: 8005045

Designed and thoroughly tested in the rugged
Australian Outback, the LockNLoad roof-rack
platform is a blank slate, ready for users to
customize to their needs. Integrated T-slots
throughout coupled with horizontal slats make
it easy to attach accessories for overland, bike,
kayak, surf, ski or the company’s rooftop tents.
Available in six sizes. Off-road rated.
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